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ABSTRACT

The central problem, coÍlmon to the four settlements under study,

appears to be one of ttoo many people and too feiv resources.t A targe

proportion of each cornmunityrs population is composed of people of

Indian ancestTy. Family units remain large with rnany children per unit.

Except for Thicket Portage, these communities have experienced a growth

rate far in excess of that of the province as a whole. People of

Indian ancestry have traditionally relied on the resource based indus-

tries of trapping and fishing for their livelihood. More recently, this

resource base has diminished and in some instances faces depletion.

However, the nunber of individuals involved in these activities have not

declined and thus average yeatly earnings per operator have remained

extremely 1ow. No new industrial development has supplanted the tradi-

tional activities. In addition, people of Indian ancestry have not as

yet been able to take fu1l advantage of the large-scale economic develop-

nent of northern Manitoba. Consequently, a relatively large proportion

of the labor force in each community has supplemented their meager

earnings with welfare payments.

The thesis concludes that the residents of these conimunities,

particularly those of Indian ancestry, must be totally involved in all

programs of economic developrnent in this northern area. Recommendations
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include greater assistance to the communities in terms of (i) educati-onal

opportunities, (2) relocating residents to centres offering greater

employment opportunities, and (3) creating a viable econornic base in

each of the settlements.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTTON

Northern Manitoba is experiencing a period of rapid development

and all indications suggest that this trend is likely to continue at an

accelerating rate. In order to determine the effects this will have on

already existíng settlements their present state of development must

first be established.

This thesis will concern itself with the largely lr{etis communities

of Wabowden and Thicket Portage which have groln up along the Hudson Bay

Railway line as well as the two Indian',reserves - Norway House and

Oxford House - which, prior to the completion of the Hudson Bay line,

were important centres along the fur trading route to York Factory. Al1

four offer an excellent opportunity for conparison in terms of population

characteristics, economic base, degree of accessibility and future

development.

It has become increasingly evident in recent years that the

najority of Indian and Metis population constitutes a group econonically

depressed in terms of the standards that have become widely accepted in

Canada. They are not sharing equally with others in proportion to their

numbers in tl"re material gains or satisfactions and rewards that an

affluent and rapidly expanding national econorny has to offer. ll/hile it

is true that canadian Indians and Metis today are fmuch better offr

in terms of hígher income, better educational and health facilities than
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they were in the past, nonetheless, the gains in these fields experienced

by the l{hite population have been proportionately far greater with the

result that the gap between the two gïoups is becoming increasingry

iqider. 1

By and large, the Indian and lr{etis people of northern Manitoba

are among the most isolated and depressed in canada; this, despite rapid

economic growth in the northern part of the province. For example,

Thonpson was hailed as a showpiece of economic growth in northern Mani-

toba that wourd, to a large extent, solve the Indian unemplo)¡rnent

problem. In purely statistical terms, Thompson offers more than enough

potential in employnent and income opportunities to meet the needs of

northern Manitobars entire native population. lts present population is
approximately 10,7002 and it is expected to reach 25,000 in the next few

years. However, it is clear that at present, Indian and Metis people

have benefíted very little from this major development. By far the

majority of people now making their living in Thompson have been

recruited from southern Manitoba or frorn other Canadian provinces or

other countries. Very few Indians and Metis frorn the surrounding aïea

have managed to get regular employment in the community.

1¡1. B. Hawthorn (ed.), A Survey of the Contemporary Indians of
=Canad?: 

A Report on Economic, _
Part 1, Queents erint

2community Report on Thompson, Regional Development Branch,
Department of Industry and Cornmerce.
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Up until 1963, it was International Nichel Companyrs unofficial

poJ-icy not to hire rndian people; that is, the conpany was reluctant to

hire Indian people. ln 1963, however, a demonstration protesting this

unofficial policy resulted in the setting up of an intermediary betv/een

INCO and the Indians.

From May 1963 to October 1966, corununity Deveropnent services

referred 173 people of Indian ancestry to the rNCO hiring office at

Thompson. 0f the I73 ernployees, only 29 were stil1 working at the end of

October 1966. The rest failed for various ïeasons; they either quit,
were fired, or were t laid offr because they proved to be unsatisfactory.

when one considers that INCO's total labor force in 1966 was

2,275, the 173 employees of rndian ancestry hired over a three year

period constitutes only a very sma11 proportion.S

A. STATEMENT OF TIIE PROBLEM

The central problem of this thesis, cornmon to the four northern

Manitoba settlements under consideration, is one of disparity between

(t) a rapidly expanding native population and large numbers of children

per family unit, and (2) the lack of a viable economic base coupled with

a diminishing resource base.

3Personal communication with Mr. David Chaddock who is currently
completing a N{asters thesis, rlThomÐson, Manitoba: A Study of a Modern
Mining Conrnunity in the Subarctic,,, ãt the University of Manitoba.
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A large proportion of each communityts population is composecl of

people of rndian ancestry, and it is this cultural group that occupies

the lowest economic position in each community. consequently, the

author has included a chapter dealing with six socio-cultural variables

that relate to the economic development of the conmunities.

The four communities vary in the degree of accessibility from the

most accessible, l'Vaboiuden, to the least accessible, Oxford House. Living

standards in the settlements appear to vary in a corresponding pattern.

Thus Oxford House has the highest propoïtion of residents engaged in

trapping and fishing, with some of the lowest returns per individual

operator. The average incone of wage earners is also the lowest here.

0n the other hand, Wabowden has the smallest proportion of residents

involved in the resource based industries of trapping and fishing. At

the sane time, the average income for wage earneïs is the highest of the

four settlements.

This thesis proposes to assess the disparity between the size of

population and the economic situation of each settlement. In addition,

the relationship between the conununitíesr degree of accessibility, their
econonic base and population mobility is examined. The author makes

certain recommendations based on his findings which he hopes will serve

to make the conmunities economicaLly vrable and which will result in a

lrigher standard of living for the residents r particularly those of Indian

ancestry. It is hoped that this comparative analysis will help to

elucidate the social and economic problerns of such communities in

lvlanitobars north.



Þ. DEFINTTIONg

Before proceeding further, a definition of terms is required.

rndians are generally considered to be descendants of the Mongoloid

people from Asia who came into America via the Bering Straits at least

20 ,000 years ago.4 There was a gradual rnigration over an extended

period of time involving various tribes.

At the tirne of the Indian treaties,5 ín which the Indians sur_

rendered their rights to the land and became special wards of the

Federal Government, all Indians as well as those of mixed blood, the

4this date must be qualified in light of recent research claimingan even earlier date.

SThe terms of the treaties inay be summarized:
A relinquishment of the rndian right and title to their lands.
Indians had the right to hunt and fish in the ceded lands so long asthey remained the pïoperty of the Crown.
Each Indian person was allowed $s.00 per annun in perpetuity alongwith an annual pa).ment of $25.00 to the chief and $i5.00 to eachcouncilor or head man.
Lands were allotted to the Indians to be set aside as ïeseïves for
hornes and agricultural puïposes, which cannot be sold or alienated
except with the consent of the Indians and for their benefit. InTreaty Number Five the reserves were pLanned in terms of 160 acresper family of five.
Agricultural implements rvere given on a once for all basís; viz.,
oxen and cattle were given to form the nucleu5of a herd.
Provisions was made for the establishment of schooLs on the reservesfor the instruction of Indían children.

(Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Branch, Indians of the prairie provinces -

L

1.
)

3.

5.

6.

Affairs
OLtawa

Development, Indian
An Historical Review

7967, pp. 9-10.



French and Scottish l'{etis, I¡¿ere recognized, as ttteaty Indianst an¿ were

taken into the bands among whom they resided. For all practical pur-

poses, the treaties have been repraced by the Indian Act and accompany-

ing regulations,

The term, tN{etis,r as used throughout the thesis is ctefined as the

offspring of a lahite peïson and an American Indian, especially in
Canað.a-6 Thus it refers to various rnixtures, not onì.y tirat of French and

rndian but, for example, scottish and Indian, as well as others. The

term, rl'{etisrt has been adopted in preference to its counterpart, rHalf-

breed,r because of the derogatory connotations associated with the latter
t erm.

As a group, the Metis are not clearly defined; some aïe more

assirnilated into the l{trite community than others. Lagasse's study of
Manitobars Metis estimates that 80 per cent of the people of Metis

ancestry in Manitoba are not included in his study because these people

fthave integrated to the point of not being recogni zed by their neighbours

as Metis. "7

In addition, the distinction between Indian and Metis has become

increasingly blurred due to the prevalence of inter-marriage . Toð.ay,

therefore, àfly distinction made should be viewed as 1ega1 rather than

tacial. For example, a child of a treaty Indian man and his hhite wife

6H. W. Fowler and F. G. Fowler (ed.), The Concise Oxford
Dictionary of Current English, (Oxford-Claren@

TJean H. Lagasse (director), A Study of the Populatj-on of Indian
Ancestry Living in Manitoba, (Depart ,
Winnipeg 1959), Vol.1, p.77.
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is recorded as a tTeaty Indian, whereas a child of a tTeaty Indian tvoman

and her White husband is a Metis.

The Federal Government, through the Indian Affairs Branch,

assumes responsibility for alr treaty Indians in canada, but Metis

people come under the jurisdiction of the respective Provincial Govern-

ments. It must be noted here that lvlanitoba is the only Prairie Pro-

vince that does not have special planning for Metis people at the

provincial level.

While conditions of employment and education for Metis and treaty

Indians are sinilar, nonetheless, the Metis as a group do not receive

the same assistance as treaty Indians. For example, Indian Affairs

Branch has a housing policy rvith respect to the treaty Indian population

resulting in an improved housing situatíon for these people. No such

policy exists for the Nfetis, and this undoubtedly accounts for some of

the worst housing conditions among these people. Treaty Indians do not

pay for any land while living on the reserve, nor do they pay tax on

any income derived from the reserve. 0n the other hand, the Metis must

purchase or rent their land and pay both property and income tax.

Despite cultural differences between Indian and Metis people, at

the same time there appear to be enough cultural and social similarities

to Iniarrant considering them as one entity for purposes of this study.

In a report on the Indians and Metis of northern Saskatchewan, the

authors have stated that rrin any given locality members of the two

groups are more or less identical in socio-cultural characteristics.



The distinction between them

apply to Norway Flouse, where

reserve socialize with tTeaty

aæutu".9

9

is purely 1ega1!'8 This would certainly

alnost all Metis people living off the

Indian friends and relatives living on the

C. FIELD WORK

Field work ivas conpleted during the summet o1. 1967 when the

writer visited the four settlements collecting data and interviewing

residents. While the schedule technique was used to elicit information

fron the general population, care was taken to consistently interview

the head of each household. Fixed choice and open answel items were

used during the interview, and in the case of the latter, care was

taken to record all comments, even the toff handt ones.10

SHelen Buckley, J. E. M. Kew and John B. Hawley, The 
-I-ndians 

and
Metis of Northern Saskatchewan: A report on Economic and Social De)¡elop-

hewan, 1963), P' 5'

9this observation r^ras confinned by a well known resident of
Norway House, Mr'. Joe Keeper Sr., who was formerly treaty Indian but has
become enfranchised and now lives off the reserve. He, nevertheless,
maintains close contact with friends and relatives still living on the
ïeserve.

l0Residents of both Norway i{ouse and Oxford llouse have been
bombarded by researchers armed with questionnaires during the last
several years; so much so, that they have become both resentful and

wary of all new arrivals. The writer was constantly on guard for
tstockranswers that respondents might be giving to appease all investi-
gators. In addition, aII conclusions deduced fron the responses, com-
plaints and suggestions made by residents lvere discussed with such people
ãs the conmunity development officer, clergy'nen, the community health
rvorker and various knolledgable residents , aII of lvhom were faniliar
with the community and its problems.
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Queries in the questionnaire were designed specifically to give

information about the respondent, his household and its economic sítua-

tion, the householdrs niobility pattern, and what the respondent felt
were positive and negative aspects of the community (Appendix A). Where

tteaty Indians 'h/ere concerned, additional items were included such as

what their contacts lvith such urban centres as winnipeg, The pas, and

Thompson were, whether or not they thought their children should and/or

would come back to the reserve after cornpleting their education, and

what the future of their reserve might hold for the respondent and for

his children.

Instead of sanipling, the author simply visited eacir household

heaci, and those available and agreeable to an interview constituted the

sample.11 At Norway House 62 per cent of the householcl heads, repïe-

senting 68 per cent of that communityts population were interviewed. At

Wabolvden the percentage of household units interviewed aas 81 per cent,

accounting for 73 per cent of that population; at Thicket portage g7

per cent of the household units, Tepresenting 82 per cent of the popula-

tion, were interviewed, and at Oxford House the proportion of household

units interviewed was 75 per cent accounting for 86 per cent of that

population. l2

llOf 
"l-1 

the household heads in the four communities who were
approached by the author for an interview, only two refused to
co-operate.

l2Because the majority of household heads at Oxford llouse are
unable to speak English fluent1y, an interpreter was hired to help
conciuct the interviews.
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During the course of interviewing each household head, the

author was able to study briefly both the exterior and interior of the

majority of residences in the communities. At Norway House and at

Oxford House, the authorts observations were discussed with the local

community health worker, both of whom were treaty Indian and welI

acquainted with the quality and conciition of housing in the settlement.

A somewhat generalized and arbitrary scheme for classifying the

quality and condition of housing was drawn up, in which category A

denotes excellent construction with conditions of insulation, heating,

lighting and general repair ranging from very good to excellent. A

house in this category may or may not have a basement, but it rests on

a solid foundation.

category B includes fair to good construction, with adequate

condítions of insulation, heating and lighting. These houses generally

have no basements but rest on a fairly secure foundation. In some

instances they may require repair work to the exterior and/or the

interior.

Category C includes poor to very poor construction and lacks ade-

quate insulation, heating and lighting. In some instances these are no

more than crudely constructed plywood shacks v¡ith cardboard interiors.
Most of the units in category c, according to the author, are fit only

for demolition; however, some of the better t)?es in this category might

be salvaged with considerable repair or ïenovation.
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Examples of all three categories are given for each of the four

settlernents. The i^rriter has exarnined only the physical aspects of the

residences, and although he recogni zes that the condition of overcrowd-

ing also has an important bearing on the actual quality of housing, none-

theless, he feels this factor remains outside the terns of reference of
his study.



CI.IAPTER I ]

WABOIVDEN

A. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

The settrement was named after a rairway engineer,

Previously, when this post was known as Setting Lake, the

referred to it as John Scottrs ?rsagahagin, (Lake), due, it
to the fact that in earlier years some trader of that name

here.

h/. A. B owden .

Indians often

is believed,

had his post

l{abowden, whose history is intimately related to the Hudson Bay

Railway line, has grown up around the station and houses of the section

forernen.

Prior to the coming of the raiTway, both l{abowden and Thicket

bore little resemblance to a fpeïmanentf comrnunity. Thicket portage was

a natutal centre between Nelson l-louse, Cross Lake and Norlvay House, both

for trappers and fishermen. simirariry, but to a lesser extent,

I{abowden acted as a centre for those in the area engaged in these

pursuits.

Around 1918, the l-ludson Bay Railway line provided access to the

settlement, and shortly after, a winter trail was built connecting

wabowden to Nelson House, cross Lake and Norway Flouse. This proved to

be the crucial moment in the history of the conmunity, and its impor_

tance grew at the expense of Thicket portage.
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I{abowden has become an important divisional point on the Bay 1ine,

and it now functions as a distributing centre for Nelson House, Cross

Lake and Norway House. l

The first Hudsonrs Bay post here was built in 1922. I-lowever,

when a disastrous fire swept through the place in 1925, a second store

was built on the same site in the ,*" y"rr.2

Wabowden is situated within the northern clay region, and in 1952

a team of soil specialists carriecl out a suïvey irere.S Th"ir recommenda-

tion, that experirnental work be carried on in the area, was accepted, and

in 1954 a substation was built at Wabowden with research beginning the

following year. The program concluded ten years of research, after

which formal operations ceased.

In 1964 a road was built, running from The Pas through lVabowden

to Thompson, and at present, the comrnunity is accessible by rail, road

and ait transport.

lDuring the winter rnonths, the bulk of the freight going to
Nelson House, cross Lake and Norway House is transported by tractor
train. severar airway companies f1y passengers and supplies to the
surrounding centres during both suruner and winter.

2S. .f . C. Cunuling,rrH. B. C. posts, Keewatin Distïict - No. 6,
Setting Lake Post,," The Beaver, Outfit 258, No. J, December 1927,
p. I2t. This structuñTE-E6-sequently been replaced by a more modern
Õ.nç).

Slu. A. Ehrlich, L. E. pratt, J. A. Barr, and F. p. Leclaire,
9?i1 sul:vel. 9f a 9ros:-9gctiol Through the upper Nelson River Basin
Along the Hudson Bay_ Railway in Northern ruanito@art-

f Manitoba, lVinnipeg,
1es9).
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The community, with a population of s94,4 wrrile remaining rera-
tively depressed in terms of southern Manitobats economic standards, is,
nevertheless, the most econornically viable of the four under study. It
still retains its functions as a railway divisionat point and as a

distributing centre for the surrounding communities.

DD. PHYSICAL BACKGROUND

The presence of a rarge clay belt in northern Manitoba was

arready recognized in the latter part of the nineteenth century.5

subsequent research has deternined more precisely the natuïe and extent
of tjris belt (Map 2). Thicket portage and r{abowden, both rocated well
within the boundaries of this clay belt have about the most potential for
agricultural developnent in the region.

Wabowden is situated within the Pre-Cambrian Shield, consisting of
hard granite or gneissose rocks.6 originally, along with the harder

granitoids, there were also the softer sheared lavas and sediments which

were eroded to a low level prior to palaeozoic tines. T

4p. B. s. 1966.

5Tyrre11 J. Burr and D. B. Dowling, rReports on the NortheasternPortion of the District of saskatchewan ãncl Adjacent parts of the Dis-tricts of Athabaska and Keewatin,rr Geological Éurvey of canada AnnualReport, Vo1. XIII, 1902, pp. 2S-3I

6The writer observed a chain of smal1 gneissic islands in bothsetting Lake and Bowden Lake, as well as graniti. ort-crops, especiar.lyalong the shores of these lakes.

7p. c. wal]ace, Ths.Ggological Formations of Maniloba, (winnipeg:Published by the trtrtr 'p. 
Sa.
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With the passage of the ice sheet, the weathered rnaterial was

transported away and the schists were plucked to a greater degree than

the granitoids. The result has been a hummocky topography with linear

valleys and lakes in the schists and sediments. An example here is the

relatively narro\^/ Setting Lake whose outline is believed to be deternined

quite definitely by the attitude of the underlying rocks.

At present, only a few portions of the earlier lavas and sediments

remain in the exposures of the Pre-Cambrian formations in northern Mani-

toba. These are generally surrounded by extensive areas of granite and

porphyry, which in themselves probably represent igneous formations of

different ag"=.8

These areas of greenstone and sediments are of special interest

for in them is found the veins and sheared zones in which occuï the ores

of go1d, silver, copper, lead and zinc. such aïeas form a fairly contin-

uous belt fron Athapapaskow Lake eastwards to Setting Lake (Wabowden),

with isolated patches such às at l{intering Lake (Thicket portage), pipe

Lake, Pipestone, Cross Lake on the Nelson River, and Oxford Lake and Knee

Lake on the Hayes River.9

A naj or zoîe of extreme faulting appears to extend from Setting

Lake to Assean Lake passing through Ospawagan Lake, Mystery Lake and

8R. c. waIlace,
(Winnipeg: Published
1919), p. 7.

, Mining and l.{ineral Prospects in Northern Manitoba,
by the Authority of the Government of Manitobál

9r¡i¿.
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Moak Lake. Along this zone the rocks are highly schistose across widths

that maY vary from several hundred to seveïal thousand feet.10 rt is
along this relatively narïovr structuïal belt, sometirnes referred to as

the Thompson nining belt , that the more important nickel deposits are

found. (lvlap 5)

Relics of the ice period are strer,vn over the granitoids.

Repeated advances and recessions of the ice mass, from its gathering

ground west of Iludson Bay, scoured bare the weathered surfaces.

During one of these re-advances of the ice sheet, the limit of
the ice-fTont was the pas ridge, which represents a terninal moraine

deposited by the ice as it rnoved forward and then retreated. The

drainage, then as nor^r, was northwards, and the rvater was dammed back by

the ice-front to form a lake in which was deposited the silt that was

carried in by the streans entering the lake. Thus, it is believed, the

northern clay belt (Map 2) was forned, which has been estimated to cover

10,000 square mi1es.11

since the surface features from the glaciar period have been

modified only slight1y, the drainage system has evolved on the cray

covered surface, and as yet, it is still in an extrenely youthful stage.

10.1. F. Davies, B. B. Bannatyne, G.
Geology and Mineral Resources of Manitoba,
Oepartm 

,
1962) , p. 106.

S. Barry and H. R. ÌvicCabe,
(Published by Manitoba
Mines Branch, iVinnipeg

1livr11r.", op. cit. , p. l1
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For this reason, artificial drainage would be one prerequisite to any

commercial agriculture here.

The black spruce associatíon forns a large part of the natural

vegetation cover here, but in su/ampy areas the growth tends to be

restricted. Tamerack is also to be found in these swampy aïeas. Along

the rivers, on islands and in the better drained localities, well

developed stands of white spruce, white birch, aspen and balsarn fir are

found. Repeated and extensive fires have taken their toll and large

areas no\^/ support a smaI1 growth of aspen, white birch and scattered

growths of black and white spïuce, or jackpine and aspen.12

C. THE SETTLEMENT

Official 1y,

urban district and

Government District

council which makes

Consul at The Pas.

the community is classified as an unincorporated

as such is adninistered from The pas by the Local

Consul.13 At the local level, tirere is a community

the needs and demands of the community known to the

I2w. E. D. iìalliday, A Forest Classification for Canada- (Canað.a.
Department of i,,lines and i'latu íf"ti, ãó,
Ottawa 1937) , p. 2I.

13the local administrator at The Pas has experienced two lengtìryillnesses in the past severar years and during his periods of ill-
health there was virtually no one to look aftãr the affairs of lVabowden
and Thicket Portage. A new man has recently been appointed, but he plansto resign in the near future, and the lack of aa"q,ràie administration
again becomes a problem.

ivlanitoba Department of Northern Affairs has been acting in a
co-ordinating capacity and has done considerable work in both cómmunities.rn addition, this Department hopes to set up local governnents in
lVabowden and Thicket Portage in the near fulure.
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HOUSING

Initially, residents located near the rairway station and the

section foremenrs houses. At present, residences are scattered hap-

hazardry over an area of approximatery 12 square miles (Map 3).

Except for a few metal buildings, such as the agricultural
substation and the oi1 company ware houses, most buildings in the com_

munity are of wooden frame construction. Sone of the older residences

still standing are of log construction and these can be waïin even in the

coldest weather if kept in good repair.

The author has used his scheme for classifying the quality and

condition of housing in the settlement (chapter r). Exarnples of al1

three categories at wabowden are given in Figures 1, 2 and 3.

lvlap 3 shows the distribution of houses in each catelory, and

it is readily observable that the great majority of inadequate housing,

category c, is concentrated at rthe point,r a part of the settlement

that is almost exclusively composed of Metis residents. The better
housing, categories A and B, occupied by teachers, nuïses, business

proprietors and other relatively successful wage eaïners, is concen_

trated, by anð' large, in the nucleus of the settlement and away from
tthe Point.t

The Lands Branch Office at The pas has tried to intïoduce a

measure of order into the settlement by Taying out roads and surveying

lots at its northeastern rnargin , an area referred to as fthe point.,
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It has already been mentioned that the majority of residents at rthe

Point' are of Indian ancestry and that the quality of housing here is

among the poorest in the community (Map S).

I{hen comparing Maps 3 and 4, it is readily apparent that there is

1itt1e or no relation between the carefully surveyed lots and the

distribution of dwellings. A resident may lease or buy a lot here, but

in practice it appears he generally pays 1ittle attention to locating his

house well within his boundaries or near the road.

A partíal explanation for the lack of planning within the commun-

ity may be the fact that a great portion of the 1and. in the settlement

is owned by the c.N.R. and by the Davidson "rt"t".14 Residents are

forced to rent 1and, but because the prospects of eventually owning it
are so remote, people are generally unwilling to spend any substantíal

amount on their homes and are not concerned about arranging them in any

formal order. l5

squatters16 pose a problem for many northern communities and

Wabowden is no exception. There are appïoxirnately 30 squatter household

14ptr. Davidson, while he lived at wabowden, was able to acquire a
sizable tract of land which after his death passed into the hands of hisfamily. They are no longer residents of Wabowden but refuse to sell anvof the land.

150ne of the more prosperous residents, who lives in a well built
home, informed the writer that he would like to put a basement under his
house, but since he is renting C.N.R. land and realizes his lease can be
terninated by the owner at any time, he feels the risk involved is too
great.

I6See J. R. Lotz, "Northern Settlements and the Squatter
Problem," Habitat, vol. 5, No. 6, November-December 1962, pp. z-7. The
author has-usãã Lotrs definition of squatter. He is
who has no 1egal title to the land on which he is settled, oï . any
person renting a dwelling frorn an owner who has no Iegal title to land
on which the dwelling standsil p. 2.
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units in the settlement located on c.N.R. property, atrthe point,rand

on land belonging to the experimental substation. It is difficuLt to
assess precisely their numbers since these residents are constantly in
fear of being forced to leave their premises.

Problems created by the squatters are for the nost part obvious.

As a rule they pay no taxes, they generally build substandard homes in
terms of the basic essentials such as proper insulation, and heating,

and adequate lighting and living space. Th"y squat more or less at will
and rnay abandon their shacks once they move on. In short, by the very

nature of their existence, they are diametrically opposed to the concept

of the tplanned community.?

ft must be noted, however, that part of the

squatter problem lies with the major land owners in

tie up large tracts of land and refuse to sell lots

parties.

SERVICE FACILITIES AND UTILITIES

blane for the

the settlement who

to any interested

There are tl{o general stores at Wabowden, one of which is owned

and operated by tl're Hudsonts Bay company. Both stores sell a variety

of merchandise ranging frorn foodstuffs to clothing and appliances.

Three oil and gas conpany dealers are presently situated in the comrnunity.

However, only two aïe in operation.lT The communityrs only garage for

17the most recently constructed outlet is the B.A.
installed storage tanks and all other necessaïy equipnent.
to the lack of qualified and/or interested staff, it has,
unable to begin operations.

unít lvhich has
However, ilue

as yet, been
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repairing and servicing cars and trucks burned down recently and., as yet,

it has not been rebuilt. I{abowden boasts one small hotel, equipped with

a beer parlor, and two small cafes. According to a number of promínent

citizens, this community is in dire need of a service station, fully
equipped to service and repair caïs, trucl<s and various other machinery,

and an attractive, fu11y modernized notel or hotel, conplete with dining

facilities, to service 1ocal residents and numerous tïavel1ers along the

Provincial Trunk i{ighway Number 391.

Professional and social services in the cornmunity include: (1) the

nursesr station, under the jurisdiction of Northern Health Services,

which offers the only medical attentíon in the settlement, (2) a six,

roorn school, financed by the Frontier school Division, in which grades

one to eight are taught, and (3) a community development officerlS
whose services, broadly defined, are designed to rhelp the connunity help

itself.t Police service comes from Thompson, and while Wabowden resi-
dents urgently need, and have repeatedly been prornised, a permanent

detachrnent, as yet none existr.19

1BA number of responsible and knowledgable residents have repeat-
edly criticized the Community Development Officer here of constitutittg 

"negative influence in the comrnunity in addition to being ineffectual.
Numerous conplaints have been made to his organízationts headquarters
and his replacement with another officer has been requested; all this to
no avai1.

191{t. Macdonald, Assistant Deputy ir{inister of Manitobars D,epart-
rnent of Northern Affairs, informed the author that wabowden would
definitely have an R.C.M.P. detachment stationecl in the community sone-
time in 1968.
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The Ronan catholic church, the Anglican church and church hal1,

and the Northern Evangelical Mission constitute Wabowdenrs religious
institutions.

The only recreational outlets are those supplied by the school,

the community club and the pool ha11. rn an effort to promote sports,

the school teachers have organized various teams to compete against each

oti-ler. The community club features such entertainment as movies and

dances. A nunber of responsible and knowledgable residents have

expressed the need for a well organized and eciuipped recreation centre

so as to provide a greater number of young people with opportunities for
varied and healthy activity.

wabowden lacks a proper wateï supply. At present, many residents

have water delivered from the c.N.R. water tank.2O There is no charge

for the water itself, which comes frorn Bowden Lake, but delivery of
l4/ater costs $1.00 per 45 gallon tank - an amount the average family unit
would use up in two to three days. Those that do not utilize these

services haul their water directly from Bowden and in some instances from

Setting Lake.

The community has no sewage facilities2l and lacks garbage pickup

service and an adequate garbage d*p. At present, the two pressing

20fhe drinking water from the C.N.R. water tank is chlorinated.
0n1y C.N.R. buildings and the hotel are serviced by direct connection tothe tank.

21c.¡1.R. has a sewage and water filtration plant; however, hereagain, only c.N.R. buildings and the hotel "re s"rviced by the plant.
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demands of the settlement thus include a proper water supply , garbage

pickup service and an adequate garbage dump.

The settlement is supplied with electricity and telephones, and

can receive radio broadcasts from Thompson and The pas.

There are approximately ten miles of al1 weather gravel road

within the conmunity, and it connects with the Provincial Trunk Highway

391 running frorn The Pas to Thompson.

D, POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

Wabowden has a population of 59422 and 104 household units,23

with an average of 5.7 persons per household unit. The most comnon type

of household unit is the fanily, of which there are 90 in the community,

particularly the one family household.

TABLE T24

NI.MBER AND TYPE OF HOUSEHOLD UNITS AT IVABOWDEN, 1966

lyge of household Number

Total households
Total f.amily households

One family households 85
Two or more family households 5

Non-family households
One person only
Two or more persons

22Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1966 Census, (D.B.S.).

234 household unit may be any one of the following: a one family
household, a two or more family household, or a non-famiry household.

24o.s.s. 1966

L04
90

I4
L2

2
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The population is a relatively young one with 55.7 per cent under

tlre age of 15. This ts 22 per cent higher than the equi-valent age group

of the total population, rndian and non-Indian for the province. The

proportion of the population 65 years and older, on the other hand,

remains relatively 1ow at 2.8 per cent; the provincial peïcentage for

this age group, including both rndians and non-Indians, is 9.2 per cent.

several factors may help to explain this phenornenon. First,
Tecent medical attention along with education has seved to lower this

conmunityrs infant mortality rate. I{hi1e data here is not available, it
is obvious that the nursest station in the settlement and improved medi-

cal care at Thompson and The Pas offers a partial explanation. Another

factor is the improved nutrition and personal hygíene, resulting from

the influx of rnedical staff and educators into the settlement-

The relatively low elderly population, those age 65 and older, can

possibly be attributed to two major factors. First, 7Eë 65 is generally

accepted as retirement age and it is possible that a number of retired

railway workers leave the settlement. Another factor might well be a

relatively high nortality rate among the aged, as compared to that of

southern N{anitobats urban centres.

Figure 4425 gives an indication of wabowdenrs age-sex composition.

25Th" only age-sex breakdolvn available is the one issued by the
Dominion Bureau of statistics, in Ottawa. The first five age gïoups are
in intervals of five years, the next five groups are given in intervals
of ten years and the final group may involve an interval from ten to
thirty years.

In order to give an accurate graphical representation of the
communityrs age-sex composition, it was nãcessary to use only one inter-
va1 for the age groups, in this case the 10 year interval, but this
meant omitting that portion of the population under five years of age.
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Although there are more females than males here, the difference is too

smal1 to be of any great significance.

Figure 4A shows the sharp increase in the population during the

last decade. In addition, 22 per cent of the communityrs population are

under the age of five. (not shown on the graph) . Economic planning for
the future is inperative. The resource based industries, especially

trapping and fishing rvhich provide only a subsistence standard of J.iving

at present, rvil1 not be able to employ any significant proportion of this
increase.

Table II gives an indication of the rate of population growth

1961 to 1966 the communityrs

per cent. This is explain-

as well as considerable

Indian ancestry, to the

According to the 1961 census, only 24 per cent of the residents

were tnative Indian and Eskimo.t26 However, the recognition of Metis

people is a difficult undertaking because of the varying degrees of
assimilatíon with the lthite manrs culture, and this may be one reason

for the rather 1ow percentage recorded. using his sample, the author

found the proportion to be as high as 44 per cent. Manitoba Department

at lVabowden over a five

population has grown by

able in terms of both a

in-migration of people,

settlement.

year period. From

an astounding 81.7

high fertility rare

especially those of

265ince the modified document of the
questions on religion, etirnic group, school
istics, this data is provided only for 1961

1966 Census did not include
ing and economic character-



TABLE Ii

POPULATION INCREASE

1961 to 1966

source: D.B.s. 1961, 7966, and Indian Affairs Branch, ottawa,
December 31, 1965.

Location Number of People

19 61 t966

I ncreas e

of 1966
over 1961

Percent Increase
of Population

over 1961

Wabowden 327 594 267 8r.7

Thicket
Portage

275 282 7 aÍ

Norway
Hous e

1,981 2,275 104 14. 8

0xford
Hous e

6r3 7rs r02 L6.6

Province
of Man.

921,686 963,066 47,390 4.5

Dominion of
Canada L8,238,247 20,014,890 1,776,633 9.7
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of Northern Affairs in 1967 has estimated the proportion to be as high

as 58 pet cent.z7

The majority of residents are affiliated with either the Roman

catholic, the Anglican or the united church. According to the 1961

census , 43 per cent weïe Roman catholic , 33 per cent were Anglican and

10 per cent belonged to the united church. The writerrs 1967 sample

established 26 per cent as Roman catholic, 4g per cent as Anglican, 10

per cent belonging to the united church and g per cent not claining

membership with any religious denomination.

The educational attairunent of the residents here remains lower

than that of residents in southern lvfanitoba. Table III shows that the

proportion age five and older who had no schooling and were not attending

school at the tine of the Census was 14 per cent.28

TABLE ITI29
HIGHEST GRADE ATTENDED FOR THE POPULATION 5 YEARS AND OLDER

AT IVABOWDEN, 1961

Attending School Nunber Per cent

Total
Pre-grade 1

Elementary l-4
Elementary 5-8
High SchooI L-2
High SchooI 3-4
High School 5
University I-2
University 3-4
University degree

B9

47
35

3

4

100

53
39

3
5

27wanítoba Northern Affairs Comrnunity Fact Sheet for January 1967
recorded a totaT population of 684 , 400 of whom were designated as Nletis
and the remaínder as lürite

28The provincial proportion for the same category was 7 per cent.
29t. s. s. 1961 .
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Not Attending School

TABLE III - Continued

Number Per cent

Total
No schooling
Elementary I-4
Elementary 5-8
High School I-2
High School 3-4
High School 5

University I-2
University 3-4
University degree

174
)\
15
92
27
I4

1

i00
I4

9
53
15

()

.6

In the authorrs 1967 sample, in which the educational attairunent

of only household heads \.,ias ascertained, 23 per cent had no formal edu-

cation, 8 per cent had cornpleted elenentary grades one to four, 37 per

cent had cornpleted elementary grades five to eight, 26 per cent had

completed secondary grades nine to twelve and 6 per cent had taken some

university or other post-grade twelve training.

Northern communities have often been characterized by a rela-

tively transient population, especially among l{hites who often move to

tirese communities for reasons of business and employrnent.S0 Out of the

84 household hèads in the writer's 1967 sample, 47 (56 per cent) had

lived in I{abowden more than 10 years, 24 (29 per cent) had lived in the

30Approximately 80,000 people have lived
residents since the community was first built in
(Personal cornmunication with Mr. David Chaddock.

in Thompson as ternporary
the late 1950rs.

)
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conmunity from two to ten years, and 13 [J.5 per cent) had. been there less

than two years. 0f the 13 household heads who had lived ín Wabowden less

than tivo years , 7 gave their previous residence as north of the 53d

parallel,51 rvhile the remaining 3 inað,lived south of the 5Jd, para11el.

All 13 had moved to l{abo\,,/den for reasons of employment. when the lj
household heads l^/ere queïied about the length of their previous resi-
dence, 4 mentioned more than 10 yeaïs, 6 mentioned from two to ten

years and 3 said less than two years. The 3 who stayed ress than two

years, alr had lived north of the 5sd parallel previously. when these

3 were again queried about the length of residence (prior to their
previous one), 1 mentioned more than l0 years anð. 2 said less than two

years.

The 84 household heads in the sample were also asked about their
future plans. Fifty-nine (70 per cent) stated their intention to
remain at wabowden, and 25 (s0 per cent) planned to leave. of the

latter, 5 gave L967 as the date for their departure, 1 mentioned 196g,

and 19 gave feventuallyr as their departure date. when the 2s were

queried as to their destination, 9 mentioned centres north of the 5Sd

paral1e1, 8 mentioned centres south of the 53d paral1el, an¿8 could not

be specific or had not decided definitely where they would move. of

31stua-rt Jamieson and Harry Hawthorn, The Rore of Native people
il Ildustrial_Dev.e_lopmeJrt in Northern Manitob
the conmittee on Manitobars Economic Future, (university of British
columbía, vancouver, september rg62). This study has defined Northern
lvlanitoba as that part of the province north of the 5sd parallel.
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the 25, 9 gave employment as the rnain reason for moving, 7 mentioned

social reasons and 9 gave a conbination of social and employment or

business reasons.

lVhen asked whether they enjoyed living in this corununity, 64 out

of the 84 responded favorably, 17 dið. not enjoy living here and i were

non-commital.

A pattern emerges from this data in which a small but significant

number of transient households move to various northern communities,

(north of the 53d para11el), generally for reasons of employment.

Wabowden is one of these communities in lvhich such a household will

function for a certain number of years before moving on to another

northern community.

E. THE ECONOMIC SITUATION OF I{ABOI^JDEN

EMPLOYMENT STRUCTURE

One of the more reliable indicators of a communityts economic

viability is its employrnent structure. 0f the 84 household units in the

sample, 78 (93 per cent) had one or more persons gainfully employed

throughout all or part of the year,32 while the remaining 6 (7 per cent)

had no one person gainfully ernployed throughout any part of the year.

Out of Wabowdenrs total active labor force in the sample, includ-

ing all those gainfully employed either part time or full time in

activities ranging fron fishing and trapping to railway work and teaching

32this includes employrnent in trapping and/or fisÌring.
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only 68 per cent worked 12 nonths per year and 25 per cent worked only

6 months or less in a year. Twenty-three per cent of the total active

labor force relied on souïces of emplo)..ment outside of lVabowden.33

During the month of July 1967, 6 of the 84 household units in the

sample (7 per cent) relied on welfare payments or public subsidy.34

However, during the period from July 1966 to July 1967, 11 of the 104

household uníts (11 per cent) received public financial assistance.S5

0f special interest here is the proportion of the active labor

force engaged in trapping and fishing. According to the 1961 Census,

only 5 per cent of the total active labor force were engaged in these

traditional pursuíts. The writerts L967 sanple discovered 5 per cent of

those gainfully enployed to be fishing and another 6 per cent to be

trapping. Thus the total 1967 figure of 11 per cent constitutes a

higher proportion than that reported for 1961. In addition, Renewable

Resources Office issued 21 registered licenses to Wabowden trappers for

the 1966-67 season, which would raise this percentage.56

S3Examples here include Gi11am, Thompson, Soab Creek and Pipe
Lake.

34th" terms rwelfare,r tpublic assistancer and/or tpublic sub-
sidyt here are used advisedly, and do not include such things as war
veterans t disability pensions, faniily allowances, workmenrs compensa-
tion and unemployment insurance. The interpretation of trvelfare,t
'public assistancet and/or'public subsidyt in this study is that of
help given to bring individuals to mininum 1evels of functioning in any
designated field. Assistance aimed at growth beyond the rninirnun
standards in any particular field will not be included.

3sDepartment of Health and lVelfare, The Pas.

S6Renelvable Resources Office, i{abowden, Manitoba.
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RECORD OF CROP AND VALUE OF

I^JABOIVDEN
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ALL FURS L966-67 INCLUSIVE
R. T. L.

Species

1964-65

Crop Value

1 965-66

Crop Value

1966-67

Crop Value

Beaver

Coyote

Ermine (1,{ease1)

Fisher

Fox, Red

Fox, hhite
Lynx

It4ink

Muskrat

0tter
Squirre 1

fiz,806.92

515.13

65.97

s.92

16 .00

463.92

1,820.00

528.96

156.70

L6r.66

226

223

9

1

I
)L

91

348

q

1'7 A

26s

185

15

6

1

29

r02

r,440
2I

170

$4,483.80

482.85

189 .90

72.00

24.65

1,145.50

2,040.00

2,620.80

69 3 .00

102.00

r77 fi2

I
6

5

1

I7

84 I
206

L4

96

,447 .9\
4.67

7 .32

46.6s

s.42

408.00

,302.00
181.28

275.38

51.84

TOTALS $6 ,541 . 18 $11 ,854.50 64,730.47

Number of Trappers

Ave. Incorne
per Trapper

22

$297.33

24

s493.94

2I

622s.26

Table IV offers evidence of the very low returns to the trappers.

The average income per trapper for the 1966-67 season was only fi225.26.

These low returns have been characteristic of this resource based industry

for the past several seasons. And when one considers that the cost of

ecluipment and repairs must be subtracted fron the profits, the net income

is extremely low indeed. These low earnings must be supplemented by

fishing and/o-r casual wage employment.

3Ttufanitoba Departnent of Mines and Natural
Branch, Winnipeg.

Resources, Wildlife



QUANTITY AND VALUE OF

iN I\IHICH PRIOR]TY

TABLE V38

F]SH TAKEN

IS GIVEN TO

FROM 14 SELECTED LAKES

WABOWDEN FISHERMEN

Species 7963-64

Totals in c.w.t.
1964-6s 1 96 s-66 1966-67

Pickerel
Pike

Tu1 1 ib ee

I4hit efish
Trout

Perch

Sauger

Sucker

345

184

1

181

526

287

19

s46

46

1

957

I ,095

362

448

5

1

927

7s6

87

840

TOTALS 714 7,225 2,859 2,614

Value to men

Market value

No. of licenses
Ave. income per

fishernan

$10,466. 00

$19,115.00

22

$47s.73

$57,791.00

fi79 ,322.00
52

$1,111.37

$42,650.00

$76,316.00

53

fi804 .7 2

$2s

$40

,376.00

, 996.00

33

$8e0.18

trt¡hi1e prospects for Wabowdents

what brighter, they generalTy net the

commercial fishermen are some-

individual operator less than

S8Ì'{anitoba Department of Fisheries.
The 14 lakes are: Camping Lake, Clarke Lake,
Half-l,Vay Lake, Settir-rg Lake, Kiski Lake, Cub
Trout Lake, Tullibee Lake, Fish Lake, pakwa
Black Rabbit Lake.

Dugas Lake, Five Mile Lake,
Lakes Group (4 small lakes),

Lake, trtthite Rabbit Lake and
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$1,000 per year. Tl're cost of repairing andf or purchasing equipment

should be subtracted from this amount in order to provide a lnore

accurate assessment of their economic situation. Table V, involving

14 1akes39 itt rvhich priority is given to Wabowden fishermen, shows that

during the past four years, the fishermanrs average per capita income

has exceeded $1,000 only in the 1965-66 season. Their average income

for the other three years was under $1,000, and for the 1963-64 season,

it was less than $500.

The last Census to show earníng groups and average earnings for

I{abowden was taken in 1961. Figures given here include wage earners

who worked for salaries and exclude, for the nost part, those engaged

in trapping and fishing. Table VI shows that the income of 38 per cent

of the wage earners \.^/as less than $3,000. Average earnings in the

community were $3,767.

These average earnings for both males and fenales appear to

conpare favorably with those of Winnipeg, $2,934, for the same y.^".40

However, ãîy observation based on a cursory glance of this data is

likely to be premature and nisleading. First of all, it should be

added that the proportion of active wage earners, outside of trapping

and fishing, as compared to the potential labor force is rather sma11,

indicated by the number who are unemployed and depend on social financial

S9some of these lakes are
in winter, and others are fished

40n.e.s.1961.

fished either only in
during both seasons.

sunmer or only



TABLE VI

I\ÍAGE AND SALARY EARNERS

19 61

Earning Groups l{abowden
Thicket
Portage

Norway
Hous e
S choo 1

District

Norway
Hous e
Indian

Reserve
0xford
House

TOTAL r00e" L0jeo 100%L00% r00%

Under $1,000

$1 ,000 - $1,999

$2,000 - 62,999

14.7e"

11.8

11.8

8.7%

16 .2

18. 9

g .490

13.8

20.0

Under $3,000 38. 3 43 .2 42 .2 66.6 68.1

$5,000

$4,000

$3,999

$5,999

17 .6

25.0

24.3

10. 8

26.r

20.0

$3,000 - $5,999 42.6 35.1 46.r 33.3 31.8

$6,000 - $9,999

$10,000 + over

Not stated

7.3

4.4

)7

16.2

4.6

.7

.7

Average Earnings fi3,167 $2,607 fi3,144 $2,186 s2,232

Source: D.8.S.1961
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assistance. Secondly, included in the average wage statistics for the

communíty are the professional peopJ-e, such as teachers and nurses )

government and managerial personnel. Then too, because of their

relative isolation, teachers, for example, receive an additional

'isolation allowancet which agaín will raise the average. And fina11y,

by examining the average wage of a smal1 community, a few relatively

well paid individuals will account for a higher mean. out of 68 wage

earners, 14 belonged to thelrmanagerialr category, 5 were in the pro-

fessional and technialt category, and when taken together they comprise

28 per cent of all wage earners. Although their incomes aïe not known,

it can be assumed these individuals were relatively well paid, and

when dealing with a sma11 group such as 68, these 19 will have the

effect of producing a relatively high mean. rn addition, when compar-

ing Wabowdenrs mean to the Winnipeg mean, it should be kept in mind

that in the latter instance one is considering the average wage of

716 ,723 eatn"ts.4l

MINING

Wabowden is situated in one of the worldfs foremost nickel

producing areas, ranking second only to Sudbury, in Ontario. Several

41r¡ i ¿..

42consolidated Marbenour Mines Limited and. Malartic lvlines Linited
have outlined several smal1 deposits totalling more than 1 nillion tons.
In addition, Amex Mining Conpany Limited and Falconbridge Mining
Company Linited are presently doing considerable exploratory work for
nickel in the area.
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mining cornpanies42 have done considerabte drilling near l{abowden and have

succeeded in outlining several sna11 deposits which average less than

1 per cent nickel. The ore occurs in serpentinite intruding rgneisst

and intrucled by granite.45

While it is unlikely that lVabowden will become the centre of a

mining coinplex, including smelting and refining operations, nonetheless,

this corununityrs proximity to those areas currently active in nickel

mining (Map 5) is of great importance with respect to the employment

opportunities.

ln the authorls 1967 saniple, a total of 22 men were employed by

ïNCO either at Thompson or at related mining camps. of these 22 men,

17 worked 12 nonths per year, 1 worked from 7 to r0 months per year,

2 worked 6 months and less per year and the remaini ng two had just begun

work and did not knolv how long they would remain enployed. In addition,

two others r^/ere ernployed in mineral surveying for 6 months or less per

year. Thus a total of 24 men were engaged either permenently or

seasonally in some aspect of the nickel mining operations.

INCO plans to exploit the Hambone Lal<e area (Map 5), and when

mining activity here cornrnences, l,Vabowden residents should be able to

take advantage of the additional employrnent opportunities. However,

certain socio-cultura1 factors here, discussed in Chapter VII, appear to

prevent the ful1 participation of people of Indian ancestry in the

economic development of the region.

43Davies, Bannatyne, Barry and McCabe, 9p. cit., p. 10g.
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AGRI CULTURE

Wgbowden Experimenta_l Substatiofr

The average frost free period from 1946 to 1960 at i{abowden was

92 days, while the average growing season (daiiy mean temperatuïe above

42 degrees) was 7r8 days.44 It is usually possible to begin tilling the

moderately well drained soils by the middle of May.

As one would expect, the climate here is moïe severe than that of

southern Manitoba. The average air ternperatures, soil temperatures and

day-degrees above 50 degrees F.and 59 degrees F.(Tables VII, VIII and

rx), are considerably lower than at Brandon. From Tab1e vIr, it is evi-

dent much of the total yearry precipitation occurs during the growing

season and thus is available for growing cïops.

TABLE VII45
AVERAGE MONTHLY TEX,ÍPERATURES AND PRECIPIATION

AT TABOWDEN AND BRANDON, 1946-1960

l\IaÞowden (latirujie 54"54') Brandon (latitude 49o50,)
Month Tenperature Precipitation Temperature precipitation
January -11.7oF. .67 in. -1.7"F. .81 in.
February -4.I
It{arch
Apri 1

May
June
July
August

.61

.61

.82
r .64
2.62
2.92
2.47
2.4I
1.16
r.02

.68

4.0
15.9

.56

.99r0 .4
27 .7
43.2
54.5
OZ.J
58.9

38.2 1.01
57.4 I.94
60 .2 3.23
66 .7 2 .6s
64.8 2.67
53.7 1 . 56
42.0 I . 04
)) o oa

7 .3 .87

September 48.8
0ctob er 35.9
November I4.4
December -3.3
TOTAL 17 .63 inches 18.31 inches

44Peter Braun, gfops 
"ang 

Soil Man the Wabowden Area
of Northern Mani toba, (Canad-
@te6s),p.7.

45Ibid., p. 6.
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TABLE VIIi46
AVERAGE SOIL TEN{PERATURES AT THE 4-INCH DEPTH

IN MINAGO SILT LOAN AT ü/ABOWDEN, 1956_1960

Month Low High

May
June
July
August
Septenber
0ctober

36.goF.*
48. 5* *

58.3
57.r
45 .3
36.1

42.9"F.*
56.8**
68.6
65. I
52.7
3B. s

*1958-1960 average
**1957-1960 average

TABLE IX47

AVERAGE EVAPORATION AND ACCUMULATED HEAT UNITS
WABOWDEN AND BRANDON, 1956-1960 ì

Potential evaporation c.c.
Month Wabowden Brandon

Day-degrees
Wabowden Brandon

Above Above Above Above
SooF. 5goF. sooF. 59oF.

June I247x 1570
July 1644 \552
August 1196 1554

196 44
392 749
255 76

369 111
550 270
4s7 794

*1957-1960 average

Irhile the length of both the frost free period and the growing

season is certainly a crucial factor in any agricultural development at

lVabowden, the duration of sunlight is also an important consideration.

46tata.

47tall., p. 7.
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It has been demonstrated that at sumner solstice the length of daylight

during the summer months at 58 degrees latitude is 17 hours and 25

minutes at 50 degrees latitude.48 Using lVeyer's chart, it has been

calculated that i{abowden has 61 hours more possible sunlight than

l{innipeg during the months of June, July and August.49

Soils at lVabowden are mainly clay and silt sediments, and the

depressions are filled with various depths of peat. A detailed soil

surveyS0 has examined soils of the Experinental substation and estab-

lished three main types:

(1) Soils developed on lacustrine clay; tire Wabowden series being

the most important. This series is found on the ridges where drainage

is good. It is a Solonetzic Gray Wooded clay soi1, Iow in organic

matter which is a contributing factor to a cloddy structure and poor

germination of seeds. Tests at the experimental farm indicated the

need for breaking down the clods in order to prornote germination.

(2) The Minago series which is an Orthic Gray Wooded soil devel-

oped on strongly calcareous sedinents. It has a shallow or weakly

developed rAt horizon, contains very little organic matter and often

develops crusts which results in poor germination and weak seedlings.

(3) The organic soils here are classed as half bogs, soils which

have a layer of 12 to 30 inches of peat as compared to bog soils rvith

48Edward lVeyer, lrFlow l{uch Sunlight Will There Be?rr The Beaver,
Ir{arch 1949, p. 35, as quoted by Ehrlich, Pratt, Barr and teõTãÏrn -
op. cit., p. 2I.

¿q -.-'Ehrlrch, Pratt, Barr and Leclaire, op. cit., p. 2L.

50W. ¡.. Ehrlich, L. E. Pratt and F. P. Lec1aire,rrReport of Soit
Survey - lVabowden Experinental Substatíon,rras quoted by Braun, op. cit
pp. 7-8.
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more than 30 inches of peat. These half bogs are generatly found in

depressions, and vary greatly according to the type of plant material,

the degree of decornposition of the peat, and the underlying mineral sedi-

ments. Drainage here remains a problern and since the peat has a high

moisture retaíning capacity and is a good insulating material, it is

slow to thaw, i4IaTm up and dry in the spring.

Research at the experimental substation has demonstïated the

adaptibility of these organic soils for growing forage and hay cïops.

rn addition, peat can be used to improve the structure and organic

content of other well drained soils, especially in the growing of

garden crops.

The substation has tested nost common varieties of cereals and

has found that wheat and oats are not well adapted to the area

because of the definite hazard of frost damage and because the applica-

tion of large amounts of nitrogen and phosphorous is needed for best

results.51 Barley, however, appears to be the most suitable cereal

for the region. During 6 years of testing, this crop has not been

damaged by frost, and yields have been reasonably good, especially when

nitrogen and phosphorous are applieð.52

Alfalfa is well adapted in the area and will consistently produce

good hay. Although only one cut per yeaï can usually be obtained, yields

are favorable, especially in the initial years after seeding.

5lNitrogen and phosphate fertilizers should be
high as 400 pounds of 16-20-0 per acïe.

52Braun, g. cit., p. 10.

used at rates as
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Tests also found the yields of grass seed high enough to indicate

the area has good potential for the production of forage seed.

Potatoes groiv well in the area, although early-fall frost

frequently causes production of many small unmarketable tubers. How-

ever, gardens adjacent to the lakes often escape these frosts. An

additional hazard to potato production is the difficulty of operating

equipment when the clay soils are wet. Experimental work has demon-

strated that applications of nitrogen and phosphorous are essential for

adequate potato production, and that the application of peat improves

soil ti1th.

Hardy vegetables, especially root crops, grow well when supplied

with fertiLizer and/or peat. Carrots, turnips, radishes, peas and

lettuce consistently produce good yields of high quality. Cabbage and

cauliflower do well when transplanted. Production of tender vegetables,

such as tomatoes, cucunbers, beans and corn, is a risky venture. How-

ever, plyethylene plastic mulches allow the production of cucumbers,

beans and sweet corn, and the use of hot caps on tomato transplants

has helped some of them to ripen.

Frorn the research conducted at the experimental substation,55 it

is clear that the area can grow barley, forage crops and vegetables

successfully with the application of fertilizers.

53S"" Research Report - 1958-1961 and Research Report - 1962-
fgO+, forgxp ubfiffi
Branch - Canada Department of Agriculture, Brandon, Manitoba).
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The trVabowden area could be developed in terms of livestock farm-

ittg' Beef cattle would do well here, especially with irnproved pasture-

1and. But because railway freight rates are higher north of the 53d

parallel than to the south, and because arl marketable cattle would

have to be shipped to winnip"g, the probability of large-sca1e live-

stock farming, at present, appears to be 1ow.

Dairy farming ín the area could be carried on here if milk

products courd be marketed at Thompson. At present, Thompson has no

creamery or dairy plant to process milk. The author feels a feasibility

study should be carried out first, by economists, in order to ascertain

the possibility of: (a) establishing a creamery at Thonpson, (b) oper-

ating dairy farms at Wabowden, and (c) operating beef cattle ranches at

I4rabowden.

Poultry farining could conceivably be a profitable venture here.54

rn addition, vegetables, especially potatoes, could be grown success-

fully. The production of eggs and poultry products as well as vegetables

should be encouraged both for local consumption and for market consump-

tion at Thonpson.

MINK RANCHING

The fur farrning

excellent prospects in

industry, especially rnink ranching, offers

the conmunity. The climate here produces a

54Mr. Peter Braun, former d.irector of the Wabowden experimental
substation, has attempted to raise a number of chickens. The only
serious problem he encountered was the number of half-starved dogs in
the community who were able to burrow underneath his six foot wire fence
and ki1l off all the chickens. He assured the author that once the dog
problern is solved, poultry farming could be carried on quite profitably.
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good pelt and there is an abundant and cheap supply of food - fish.
Mink ranchers could use coarse fish, which in l{abowden goes almost

completely unharvested. However, residents of rndian ancestry are

unfamiliar with this industry, and for this reason adequate practical
training would be needed. Mink ranching requires considerable capitaì.

as well, and this would have to be made available to any prospective

ranchers in the form of a ]ong-term low interest loans. In addition,
research and investigation would be needed to study problems of ranch

efficiency and 1ow cost operation as well as animal husbandry and

practices of improving the quality of pelts.

TIIE TOURIST INDUSTRY

The tourist industry in this area is another aspect of economic

developrnent that should be stimulatecl. Renewable Resources Branch

operates three roadside parks, designed for camping, along provincial

Trunl< Highway Number s9l between wabowden ancl Thompson.

The first is located alongside setting Lake, near wabowden, and

occupies an area of about 5 acres. The second, located at sasaqui

Rapids encompasses an area of roughly 15 acres and is some 15 miles

northeast of waborvden. The third roadside park, at pisew Fa1ls near

soab Lake, is 27 niles from wabowden and occupies an area of about an

acre' All three parks are situated in scenic sites; al1 offer excellent
opportunities for sport fishing, and all are being equipped with

tables, toilets and fireplaces.

Except for the first three weeks in May, the sport fishing
season is open a7r year. A conservative estimate by the Renewable
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Resources Office at lVabowden put the nulnber of sport fishermen from

outside the community per year at 200. Another estimateSs put the

number coming as high as S00.

In addition, this area attracts a number of moose hunters each

year. A conservative estimate by the Renewable Resources Office said

100 American hunters and another 50 canadian hunters, outside the

community, come to this area each year.

The highway frorn The Pas through Wabowden to Thompson has nade

this area accessible to a greater number of tourists, particularly

hunters and fishermen. Facilities aïe needed to accomrnodate these

people and to encourage even greater numbeïs to come. Facilities
should include at least one nei^/ hotel or motel equipped with a

licensed ïestaurant,56 a properly equípped service station and a marina

to hire out boats, boat motors and various fishing and hunting equipment.

F. ACCESSIBILITY

Located at Mile 136.4 on the Hudson Bay Railway line in Township

68, Range 8 west of the Principal Meridian, wabowden today is a

relatively important divisional point on the railway line. Sínce 1964

it has been directly connected to the larger northern cornmunities of

Thompson and The Pas, and has been indirectly connected to Winnipeg and

other southern centres by the Provincial Trunk Highway Number 391, an all

55Personal communication with Mr. Peter Braun.

56th" olvner of the Silver Leaf Hotel plans to build, a new motel
with B units. It is to be equipped with a licensed restaurant, and is
to be constructed within the next trvo yeaïs. such facilities are
essential if lVabowden wishes to capitalize on the existent tourist
ttade, and if it hopes to atttact even gïeater numbers.



TABLE X

DISTANCE iN MILES FROX,I IVINNIPEG TO THE FOUR SETTLEMENTS

Mojle of transport

Rai I
Road

Air

Sett 1 ement
Thicket Portage Norway Housel{abowden Oxford House

618

650

355

665

375 285 360

TABLE XI

DISTANCE IN MILES BETWEEN SELECTED NORTHERN MAN]TOBAN COMMUN]TIES

Mode

Rail
of transport

Road Air

Wabowden to The Pas

Wabowden to Thicket Portage

l{abowden to Thompson

I{abowden to Churchill
Wabowden to Norway House

Thicket Portage to The Pas

Thicket Portage to Thompson

Thicket Portage to Churchill
Norway House to Oxford House

Norway House to Thompson

Oxford House to Thompson

r36

47

93

373

183

46

326

200

75

125

45

55

315

70

175

30

270

r20

tis
I20
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weather gravel road. Tables x and xI shorv the distances between

Winnipeg and lVabowden, between l{abowden and other northern Manitoba

conmunities.

Daily railway passenger service to Thompson, The Pas and l\rinnipeg

is available 6 days per week, and there is daily bus service from The

Pas to wabowden to Thornpson and back to The pas. Trans Air operates

on a twice weekly schedule to Norway House. Apart from this however,

arl aír service is via chartered crafts at a cost of 50{ per air mile.

Exarnining only the transportation facilities available in the

community and ignoring the ttimet oï rinconveniencer factors, I\rabowden

appears to be the most accessible of the four settlements under study.

The writerts questionnaire included an item concerning the

frequency of visits in an aveïage year on the part of household heads

to winnipeg, The Pas, Thicket portage and churchill, and the reasons

for the visits. Table xII illustrates a definite pattern in which

Thonpson and The Pas stand out as the main service centïes in that

order of importance.

It is interesting to note the number who

medical reasons. Residents often renark on the

better hospital and medícal care at The pas than

is preferred to The Pas for business matteïs.

The number of visits that residents make

and to Churchill is almost negligible. I-lowever,

of household heads , 54, visit trVinnipeg from 1 to

visit The Pas for

fact that they receive

at Thompson. Thompson

to

4

Thicket Portage

considerable number

times per year and



TABLE XII

NI-MBER OF VISITS MADE BY HOUSEHOLD HEADS
TO CONß,IUNITIES OUTSIDE WABOIÂ¿DEN

Communities

Thicket
Visits per year Thompson The pas portage churchill winnipeg

7-4
5-10
II-20
2r-30
More than 30

Reasons for visit

16 43

510
205
21 1

17 1

3234
I2
¿I

1

Social 20 2I
Business 65 25

Medical 27 30

26

I3
AT
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2 others visit the city 5 to r0 times per year. These visits are often
made for a combination of social, business and nedical reasons.

I{abowden residents can get newspapeïs, magazines and mail via
The Pas and Thompson 6 days per week, although the newspapers usually
arrive one day after publication. The settlernent is not able to
receive any television programs, but residents can keep in touch by

radio with either The pas or Thompson, and residents have telephones

and can contact almost any part of the province.



CHAPTER II]

TTIICKET PORTAGE

A. HISTORICAL DEVELOPI'IENTl

Thicket Portage received its name from the trair or rportagel

connecting trvintering Lake and Landing Lake (Map 6). This rportage?

was an essential link in the early freighting operations of goods and

furs between Thicket portage and surrounding rndian ïeserves. Furs

brought to the settlement r,Íere, in turn, freighted to the Fludson,s Bay

Company post at york Factory.

Before the advent of the Hudson Bay Railway line, Thicket
Portage appears to have been more important as a trading and distribut-
ing centre for the area than wabowden. For example, Nerson House,

cross Lake, and split Lake received the bulk of their freight from and

brought their furs to Thicket poïtage. However, srrortly after tire

railway entered the scene, a rwinter trailr was built from l¡Jabowden

to Nelson House, Cross Lake, and Norway House, and consequently

I{abowden grew in importance as a trading and distributing centïe at t¡e
expense of Thicket portage.

The history of the settlement night well be divided into tin/o

periods - the pre-railway era and the rairway era. prior to the corning

of the Hudson Bay Railway line, Thicket Portage had litt1e semblance of

1It th" absence of any recorded 1iterature concerning thehistorical development of rhicket portage, the author, io-u-rurg"extent, has relied on personal recolleciions of one oi tt" comminity'soldest living residents, Nlr. G. J. Evans.
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a tpermanentr settlement and, except for the free traders, few

inhabitants remained the year round.

Treaty Indians witrr their families, especialry those from

Nelson House, cross Lake, and split Lake would. move in during the

spring, set up theirtteepeesf and tents along the rportager and

remain in the settlernent until early autumn when they woulcl return to
Thicket Portage. However, this visit was generally of shorter dura_

tion, three to four days, and the tïappers rnrere not accompanied by

their families.

In 1918 the Hudson Bay Railway line to Churchill had been built
through Thicket Portage, and this proved to be the turning point in
the nature and growth of the settlement. Þlerchandise could now be

shipped dírectly from wholesalers in winnipeg and The pas to the free

traders at Thicket Portage, which in turn was sold to the surrounding

Indian communities.2

The settlement at trre beginning of the rairway era has been

described by one of the earliest living residents, who settled there

in 1919, as consisting of some eight dwelling units, two stores

operated by free traders, and the odd shack scattered here and there

in the bush.3 rn 1920 a great fire destroyed pïactically the entire

2There was at this tirne no Hudsonrs Bay company trading postin Thicket Portage.

SInformal unstructured interview with N{r. G. J. Evans.
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settlement; even the Railway water tank was reduced to ashes.4

During its early operations, the train from The Pas would arrive

at Thicket Portage only twice each month. The track was in such poor

condition that to travel by train at night was considered unsafe. As

a result, the r01d Nfuskegt, as the train was fondly called, would

sinply hold up wherever it might beoonce dusk setrin and remain there

until daybreak when once again it could proceed on its journey. A

passenger on one of these trips reported that "while the train was in

motion, a man near the front of the train could step off, pick some

berries, and cornfortably manage to get on the last coach as it went

by."5

The railway, to a large extent, was a critical factor in

diminishing the importance of both the rportager and the settrement.

Ittrile the tportaget had been a major transportation link for trade in

the area before the availability of rail transportation, it was now

utilized only in a supplementary manner by the NeIson House, Cross

Lake, and Split Lake Indians.

Thicket Portage experienced a brief period of econornic pros-

perity during the initial development of mining operations at Thompson

4Th. rgreat' fire of L920 inflicted great damages on the free
traders - so much so that shortly thereafter one of then committed
suicide.

SPersonal communication with Mr, G. J. Evans



fron 1955 to 1959. Pending the completion of a railway spur line to

Thompson, up to seven separate airline companies located at Thicket

Portage in order to fly in needed equipment, suppries and foodstuffs.

During the winter months, several transport companies formed tractoï

trains to haul the heavier equipment and fuel oi1 to the INCO6 nines

at Thornpson. One of the transport companies, Patricia Transport

Conpany, provides an illustration of the scale of operations. During

the winter of peak activity, the company delivered some two million

gallons of fuel oi1 to Thompson.T Thicket Portage at this tirne was

equipped with additional rail sidings, and for a short time the settle-

ment functioned as a najor distributing centre for INCO rnining activity

in Thompson.

Summarizing briefly, Thicket Portage, at the turn of the

century, consisted of only a few permanent residents and a relatively

larger transitory population involved in trading activity who spent

only part of each year in the settlement. By 1966 a population of.282

i.vas recorded, the majority of whom could be termed as permanent

residents.S This transition of a nomadic population to a sedentary one

has posed new problems which will be discussed later in the chapter.

6Alternatively known as INCO or International Nickel Company
of Canada Limited.

TPersonal communication - foreman of Patricia Transport Company.

8r. s. s. 1,966 
"
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B. PHYSICAL BACKGROUND

situated within the basin of former Lake Agassiz, and owing to

the recent graciation and the hardness of the exposed bedrock, few

well forned rivers traverse the region. While the drainage pattern of

the clay belt region as a whole can be termed rvery youthfulr or
rimmature,r surface drainage throughout the area is variable. The

immediate vicinity of Thicket Portage remains moderately well drained.

The topography is irregular, gently to noderately sloping with some

peaty depressions.g The greatest local relief exists around the

rnargins of vfintering Lake and Landing Lake where surface deposits

appear thinner and bare rock outcrops are more conmon.

while accurate records of climatíc data for Thicket portaoe

are lacking, such data for wabowden are available and since both

settlements are situated between two fairly large lakes, which con-

ceivably will result in micro climatic variations, and as the tv¡o

settlements are only 47 railway niles apart, it can be extrapolated

that lVabowden clinatic data also provides an accuïate assessment of

climatic conditions at Thicket Portage.

hhite spruce, black spruce, aspen-white spruce, spïuce-jack pine,

pine-aspen, pure black spruce, and pure jack pine are the nain types

of natural vegetation in the clay belt region.10

9ehrtich , P-ratt, Barr and Leclaire, op. cit., p. 20.

l0lufanitoba Department of Mines and Natural Resources, Forest
Resources rnventory, 1956: Nelson lìiver Forest section. lìeport No. 6.@t.rs.
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Large stands of white spruce are also to be found in the

imnediate vicinity of Thicket Portage, and tire authorrs observations

here have been confirmed by the sawmill operator whose main activity
has been concentrated in the Sipiwesk Lake at"a.11

White spruce is found on the better drained clay
soil sites and reaches a very good developrnent at
such places as Sipiwesk Lake where trees of 24
inches and over in diameter at breast height with
heights of 90 feet and over, have been recorded.12

In addition, relatively small stands of birch and poplar scattered in

isolated pockets have been noticed by the author to have an understory

of spruce, which would support the argument that the climax vegetation

cover here is spruce.

A detailed soil survey of a stretch of the clay belt along the

Hudson Bay Railway line reported that soils of arable potential have

developed on rnoderately calcareous cray.r3 The soils at Thicket por-

tage, included in the survey, fall into three categories: (1) the

Solonetzic Grey-lVooded, clay soil represented by the IVabowden series,

(2) the Orthnic Grey-wooded, cray soil represented by the sipiwesk

series, and (3) the Bog soils.

(1) The l{abowden series is low in naturat fertilíty as the

surface mineral horizons are low in organic matteï, nitrogen and

phosphorus, and are strongly acid in reaction. sulphur content also

I I Pers onal

1 2Mani toba

13Eht1ich,

communication with IÍr. Bryan Tetlock.

. Forest Resources fnventory, loc. cit.

Pratt, Barr and Leclaire, op. cit., p. 29.
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is low, but crop response to sulphur application may occur only with

legurne crops. Exchangeable calcium, magnesium, and potassium are

present in sufficient quantities for plant requirements . CIay content

is high, and poor tilth poses a problem in new breaking where the sur-

face organic rnatter has been destroyed by fire oï ïemoved in the

clearing pto."rr.14
Internal drainage of the wabowden series is moderatery good.

The fecundity of tree roots is responsible for favorable permeability

of the soi1. under curtivated conditions, however, the internal

drainage would be expected to decrease considerably.l5

(2) The sipiwesk series, ín general, ocour in small isolated

pockets that are surrounded by the Wabowden series. Internal drainage

is excellent for a cray textured soil, due mainly to well developed

shotty-1ike and sub-angulaï structures. The sipiwesk soils, like the

I{abowden soils , are low in natural fertility: however, since the

sipiwesk soils have a nore favorable structure than the wabowden

soils they should not present the same problem of poor tilth.16
(3) The Bog soils contain more than 30 inches of organic material

in various stages of decomposition. It is assumed, by the authors of

the Soí1 Survey, that the lower part of these soils are formed entirely

141!!d., pp . 2s-30.

15rui¿.

16rbid., p. 3r.
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from grass and grass-1ike plants and the upper part from a rnixture of
fen, moss, and woody substances. In places, the soils are covered by

a strongly acidic, Taw organíc material and are underlain with black

humified material that increases in decomposition with depth. This

humified material could well be used as an additive to increase the

organic content of cultivated mineral soi1s.17

In their natural state, Bog soils are 1ow in fertiríty, and

their reclamation would prove to be very difficult as extensive drain-

age would be required.l8

C. THE SETTLEMENT

Thicket Portage, like ü/abowden is classified as an unincorporated

urban district and as such is administered by the local government

district consul, stationed at The pas.19 The community, which is

operated on a tax basis, receives supplementaïy revenue from the pro-

vincial goverilnent coffers.

HOUSING, SERVICE FAC]LITIES AND UTILITIES

Buirdings in the community are arranged haphazardry over an

approximate area of one square mi1e, and most are located within easy

i7lÞrg ., P. 42.

18r¡id.

l9the adninistrative problems which the conmunity faces are
similar to those that wabowden experiences (see chapter Ir).
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walking distance of the railway station. Virtually all buildings are

of wooden frame construction. Sorne of the older residences aïe of 1og

construction, and where they are kept in good repair, they remain warm

even in winter cold spells.

lvfap 6 shows the distribution of houses in each category. The

majority of houses belong to category c. No distinct patteïn emerges

except that the better types of dwellings, Categories A and B, appear

to be closer to the railway station, whereas the poorer type, Category

C, tends to be located further away from the station. It is interest-

ing to note that virtually all Category A homes were occupied by

Whites rather than by people of Indian ancestry.

The lands branch office at The Pas has tried to introduce an

element of planning here by subdividing the corununity into surveyed

lots and by constructing some 3 niles of road in the settlement. How-

ever, when comparing lt{aps 6 and 7, it is readily apparent that there is

litt1e or no relation between the surveyed lots and the actual distribu-

tion of dwellings. As at Wabowden, residents here have generally given

little thought to locate well within the lotfs boundaries oï to locate

near the road.

Approxirnately 4 faniilies here are squatters, and these are

scattered throughout the conmunity as well as across the (Wintering

Lake) bay. The problern of squatters has already been discussed in

Chapter I.
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There are three general stores at Thicket Portage, but unlike the

other three settlenents in the s tudy , none is owned or operated by the

Hudsonrs Bay company. The community has a 12 room hotel equipped with

a restaurant, but unlike the hotel at wabowden and the inn at Norway

House, there is no liquor outlet here.

Frontier School Division has just cornpleted construction of a

new 4 roorn school in which elementary grades one to eight are taught.

Northern Ilealth services operates a nursing dispensary here, which is

the only source of medical help in the community. Police service comes

from Thompson.

The Roman Catholic Church, the Anglican Church and the Northern

Evangelical Mission constj-tute Thicket Portagers religious institutions.
Despite its relatively sma1l population, the comnunity offers a

variety of recreational facilities: a pool hall, a community club hall
which features movies, bingo, wist, and rummoli, arr on a weekly basis.

In addition, the school teachers have made an effort to organize various

athletic activities.

Much of the water used in the settlement comes from Landing

Lake in surnmer and from the snow in winter. c.N.R. has a wel1 which

the residents may utiTize; the hotel and the school have their own

wells. However, should the wells run dry, water is then hauled from

Landing Lake. Delivery of water costs $1.00 per 45 gallon tank.
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Thicket portage has no sewage facilities and lacks garbage

pickup service, although it has adequate disposal grounds on the out_

skirts of the settlement. Manitoba Hydro offers isolated hydro ser_

vice, and as a result many of the homes are without electricity. There

are some 10 local phones in the community and two radio transmitters

for purposes of sending and receiving messages. Residents are able to
receive radio broadcasts from Thompson.

There are approximately s niles of road within the settlement,

but as the only road equipment here includes one tïactor, one front-end
loader and one horse grader, the roads are not always passable. These

are only service roads and are not connected to any highways or provin_

cial roads, and thus the community cannot be reached from other centres

by road transpoït.

Briefly, the communityrs main requirements incrudes

adequate water supply and/or a gïeateï number of we11s, (2)

and electricity for all homes, and (3) an arr-weather road

(1) an

telephones

to Thompson.

D. POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

Thicket Portage has a population of 2g220 and 47 household

units,2r with an average of 6 persons per household unit. Forty-two of
these units are family households and five are non-family households.

20n.g.s. r966.

21su" chapter rI, p. 30, footnote 23 ror a definition of house-hold irnit.



TABLE XIII22

NUMBER AND TYPE OF HOUSEIIOLD UNITS
AT THICKET PORTAGE, 7966

Type of household Number

Total households 47
Total fanily households 42

One family households 40
Two or more faníly households Z

Non-family households S

One person only 3
Two or more persons 2

The population is a relatively young one with 52.1 per cent under

the age of 15. This is 20 per cent higher than the equivalent age gïoup

of the total population, Indian and non-rndian, for the province. The

proportion of the population 65 years and older remains relatively 1ow;

4.6 per cent lower than the equivalent provincial age gïoup of the total

population, Indian and non-Indian.

The nursing dispensary, the railway providing access to the

medical facilities at both Thornpson and The Pas, and the educational

facilities have all been instrumental in reducing the communityrs

infant rnortality rate. The relatively low elderly population, those 65

years and order, might possibry be attributed to a higher mortality

rate in this age group.

It is interesting to note the higher proportion of those 65 years

and older at Thicket Portage, 4.6 per cent, as cotnpared to Wabowden,

22o .s.s. 1966.
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2.8 per cent. Although it has not been confirmed, one can postulate

that this is a result of a greater number of migrant laborers who go

to Wabowden in searcir of ernployment and leave at the retirement age of

6s.

Figure 48 gives an indication of the conmunity's age-sex

conposition. The males account for a somewhat larger portion of the

population (53.2 per cent) than the females (46.8 per cent). what is

rnore significant, however, is the marked decrease in the 15 to 24 and

25 to 34 age brackets, and the bulge in the 35 to 44 age group. One

can postulate that the marked decrease in the 15 to 24 and 2s to 34

age brackets is, in part, due to the number of young people who leave

the community in search of employment opportunities. In addition, the

provincial government encourages young people, who lack sufficient

training for the various skilled employment opportunities, to take

rupgradingt courses and/or vocational training at The Pas. The bulge

in the 35 to 44 age group is composed of those who have not left for

better ernployment opportrmities and those who have cone to the corunun-

ity to work, either for the -raíIway, the smal1 lumber industry, the

school, or the nursing dispensary.

From 1961 to 1966 the community's population has grown by 2.5

per cent, a sma1l increase when compared to the increase of the three

other settlements or to the provincial increase for the same period

(Table II). One reason for this slow growth is the number of young

people leaving the settlement in search of ernplol,rnent or educational

opportunities. Secondly, during the period 1955 to 1959, Thicket
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Portage experienced a brief economic boom when it acted as a distribut-
ing centre for all goods and supplies being shipped in to Thompson. At
this time there i'^/as a considerable influx of people to the settrement to
take advantage of this boom, and not until after 1961 did they begin to
leave the settlernent in relativery large numbers. Therefore, since
these rtemporary residentsr were included in the 1g6l census but left
shortly afterwards, the population growth rate appears to be low.

Considering that 20 per cent of the community,s population is
under the age of 5, and 52 per cent is under the age of 15, economic

planning here for the future appeaïs to be nandatory.

According to the 196r census, 57 per cent of the residents were
fnative Indian and Eskino. r However, the recognition of Metís peopre

renains a difficult undertaking because of the varying degrees of
assimilation with the white manrs curture, and this may be a partial
explanation for the somewhat row percentage recorded. using his sample,

the author found the proportion to be as high as 76 peï cent. Manitoba

Department of Northern Affairs in 1966 estimated this proportion to be

as high as 90 per cent.2s

The rnajority of residents aïe affiliated with either the Roman

catholic or the Anglican church. According to the 1961 census, 4g per
cent r4/ere Roman catholic, sg per cent were Anglican and the remaining
14 per cent belonged to other denominations. The writerrs 1967 sample

Z3Nlanitoba Northern Affairs Community
1966 recorded a total population of J00 , 270
as Metis and the remainder as hhite

Fact Sheet for October 18,
of whon were designated
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established 56 per cent as Roman catholic , 37 per cent as Anglican and

7 per cent clairni.ng nembership in other churches.

The educational attainment of Thicket Portage residents rernains

lower than that of the province as a whole, Table XIV points out that

the proportion five years and older who had no schooling and were not

attending school at the tíme of the Census was 27 per cent.24

TABLE XIV25

HIGHEST GRADE ATTENDED FOR THE POPULATION 5 YEARS AND OLDER
AT THICKET PORTAGE, 1961

Attending School Number Per cent

Total
Pre-grade 1

Elementary I-4
Eleinentary 5-8
High SchooL I-2
High SchooI 3-4
High School 5
University I-2
University 3-4
University degree

66

43
2I

1

100

65
32

1.5

1.5

Not Attending School Number Per cent

Total
No schooJ"ing
Elementary I-4
Elementary 5-B
High SchooI l-2
High School 3-4
High School 5

University 7-2
University 3-4
University degree

1s5

42
38
55
10
10

100

27
2\
35
6.5
6.5

24fhe provincial proportion for the same category was 7 per cent

25n.e.s. 1961.
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In the authorrs 1967 sample, in which the educational attainnent

of only household heads i^/as ascertained, 24 per cent had no formal edu-

cation, 22 per cent had completed elementaïy grades one to four, s4

per cent had conpleted elernentary grades five to eight, 15 per cent had

conpleted secondary grades one to four and 5 per cent had taken some

university or other post-grade twelve training.

The writer attenpted to study population nobility here. out of

41 households in his 1967 sampre, 27 (66 per cent) had lived in Thicket

Portage more than ten years, 10 (24 per cent) had lived in the cornmunity

from two to ten years, and 4 G0 per cent) had been there less than

two years. 0f the 4 households who had lived in Thicket Portage less

than two years , 2 gave their previous residences as north and. 2 as

south of the 53d para1lel. All 4 had noved to Thicket portage for

reasons of employrnent. when the 4 were queried about the length of

theír previous residence, 1 nentioned rnore than ten years, 1 mentioned

from two to ten years, and 2 said less than trvo years, of the two who

stayed less than two years, I had lived north and t had lived south

of the 53d parallel previously. when these 2 were again questioned

about the length of residence (prior to their previous one), I

rnentioned more than ten years and I said from two to ten years.

The 41 household heads in the sample were also asked about their

future plans. Thirty-four (83 per cent) stated it was their intention

to remain at Thicket Portage and 7 (17 per cent) planned to leave. of

the latter, 1 gave 7967 as the date for his departure and 6 mentioned

teventuallyt as their departure date. tr{hen the 7 were queried as to
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their destination, 4 nentioned centres north of the 5sd paral1el, 2

mentioned centres south of the 53d parallel and I either could not be

specific or had not decided definitely where he would move. of the 7,

five gave employment as the main reason for movíng, 1 mentioned social

reasons and I gave a combination of social and business or employment

reasons.

lfhen asked whether they enjoyed 1íving in the community, 34 out

or 4r replied in the affirmative, 4 replied in the negative and 3 were

non-conmital.

A pattern emerges, similar to one at wabowden, in which a smal1

but significant number of transient households move to various northern

comrnunities (north of the 53d pararlel), generally for reasons of
employment. Thicket Portage is one of these comrnunities in which such

a household will function for a certain period of time before moving on

to a different northern community.

E TH.-E .ECONOX,IIC SITUATION OF THICKET PORTAGE

EMPLO\î4ENT STRUCTURE

0f the 41 household units in the sanpre, J4 (gs per cent) had

one or more persons gainfully employed throughout part or the whole

of the year26 while the remaining 7 (r7 per cent) had no one peïson

gainfully employed throughout any part of the year.

26fhís includes trapping and/or fishing
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Out of the communityrs total active labor force in the sample,

including all those employed either part-time or ful1-time in activities
ranging fron fishing and trapping to railway work and teaching, only 4J

per cent worked 12 months per year and 4I per cent worked 6 months or

less in a year. Twenty-five per cent of the total active labor force

relied on sources of employment outside of Thicket portage.2T

During the month of July 1967, 9 of the 41 household units in
the sample (22 per cent) received welfare palrents or public subsidy.23

However, during the period from July 1966 to July 1967, 14 of the 47

household units (30 per cent) received public financial assistance.29

In examining the employnent structure here, it is interesting to
note the proportion of the active labor force engaged in trapping and

fishing. According to the 1961 census, 19 per cent of the total labor

force t^/ere engaged in these traditional pursuits. The writerts 1967

sanple discovered 9 per cent of those gainfully employed to be fishing

and another L2 per cent to be trapping. The conbined 1967 figure of

2r per cent is only slightly higher than that reported for 1g61. How-

ever, Renewable Resources issued 15 registered licenses to Thicket

Portage trappers for the 1966-67 season,30 which would raise this

percentage s omer,vhat .

zTlxanple.s here include Gillam, Thompson, Soab Creek and pipe
Lake.

28The teï'rns, trvelfare, r rpublic assistance, r and rpublic subsidy,r
have been defined in Chapter II, p. 59, footnote 54.

29Department of Heatth and Welfare, The pas.

S0Rener^/able Resources Office, Wabowden, Manitoba.



TABLE XV31

RECORD OF CROP AND VALUE OF ALL FURS 1966-67 INCLUS]VE
THICKET PORTAGE R.T.L.

Species

1964-6s

Crop Value

196 5-66

Crop Value

1966-67

Crop Value

Beaver 2I9

Coyote

Ernine (Weasel) 96

Fisher 2

Fox, Blue

Fox, Silver
Fox, Red I
Lynx L3

Mink I29
Muskrat 924

Otter 7

Squirrel 495

I43 $2,4I9.56
2 2r.66

334 87r.74

14 177 .24

1 10.00

L 20.66

5 60.00

33 1 ,303.50
131 2,620.00

I ,742 2 ,079 .44

1 1 363.00

285 171.00

L63 fi2,254.29

20 24.40

4 37.32

29 696.00

166 2,573.00

258 227 .04

13 255.77

r07 s7.78

$2,719.98

22I.76

( o?

25L.29

2,580 .00

L ,404.48
2I9 .38

292.05

TOTALS fi7 ,694.86 $I0,116.80 fi6 ,r2s.s4

Number of Trappers

Ave. Income
per Trapper

s4

$226.32

28

$361.51

29

$2rr.23

Table XV offers evidence of the very Iow returns to the trappers

For example, the average incone per trapper for the 1966-67 season was

only $211.23, and these low returns have been characteristic of this

resource based industry for the past several seasons. In addition, any

realistic appraisal of this industry nust take into account the fact

Sltulanitoba, Departrnent of Nfines and Natural Resources, l{ildlife
Branch.
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that the cost of equipment and repairs is subtracted from the profits,
and thus the real income reali zeð, by the operator is extremely low.

These 1ow earnings must be supplenented by fishing and/or casual wage

employrnent.

TABLE XVI32

QUANTITY AND VALUE OF FISH TAKEN FROM 3 SELECTED LAKES
IN WHICH PRIORITY IS GIVEN TO THICKET PORTAGE FISHERMEN

Species L963-64
Totals in c.w.t.

1964-6s 1965 -66 1966-67

Pickere 1

Pike

Tullibee
hhitefish
Perch

r,042

67L

861

970

886

35

483

6s4

457

198

438

72

683

27r

74

196

TOTALS 2,574 2,374 I ,759 7,224

Value to men

Market Value

No. of licenses
Ave. income per

fisherman

$29,131.00 $48,189.00

$57,958 . 00 $69 ,004. 00

54 s0

$s39.46 $e63.78

$ 34,40 3.00

$s5,2sr.oo

4I

$839.10

$ 27, 800 . 00

$s8 ,849 .00

25

$1,112.00

32Manitoba Depaïtment
The 3 lakes are: Paint Lake,

of Fisheries.
lVintering Lake and Landing Lake.
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Prospects for the settlementts commercial fishernen appear to be

somewhat brighter; however, they generally net the individual opeïatoï

less than $1,000 per year. rn fishing, as in trapping, one should take

into account the fact that the cost of equipment and repairs is sub-

tracted from the operatorts profits. Table xvI, involving s 1akes33

in which priority is given to Thicket Portage fishermen, shows that

during the past four years, the fishermanrs average peï capita income

has exceeded $1,000 only in the 1966-67 season. Their average income

for the other three years was under $1,000.

The last census to show earning groups and average earnings for

Thicket Portage was taken in 1961. Figures given here are for wage

earners who worked for salaries, and excluded here, for the most part,

are those engaged in trapping and fishing. Table vI shows that the

income of 43 per cent of the \^/age earners r^ras less than $3,000.

Average earnings in the cornmunity were $2,607.

These average earnings are lower than those of wabowden ($s,167)

and tlrose of lVinnipeg ($2,934) for the same year.34 It should be noted

here that out of 37 wage earners in 1961, 5 belonged to the rmanagerialr

category and 2 were in the rprofessional and technicalt category. lfhen

taken together, they comprise 19 per cent of all wage earners. one can

assume the 7 were relatively well paid, and when dealing with a smal1

33Of these S lakes
another (Wintering Lake),
(Landing Lake), is fished

, one (Paint Lake), is fished
is fished in winter on1y, and
in both surnmer and winter.

in summer only,
the third

34r.9.s.196i



group such as 37, these 7

high mean. The Census has

trapping and fishing. The

at the time of tire census,

average per capita and per

lower than $2 ,607.

MINING
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lvi11 have the effect of pïoducing a relatively

, for the nost part, ignored incomes from

proportion of the labor force, was inactive

was also not included. Therefore, the

household unit incorne will undoubtedlv be

Thicket Portage is situated at the margin of the Thompson nickel

belt (Map 5). The corununityrs proximity to those aïeas currently active

in nickel mining is of great importance with respect to the employment

opportunities.

In the authorts 1967 sample, a totar of 1s men weïe employed by

INCO either at Thompson or at related mining camps. of these 13 men,

5 worked 12 nonths per year, 7 worked 6 months and less per year and

the renaining t had just begun work and did not know how long he would

rernain employed. rn addition, I person u/as employed in mineral survey-

ing 6 months or less per year. Thus a total of 14 men weïe engaged

either permanently or seasonally in sorne aspect of the nickel mining

operations.

AGRICULTURE

Thicket Portage experiences climatic and soil conditions similar

to wabowden. However, large-scale farming operations here in the near

future appear unlilcely. At present, the greatest barrier appeaïs to be

the lack of road transport with other centïes. Goods and produce would

all have to be transported by rai1.
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However, agriculture on a local scale should receive greater

encouragement. A few residents grow their olvn vegetables with consider-

able success. certainly, the hardier vegetables such as potatoes and

carrots do well here. Poultry farming could conceivably be a profit-

abre venture in the community. The production of eggs and poultry

products as well as vegetables should be encouraged for local consunption

at Thompson.

MINK RANCH]NG

The fur farming industry, in particular mink ranch.ing, offers

the same excellent prospects here as at Wabowden. Freight rates would

not be a prohibitive factor in shipping, rhigh value and low bulkrpelts

to the auction market ín winnipeg. A development progran that would

successfully involve residents of Indian ancestry in this industry has

been outlined in Chapter II.

FOREST PRODUCTS

An Econonic survey of Northern Manitoba by Arthur Little has

s tated :

fne ¡est timber stands in Northern Manitoba are to be
found along the Nelson River and in the Lake Sipiwesk
and Cross Lake regíons. These stands would support a
substantial forest-pfoducts industry in the thiðket
Portage area . .35

The report goes on to suggest Thicket Portage as the possible centre for

a sawmill.36

S5luianitoba Department of
of Northern Mani toba, (prepared
ffi

Industry and Commerce,
by Arthur D. Little Inc

An Economic Survey
@

36taia.
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since 1959, there has been a small cutt-ing operation in the

Sipiwesk Lake area and a smal1 sawmill operation neaï Thicket pottage.3T

The owner and operator has ernployed up to 20 men during the cutting

season, most of whorn are residents of the cornmunity. The work is
seasonal with peak activity occurring during the nonths of January,

February and lr{arch, when the lakes and areas of muskeg are frozen.

white spruce is the nain species cut here. About g5 per cent of it is
sold as mining material and is handled through Spruce products Company

Limited ín winnipeg. The remaining 15 per cent is shipped to clear-
water Lake where it is rfiníshedr and shipped south. All spruce

timber is shipped fron Thicket portage via rail transport.

In 1966, Churchill Forest Industries (Manitoba) Limited was formed

to ful1y develop the forest products industry in Northern lvlanitoba.SS

37yft. Bryan Tetlock, owner and operator of Bryan Tetlock and
son company Linited, has inforrned the writer that his company cuts
1,150,000 8.M., mainly white spïuce, in an aveïage yeaï. He will beginto slow down his cutting operations, and may possibly be forced to
cease operations, once Churchill Forest Industries (Manitoba) Limited
begins to function at its full capacity.

sSManitoba, Legislative Assembly of lvfanitoba, Debates and pro-
ceedings, Vo1. 12, No. 32, 1966, p. ISS.

On March 9, 7966, Honourable Gurney Evans, Minister of
rndustry and commerce, announced a multi-stage, furly integrated
forest products developnent program in northern ivlanitoba. To this end
the Churchill Forest Industries (Manitoba) Limited was formed with an
authorized capital of g5 nilrion. rt provided for development, in
five stages, as follows.

Stage 1. To establish woodland debarking and loading facilities for
50,000 cords of debarked wood to be in operation by
March 31, 1968.

stage 2. To establish a sawmill at The pas for the production of j0
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1'heir cutting aïea coveïs some 40,000 squaïe miles.39

Although litt1e data concerning Churchill Forest Industries

(\4anitoba) Limited is available at present, it appears certain that a

conpany sawmill will not be located at or in the vicinity of Thicket

Portage.40 No accurate estinate is as yet available concerning the

quantity of wood to be cut in this area and concerning the number of

nen to be employed from surrounding centres such as Thicket Portage

Stage 3.

Stage

Stage

L

q

million board feet of l-unber per year to be in operation by
December 31, 1968.
To establish a newsprint and magazine paper miI1 at The
Pas with a ninimun capacity of 300-400 tons per day to
be in operation by lvfarch 31, L97I.
Subject to existing economies at the time to establish a
chenical plant witir a minimurn capacity of 50 tons per day.
Subject to existing economies at the time to establish a
high capacity sulphate mill or alternatively to double the
capacity of the ne\^/spaper mi11 depending upon market and
availability of timber ïesources, not later than L973.

The total ínvestments, through Stage 5, would finally exceed $L0O mif-
lion and jobs for several thousand people will be created over the next
ten years at the Plant Site and in the forest operations. It is
further expectecl that the implementation of these projects will con-
siderably enhance the economic and industrial development of Northern
Manitoba and lead to substantial exports for the province.

39P"tror,r1 communication lvith Mr. W. K. Webster, Director,
Itlanitoba Department of Forestry, lVinnipeg, Manitoba.

40Manitoba Legislative Assembly of Manitoba, op. cit., p. 742.

0n March 9, 1966 the l,{inister of Industry and Commerce gave a
detailed report to the Legislature on Churchill Forest Industries
(Manitoba) Limited forestry operations, on the financial backers of the
company and on the forestry agreement. One point of interest was the
companyrs acquisition of title to plantsite and millsite property at
The Pas and at Arnot. The selection of Arnot alnost certainly elinin-
ates any possibility of establishíng a sawnill at Thicket Portage.
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and Wabowden.4l However, since the Sipiwesk Lake area is known to have

7arge, relatively pure tracts of merchantable timber, it is hoped that
Thicket Portage residents will be able to take advantage of enployment

opportunities here when the newty formed company develops the area.

F. ACCESS IB ILITY

One of the railway centres on the Hudson Bay Railway line,
Thicket Portage is located at Mile 1g4 in Township 73, Range 2, west

of the Principal Meridian. The only mode of travel irere, apart from

the railway, is by aírctaf.t. Tables X and XI give an indication of the

settlementrs proximity to Winnipeg and to other northern communities.

Daily raílway passenger service to Thonpson, The pas and

Winnipeg is available 6 days per week. All air service to and from the

comrnunity is via chartered aircrafts at the cost of 50 cents per air
ni le.

Examining only the transportation facilities available to and

from the comrnunity , and ignoring rtimer and rinconvenience I factors,

Thicket Portage appears to be less accessible than Wabowden but still
more accessible than Norway House and Oxford House.

41Forestal, a consultant firm, is under contract to the provin_cial government to carry out a detailed suïvey of timber stands'in the
sipiwesk Lake - Thicket Portage - wabowden area. churchill Forest
rndustries (Manitoba) Limited has hired consultants to do sirnilarstudies. 0n1y when the fína1 repoïts are published, will accurate data
be available concerning the quantity of wood to be cut in this area and
the number of jobs this will create for the surrounding settlements:
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Household heads were queried about the frequency of visits in an

average year to l{innipeg, The pas, lvabowden, Thompson and churchill,
and concerning the reasons for the visits. Table XVII illustrates a

definite pattern in which rhompson and The pas stand out as the major

service centres in that order of importance.

TABLE XVII

NTIMBER OF VISITS MADE BY HOUSEHOLD IIEADS

T0 COI,/ß'IUNITIES OUTSIDE THICKET PORTAGE

Communities
Visits per

r-4
5- 10

LL_20
2I-30
Xtlore than 30

Reasons for visit

Winni l{ab owden Churchi 11 The Pas

4 4 I 26I7

3

8

2

Socral

Bus ines s

Medical

T6

18

11

2

2

8

11

19

l{hat is significant here is the proportion of Thicket portage

household heads that do not visit Thompson in an average yeaï (11 out

41 household heads - 27 per cent). rn contrast, the proportion of

l{abowden household heads who do not visit Thompson in an aveïage yeaï

of

1S
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only 5 out of 84 household heads (4 per cent) even though the d,istance

between l{labowden and Thonpson is twice that between Thicket poïtage and

Thompson. Explanation of this phenomenon appears to 1ie in the avail_
ability of road transportation between trVabowden and Thonpson and the

lack of ít between Thícket portage and Thompson.

Another interesting point concerns the nurnber who visit The pas

for medicar reasons. Many residents berieve they receive better
hospital and medícal attention at The pas than at Thonpson. Thompson

is preferred to The pas for business matteïs.

Thicket Portage can get nevispapers, magazínes and mail via The

Pas and Thornpson 6 days per week, although the newspapers generally
arrive one day after publication. The settlement is not able to
receive any television progïams but residents can keep in touch by radio
with Thompson. As yet, the only telephones are locar and do not make

contact with those of other communities.



CHAPTER IV

NORI{AY HOUSE

A. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

Frorn the beginning of the 19th century to the early part of the

20th century, Norway House grew in importance, first as a trad.ing post,

or fHouse,r and later as an entrepot and supply depot. The postrs

importance, to a large extent, was determined by its geographical loca-

tion in the centre of a triangle, of which the angles were york Factory,

Fort Garry and Fort Edmonton.

Although traders from both the North west conpany and the

Hudsonfs Bay company are known to have been active in the area during

the latter part of the 18th Century, relatively little trade was carried

on here before the turn of the century.

The original Hudsonrs Bay company post at Norway House, estab-

lished in 1801 by one willíam sinclair, was situated south of the

present site on a branch of the Nelson River which meets the Jack River

at a place called 'rPasquiskuganisrt meaning 'tBig Clearíng.,t1

In 1814, a party of eight Norwegians, appaïently ex-covicts,2

with an overseer were brought out to the post by the Conpany for puïposes

lRobert lvatson, I'The story of Norway House,rr canadian Geographi
cal Journal, Vol. 1, No. 4, August 1930, p. J00.

2Atth.rr S. Morton, A History of the Canadian i{est to I|TO-7I,
flhomas Nelson and sons Ltd
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of opening up land communications between York Factory and the interior.S

At a nel site about twenty miles from the Jack River post on a

peninsula culminating at il'lossy Point, on the west wide of the overflow

from Lake l{innipeg, and opposite a place now known as lVarrents Landing,

they began work on a ner{ rHouse.t4 lhis new site had been selected as

one of the stations on the proposed winter road from York Factory to

Lake Winnip"g. By 1817 the Jack River posts had been abandoned and was

replaced by the new House named in honor of the Norwegians. The post

expanded and grew in importance as a depot and transportation centre,

especially following the union of the two rival companies in 1821.

When fire destroyed the i{ouse in 1824, the present site was chosen for

rebui lding.

Governor Simpson felt that the new House should be erected on the

most elevated spot that could be found along the Jack River. Others

Slord Selkirk, in planning his Red River settlement, hoped to
improve transportation betlveen York Factory and Lake Winnipeg. In
order to facilitate summer traffic, he planned improvements at various
portages. For winter travel, a winter road was proposed to be used by
sleds running the frozen stïeams. Further ptans, dèsigned. to elirnin-
ate the risk of starvation by the way, called for a series of establish-
ments along the route with small farms or gardens providing vegetables
such as potatoes, and storing meat.

4Information taken from notes on the early history of Norway
House as recorded in the Hudsonts Bay Conpany library, lVinnipeg, ivlanitoba.

SThe Jack River post, ín 1816, served as a haven to those Selkirk
settlers driven fron their homes at Fort Douglas after the killing of
Governor Semple at Seven Oaks. The killing was a result of the conflict
between the North West Company and the Hudsonts Bay Company.
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felt that it should be conveniently near the fishery, the main source of

its food supply. For these reasons, Norway House, in 1826, was moved to

its present position on Ross Island where both the Nelson lìiver and Jack

River flow into Little Playgreen Lake.

In 1830 Chief Trader Donald Ross (1ater Chief Factor) was placed

in charge of Norway House, aÍLd under his direction the post appears to

have assumed an air of importance and prosperity.

During the 1830fs, Norway House was probably second only to Fort

Gatry in importance as an entrepot and transport centre. Governor

Simpson in 1831 stated its important functions.

This Establishment, being situated at the junction
of the two principal roads or lines of communica-
tion between York Factory and the interior, is a
place of much ïesort and bustle during the summer
and is used as an entrepot for the Athabaska and
Mackenzíe River Districts, where their returns are
received and their outfits delivered, the distance ,

between those districts and the factory being too
great for loaded boats to perforrn the whole voyage,
and as business is now conducted it answers all the
purposes of a depot, although stripped of nost of
the expenses which usually attach to such establish-
ments. A great proportion of the Red River outfíts
and returns, the latter consisting chiefly of pro-
visions, are likewise deposited irere until oppor-
tunities offer of forwarding them to their destina-
tions. It is moreover a convenient place for boat
building, and having a good fishery close at hand,
supernumeraries are frequently sent here where they
are maintaíned at little expense .6

Norway House p1a-yed an irnportant part in the comrnunications

between lvlontreal and the West, and between York Factory and the interior

posts. It also served as a frequent meeting place of the Council of the

6As quoted by l{ats.on, op. cit., pp. 2gg-300.
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Northern Department of Rupertts Land until the transfer of Rupertrs Land

to canada in 1870. The Ilouse acted as host to such celebrities as

Captain John Franklin who visited the post for the first time in 1819

on his first expedition to the polar sea, and agaín in LB27 on his

return from his second Arctic expedition.

During the 1830rs the fort, which hras stockaded like the other

posts of the cornpany, included a powder magazíne, a jailhouse, a ware-

house, vatíous living quarters for officers and servants, and facilities
to accomfirodate council meetíngs.

Agriculture \^/as carried on at Norway House early on in the

history of the post, and an account of the productivity of the gardens

here is given in the fort Journal of October 1853.

;";,;":l"i;i3i';':n. 
-'::o'l:r1":; 

:idi"u",_
lons - from 15 kegs planted in Spring - equal
to 24 fold return. /

Fishing during this period was a prolific activity. The catch,

mainly whitefish, included sturgeon as well. As a rule the fish were

air-dried and stored for winter use.

some two miles fron the Bay post, by water, is the settlernent of

Rossville, an outpost of the company. The i{eslyan Mission was estab-

lished here in 1840, with Rev. Janes Evans, the inventor of the now

famous Cree syllabic alphabet, acting as superintendent.S

7As quoted by Watson, Ibid., p. 298.

8Rev, Janes Evans translated the bible and numeïous hymns into
the Cree, copies of which he then printed on a crudely constructed press.
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The majority of residents of Indian ancestTy at Norway House,

originally Swampy Cree, came from Manitoba and Saskatchewan between the

Red and Saskatchewan Rivers, and ranging eastward down the Nelson River

to Iludson Bay and northward toward Athabaska Lake.9

In 1875, Norway House was selected as a place where Treaty

Number Five was negotiated whereby the cross Lake and Norway House

bands agreed to the terms of the treaty, formally elected chiefs and

councillors who signed their marks to that document, and ceded to the

canadian Federal Government their possessory rights to the land. rn

return for their land, they retaíned the right to hunt and fish in the

ceded area forras long as the sun shall shine and the rivers run.r Two

Teserves were set aside for the Indiansruse, and on each reserve,

schools were established. Reserve residents were encouraged, through

gifts of agricultural implements, cattle and seed, to cease their former

nomadic way of life, and instead, to adopt a moïe settled agrarian one.

with the signing of the tTeaty, every registered rndian was to receive

annually, the sum of five dollars.10

with the building of the Hudson Bay Railway line to chuïchi11

the early part of this century, the importance of Norway Ilouse as an

entrepot and supply depot diminished. The railway line which served

divert the trade and suppry centïes to other posts, also effected a

in

to

o_-- ìVats on ,

10 ¡Hon. )
of Manitoba and

gg. cit. , pp. 30L-302.

Alexander Morris, The Treaties of Canada with the Indians
th" North*"rt t"t .
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relocation for the Keewatin District Office from Norway House to Winni-

peg in 1915.

rn 7923, the last York boat was built at Norway House for the

band to freight its. goverrìnent relief supplies. Today, supplies aïe

brought ín either by take freighter and/or aircraft during the summer,

and by tractor train and/or aircraft during the winter months.

At present, although Norway House no longer functions as an

important freight distributing centre for the area, nevertheless, its
hospital, its Indian Affairs administration and until just recently, its
residential school, have helped to make the settlement a service centre

for other Indian reserves in this northern district.

Norway House, in actual fact, is rnade up of two comnunities: the

Indian reserve with its focal point at Rossville and the smaller non-

tTeaty Indian settlement along the Nelson River. Their populations aïe

1,59911 and. 676 respectively.T2

B. PHYSICAL BACKGROUND

Numerous outcrops of granitic rock here provide; ample evidence

of the underlying Pre-Cambrian Shield. It has alteady been pointed out

in the discussion of site conditions at lvabowden in chapter Ir, that

originally the Pre-Cambrian Shield consisted of both the harder granites

or gneissose rocks and the relatively softer sheared lavas and sediments

llIndian Affairs Branch, Ottawa, December 31, 196S

12r . s. s. 1966.
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The various weathering processes had eroded the Shield to a low level
before Palaeozoic times , and because the softer sheared labas and sedi-

ments were less resistant than the granitoids, they were deeply disinte-
grated.

With the movement of the ice sheet over the area, the weathered

surface was carried away, and the schists were plucked to a greater

degree than the granite, the result being a hummocky smooth topography

with linear valleys in the schists and sed.iments.

I'Val1ace, in his report on the geological formations of Manitoba,l3

states that many of the northern lakes on the Shield lie in these rela-
tively easily eroded schists. Ile attributes the outline of such lakes

quite definitely to the attitude of the rocks, the long narrow bays being

always paraIlel to the strike of the schist.

Foltrowing the last recession of the ice mass and the subsequent

formation of Lake Agassiz, morainic material, outwash deposits and beach

ridges were lain down, generalry speaking in a northwesterly trend.

Drainage from the west, to a large extent, was harnpered by these

glacial ridges. Between the long ridges of relatively dTy land extend-

ing northwards, rarge swamps, frequently impassablerhave been formed.

Norway House is scattered along the more elevated ridges and

granite outcrops. swanps and depressions filled with muskeg are so

numerous as to discourage suülmer travel over land. For this reason, motor

boats remain the major vehicle of transportation around, the settlement.

13R- c- }{alIace, The Geological Formations of i{anitoba, p. sg.
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Along with the rock outcrops, the swamps and bogs, are pockets of

Iocalized cIay, in which garden crops have been successfully grown.

The average I-ength of the frost free period, 33 degrees and over,

ranges from 90 to 95 days; holever, if 29.5 degrees is taken as the

critical tenperature, the frost free period is extended to about 115

days.L4

The average totat annual amount of precipitation is 16 inches,

and during the aveTage growing season, the settlement receiveS 5.35

inches in the form of rainfalI.15

Even though the growing season is somewhat shorter than that of

southern Manitoba, the longer duration of sunlight at Norway House is a

compensating factor.

The natural vegetation ranges from black spruce and tamerack in

the wetter bog areas to white spruce and balsam fir in the better

drained localities. 0n the thin soiled rock slopes, a jaclc pine cover'

is common.

Large, relatively pure stands of merchantable softwood pulp

become more conmon along the Nelson River north of Norway House,

especially at such places as Sipiwesk Lake.

soils in the settlernent have generally developed in pockets of

localized clay and where they occupy noderately to well drained sites,

garden crops have been gïown successfully. The numerous bogs, with more

14¡,. .1. Connor:, The Climate of Manitoba, (lVinnipeg: Economic
Survey Board, 1938), pP. 92-93.

15rbid., p. 12.
records collected over

This average of 5.35 inches u/as calculated from
a 39 year period.



than 30 inches of peat , and the half bogs, with

are inherently loiv in natural fertility and pose

problem. Because of the extensive area of swamp

reclamation of these areas through a program of

remains impractical.
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12 to 30 inches of peat,

a serious drainage

and bog, ãîy large scale

extensive drainage

C. THE SETTLEMENT

The Norway House Indian Reserve,28.8 square niles in area, is

situated along stretches of the Jack River, Little playgreen Lake and

the Ne1son River. Iviany of the reserve residents live at Rossville, a

relatively conpact settlement which occupies a peninsula bounded by

Little Playgreen Lahe. rn addition, there are other reserve rndians

living along both banks of the Jack River, on Towerrs rsland and other

smaller íslands in the Jack River.

Situated on the reservers western boundary is the smaller non-

tTeaty Indian settlernent. Residents here live along both banks of the

Nelson River.

It is interesting to note the riparian nature of human occupance

at Norway House. with the exception of the cornpact nucleus at Ross-

ville, the majority of residents are located along the river banks, on

islands and along tire lakers shores, since the rivers and the lake

constitute the main transportation arteries of the community (Map B).

For purposes of differentiating between the two sectors of the

settlement, the D.B.s. census titles will be used in which the rndian

sector is referred to as Norway House School District.
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Norway Ilouse Indian Reserve is administered by the Indian Affairs
Branch, an arm of the federal government, as set out by the terms of the

rndian Act.16 The chief and six councilors who are elected by the

Teserve Indians, constitute the loca1 government. In fact, they act as

link between the rndian Affairs Branch and the reseïve population.

These intermediaries represent the band when conplaints or requests

arise, and they act as agents for the federal government in the disposal

of relief supplies and treatr goods.

Norway llouse School District is classified as an unincorporated

urban district and as such is administered by the local government con-

su1 at The Pas. The school district, unlike the reserve, is operated on

a tax basis.

HOUSING, SERVICE FACILITIES AND UTILITIES

Houses are located at random in a lineaï pattern along the lake

and the rivers, and are seldom moïe than 100 yards from the wateï front.
The author used his scheme for classifying the quality and condi-

tion of housing at Norway House ,L7 and examples of dwellings in each of

the three categories are given in figures g,9 and 10.

16see Chapter I, Introduction, pp. 7-8.

17Mr. Sarn T. Anderson, community health worker, who is y¡el1
acquainted with the quality and condition of housing in the conmunity,
both on the reserve and in the school district, assisted the writer
in his classification of dwellings into Categories A, B and C.
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Ir{ap B shows the distribution of houses in each categoïy. The

majority of houses berong to category c. It is readily apparent that
the better types of dwellings, categories A and B, are located in the

school district, whereas the poorer type is more conmon on the reseïve.

It is interesting to note that the better housing is invariably occupied

by Whites, particularly those who are in the professional and manageríal

class. However, by and Iarge, the Metis, riving in the school district,
occupy better housing than do the reserve Indians.

rn an attempt to improve housing condítions on the reserve,

Indian Affairs Branch has made an allowance for new house construction

in its budget. During 1965, 12 new houses were built, in 1966 the

number built increased to 20, and in L967, 24 new houses r^/ere con_

structed. The acting Superintendent of the Indian Agency has estimated

that an additional 69 houses are needed to bring all housing to an

acceptable standard.lS However, due to an increase in new family forma-

tíons and due to the rwearing outr of existing houses, it appears that
if the present rate of construction is continued, it rnrill be sone con-

siderable time before the demand for adequate housing will be rnet.

There are four general stores at Norway House, two of which are

owned and operated by the Hudsonts Bay company. The settlement has a

lSPersonal
Superintendent of
of 1967.

communication with Mr.
the Norway House Indian

Howard Kenda1l, acting
Agency during the summer
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modern, fu1ly equipped 8 room hotel with a restaurant and beer par1or.19

Up until June 30, L967, the Norway House United Church Residential

Scirool taught pupils from various other northern Indian ïeseïves such as

Oxford House and Godrs River. The United Church has since relinquished

its responsibility and the operation of the school has been taken over

by the Frontier School Division. In addition, there appears to be no

further need for a residential school and thus it has now become a day

school.

At present there are 6 schools spread throughout the reserve and

2 schools in the school district. Some are only one to two room

structures and all teach only elementary grades. Frontier School Divi-

sion plans to operate tvro consolidated schools; one which will assume

the functions of the former United Church school at Rossville, and the

other at the southern end of the settlement. These two schools will be

f.airly 1arge, ful1y equipped, teach grades one to nine inclusive and will

replace the smaller schools.20 The new consolidated schools will service

both reserve and school district populations. In addition, Norway House

plans to construct a locaI system of roads that will allow for the trans-

portation of students to the schools.

19liquo" is not tegally allowed on the reserve and therefore al1
Teserve Indians visiting the beer parlor consume their beer at or near
tlre hotel. This creates a variety of problems. The chief and councilors
can decide whether or not they wish to a1low liquor on the reserve, but
as yet, they thernselves have not felt it was wise to allow liquor on the
res erve .

20Personal communication with Mr. B. S. Lee, administrator of the
United Church Residential School until June 30, L967. Mr. Lee informed
the author that apart from the trnlo new consolidated schools, the Roman
Catholic Church will maintain its separate school
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The federal goverrunent opeïates a 38 bed hospital at Norway House

which services a number of northern Indian communities such as Island

Lake, God's River and oxford House. The hospital is equipped to perform

minor surgery and has a staff that includes qualífied. doctors, nurses

and one dentist.

There is an R.C.M.P. detachment stationed at Norway House which,

in addítion to the three White officers, employs S special constables of
Indian ancestry to provide police service.

The United Church, the Anglican Church, the Roman Catholic Church

and the Pentecostal Ii{ission constitute Norway Housers religious institu-
tions.

Despite its relatively large population (including that of the

reserve and the school district), the settlement lacks adequate reclrea-

tional facilities. A new centennial community ha11 which offers a variety

of entertainment has recently been bui1t, but because it is located in
the school district, it appeaïs unlikely that it will be of great benefit

to reserve residents. The reserve has a small movie har1, owned and

operated by a treaty rndian, and a community park of about 6 acres for
the use of children and young people.21

Thus, the school district is equipped with a nei¡/ cornnunity ha1l

while the much larger reserve population lacks sinilar facirities.

Unless the school districtts recreational facilities will be fullv

2lthe park
the tPow-Wowt club

in the process
an organization

of being bui1t.
of treaty Indian

It is a proj ect of
yoqng people.

1S
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available to reserve residents, th.ere will be a real need to provide the

latter with similar services.

All drinking water is taken from either the Nelson River, the

Jack River or Little Playgreen Lake. l{hile the hotel, the hospital and

a nurnber of residents filter and chlorinate their drinking water, the

najority of residents, especially those of the reseïve, use the water

untreated. The water can and does become po11uted, especially during

spring breakup, and for this reason there is a pressing need, for an

adequate, potable water supply.

Except for the hospital, the hotel and. a few of the wealthier

school district residents, Norway House has no sewage facilities, and

garbage pickup service is non-existent, The settlernent is equipped

with electricity and 1oca1 telephones. However, telephone conmunication

to points outside the settlement renains poor. Residents are able to

receive radio broadcasts from winnipegrs strongest stations.

There are approximatety 50 miles of road in the settlement.

However, for the nost part, these are virtually impassable in summer

since they traverse numerous stretches of muskeg and swamp. They can

only be utilized by bombadiers and skidoos in winter when the ground is

frozen. These roads are not connected to any highways or provincial

roads, and thus the settlenent cannot be reached from other centres by

road transport,
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Briefly, the settlmentrs main requirernents include: (1) an

adequate, patable ivater supply, (2) all weather raods within the com-

nuníty that are passable in summer as well as in winter in order to

transport students to the proposed consolidated schools, and (3) an air-

strip that allows air service during the periods of'breakuptand

freeze-up. I

D. POPULATI ON CHARACTERI STICS

Norway House Indian Reserve has a population of 1 ,59922 and 254

household units,23 wítlt an aveïage of 6.3 persons peï household unit.

The family is the basic household unit, 240 on the reserve, particularly

the one family household. 0f interest here is the relatively large

nunber of two-or-more family households, 24 out of 240 (10 per cent) .

The reservers popula-tion is a relatively young one with 50 per

cent under age 15. This is 18 per cent higher than the equivalent age

group of the total population, Indian and non-Indian, for the province.

Twenty-two per cent of the reservefs population is under age 5. This

youthful population can be attributed to the effect of the Norway

House Indian Hospital with its staff of quatified doctors and nurses,

22o .s.s . 1966 .

234 household unit
household, a trvo-or-more

nay be any one
family household

of the following
or a non-family

: a one-family
hous eho ld.



NORWAY HOUSE SCHOOL DISTRICT. AGE AND SEX CO¡JIPOSITION
1966

AGE GROUPS

ó5+

55-64

4s-54

35-44

25-34

15-24

5-14

1412108ó4
54.5 PER CENT MALE

468r01214ró
45.5 PER CENT FEMALE

' D. B. S. Census 19óó

NORWAY HOUSE INDIAN RESERVE . AGE AND SEX COMPOSITION
1966

AGE GROUPS

ó5+

55-ó4

45 -54

3s-44

25-34

15-24

5-14

12r08ó
49.3 PER CENT

42
MALE

46
50.7 PER

810\2t41ó
CENT FEMALE

D- B. S. Census l9óó
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and to the teachers. These people have helped reduce the infant mortal-

ity rate through nedical service and through an education program in
nutritíon and personal hygiene.

The proportion of the reseïve?s population 65 yeaïs and older

is 4 per cent as cornpared to g peï cent for the same age gïoup for the

province. This phenomenon can be attributed to a relatively high mor-

tarity rate here among those 65 years and older, as compared to that of
southern Manitobats urban centres.

Although there are only slightly more females (s0.7 peï cent)

than males (49.3 per cent) in the reserve population, the difference is
so sna1l as to be of little significance.

From 1961 to 1966 the reserve's population grew from r,43g to

1,599, an increase of 1l per cent.24 This rate of increase, which is
more than three times the provincial growth rate for the same period

(Table Ir), can be explained in teïns of a high fertility rate and a

relatively low infant mortality rate, tl-re latter being a result of

better medical and educational facilities.

Practically all reserve residents are treaty Indians25 u, set out

in the terms of the Indian Act-

24¡.s.s. 1961

)tr,^""ùee Llìapter

and 1966.

I for a defintion of tTeaty Indian.



TABLE XVI]-]-26

NUMBER AND TYPE OF

AT NORIVAY HOUSE

Type of household

HOUSEHOLD UNITS
INDIAN RESERVE

Number

Total households

Total farnily households

One fanily households

Two or more family households

Non-fanily households

One person only

Two or more persons

254

240

2L6

24

I2

2

T4

TABLE XIX27

NUMBER AND TYPE OF HOUSEHOLD UNITS
AT NORWAY HOUSE SCHOOL DISTRICT

Type of household Number

Total households

Total family households

One family households

Two or more family households

Non-family households

One person only

Two or more pelcsons

126

IL2

108

4

I4

26n.s.s.1966.

27 taia.
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Norway House school District has a populatíon or 67628 and L26

household units, with an average of 4.9 persons per household unit. of
the 126 household units , II2 are fanily householcls.

Forty-five per cent of the school districtrs population are

under age 15, which is ls per cent higher than the equivalent age gïoup

of the totar population, rndian and non-rndian, for the province. seven_

teen per cent of the population is under age 5.

The proportion of the school district's population 65 years and

older is 5 per cent as compared to 9 per cent for the sarne age group for
the province.

An interesting anomaly is the

54.5 per cent to 45.5 per cent. One

is due, in part, to the in-migrating

technicians, teachers and pilots, and

the community.

ratio of male population to female,

can postulate that this phenomenon

male labor force, including doctors,

to the enigration of females from

Fron 1961 to 1966 the school districtts popqlation grew from 543

to 676, an increase of 24 per cent.29 This increase, which is more than

five times the provincial growth rate (Table II) can be explained by

(1) a relatively high fertility rate and a relatively 1ow infant mor_

tality rate, and (2) by the in-migrating labor force, which has arread.y

been mentioned.

28r.9.s.1966.

290.g.s. 1961 and Lg66.
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According to the 1961 Census, the last census to publish ethnic

or racial characteristics, 20 per cent of the school districtts popula-

tj-on was Inative rndian and Eskimo,?whi1e most of the remaining g0 per

cent were classified as tr{hites. However, the recognition of Metis

people is a difficult undertaking because of the varying degrees of

assinilation with the white nanfs culture, and this may be one reason

for the rather low percentage recorded. Northern Affairs in 1966 has

estimated the proportion to be as high as 7I per cent.30

The majority of the Indian reservers residents are affiliated
with the United, the Roman Catholic or the Anglícan Church. According

to the 1961 census, 59 per cent were united church , 27 per cent Rornan

Catholic and 1.4 per cent belonged to the Anglican Church.

rn the school district a different pattern emerges. According

to the 1961 Census, 45 per cent of the residents were Anglican, 29 per cent

were United Church, 18 per cent were Roman Catholic and 8 per cent claimed

nembership ín various other churches.

There is a noticeable difference in the educational attairunent

between the population of the reserve and that of the school district
(Table XX).

S0N{anitoba Northern Affairs Corununity Fact
1966 recorded a total population of 2,400 , L,700
Indians living on the reserve. 0f the remaining
School district, 500 were designated as Metis and

Sheet for November 30,
of whon were treaty
700 belonging to the
the remainder as ltfrite



HIGHEST GRADE

AT NORWAY HOUSE

TABLE XX31

ATTENDED FOR THE POPULATION 5 YEARS AND OLDER

INDIAN RESERVE AND NORI\IAY HOUSE SCHOOL DISTRICT
196 1

Norway House
Indian Reserve

Norway House
School District

Number Per centAttendins School

TotaI

Pre-grade 1

Elementary
Elementary
High School
FI:iþh School
High Schoo1
Univers ity
Univers ity
Univers ity

Number Per cent

r-4
5-8
I-2.
3-4
5

I-2
3-4
degree

406

16
237
r44

4
4

1

r00

4
58
35
I
I
3

95 100

I
64
34

1

1

61
5¿
I

Not Attending School Number Per cent Number Per cent

Total
No schooling
Elementary I-4
Elementary 5-8
High SchooI L-2
High SchooL 3-4
High School 5

University I-2
University 3-4
University degree

747

198
7

22r
299

L7
5

100

27
I

30
40

2

3s6

44
39

123
35
69

4
5

4
I3

100

T3
I2
37
1C

2T
I
1

1

4

310.s.s. r961
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Table xx shoivs that the proportion of reseïve population age 5

and older who had no schooling and were not attending school at the

time was 27 pet cent, but for the school district the proportion was

only 13 per cent.32 An interesting point illustrated, in the table is

the higher educational attainment of the school district population

than the reserve population for the category rnot attending school,r

while the pattern for those 'attending schoolr for both school district
and reserve is similar. This phenomenon can be explained by the tran-

sient ü,rhite labor force, including doctors, nurses, teachers and

government personnel, who have achieved a relativety high leve1 of

education, and who are residents of the school district. The Metis

residents of the schoor district, on the other hand, have achieved a

standard of education similar to that of the reserve Indians. only a

sma1l nunber of the Metis and Indian children aïe attending high school

and university.

In the writerrs 1967 sample, in whicl'r the educational attainment

of household heads t^Ias ascertained, and which examined the reserve and

school district as one unit, 19 per cent had no formal education, 25

per cent had completed elementary grades one to four, 4s pe-r cent had

completed elementary grades five to eight, 8 per cent had completed

secondary grades nine to twelve and 5 per cent had taken sone university

or other post-grade twelve training.

32'the provincial proportion for the same category was 7 per cent
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The writer attenpted to study population nobility. out of the

237 households in his 1967 sample including both reseïve and school

district populations, zrs (90 per cent) irad lived at Norway House more

than 10 years, 16 (7 per cent) had lived in the community from two to

ten years , and 6 (3 per cent) had been there less than two yeaïs. Of

the 6 households who had líved in Norway llouse less than two years, S

gave their previous residence as north and 3 as south of the 53d

para11e1. All 6 had moved to Norway House for reasons of employment.

When the 6 were queried about the tength of their previous residence, 3

mentioned from two to ten years and 3 said less than two years. of the

tlrree who stayed less than two years, 1 had lived north and 2 had lived

south of the 53d para1lel. when these 3 were again queried about the

length of residence (prior to their previous one), 1 mentioned more

than 10 years and 2 said less than 2 years.

The 237 household heads in the sample were also asked about their

future pIans. Two hundred and one (85 per cent) stated their intention

to remain at Norway Ilouse, and 36 (15 per cent) planned to leave. Of

tlre latter, 15 gave 7967 as the date for their departure, 2 mentioned

1968 and 19 gave feventuallyr as their departure date. When queried as to

their destination, 18 mentioned centres north and 14 gave centres south of

the 53d parallel. Four couldnrt be specific or hadnrt definitely

decided where they would move. 0f the 36 , 24 gave employment as the

main reason for moving, 7 mentioned social reasons and 5 gave a combina-

tion of social and employnent or busj-ness reasons.
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when asked whether they enjoyed living in this community, 21s out

of the 237 repried in the affirmative, 15 replied. in the negative and 7

were non-conmital.

It is interesting to note that most treaty Indians have lived

on the reserve all their lives. The small proportion of the population

that might be terrned ftransient,r is composed mainly of Whites living in
the school distríct sectoï of the settlement. These people have estab-

lished a pattern of rnoving about various communities, often north of the

53d paral1e1, in search of better ernployment opportunities.

THE ECONOMIC SITUATION OF NORI4/AY HOUSE

EMPLOYIVIENT STRUCTURE

0f the 237 household units in the sarnple, r7s (74 per cent) had

one or more persons gainfully employed throughout part or the whole of
the year,33 while the remaining 62 (26 per cent) had no one person gain-

fully employed throughout arry part of the year.

Out of Norway Housers total active labor force in the sample,

including all those ernployed either part-tirne or ful1-time in activities
ranging fron fishing and trapping to teaching and hospital work, only 50

per cent were employed 12 months per year and 45 per cent worked only 6

months or less in a year. seven per cent of the total active labor

force relied on sources of enployment outside of Norway House.

33this includes trapping and fishing
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During the period from July 1966 to July 1967, 34 of t]^e 2s4

household units on the reserve (13 per cent) weïe permanent recipients

of welfare for medical and social reasons.54 That is to say, 13 per

cent of the household units has at least one member receiving welfare

payments on a permanent basis. In addition, r29 or the 2s4 household

units (51 per cent) received teinporary emeïgency we1fare.35

Duríng the same period, 50 of tlne 126 household units in the

school district (40 per cent) received public financial assistance.36

During the month of July 1967, 110 of t]ne 237 household units (46 per

cent) in the authorts sample, which included both the reserve and tire

school district, received publíc subsidy.

It is interesting to examine the proportion of the active labor

force engaged in trapping and fishing. According to the 1961 Census,

31 per cent of those gainfully employed were engaged in trappíng and

fishing. However, it should be noted here that almost all those trap-

ping and fishing were treaty Indians living on the reserve, while only

one non-treaty Indian person living in the school district was involved

in these activities. Expressed another way, 54 per cent of the treaty

Indians on the reserve who were gainfully enployed were engaged in

trapping and fishing, while less than 1 per cent of those non-treaty

Indians living in the school district were engaged in these pursuits.

s4letter, Mr
Norway House, to H.

35r¡i¿.

Stewart Killen, Superintendent of Indian Agency,
I. Redekopp, May 31, 1968.

s6Department of Health and Welfare, The Pas



TABLE XXI

RECORD OF CROP AND VALUE OF ALL
NORWAY IIOUSE

FURS 1966_67 INCLUSIVE
R.T. L.

Species
1964-65

Value
1965-66

Value
1966-67

Crop ValueCrop Crop

Beaver I,L45
Coyote

Ernine (Weasel) 797

Fisher 79

Fox, Red 2

Fox, I'ühite

Lynx

Mink

tr{uskrat

0tter
Squirre 1

t4

s40

8 ,490

20s

r,333

$14,220.90

L,84L.07

579.07

1t .84

270.62

10 ,800 .00

12 ,904.80
6 ,424.70

786.47

r,sLI

1 ,169

L71

I2

4

I3

588

10 ,99 8

197

778

fi22,L82.r2

5,05 1 . 09

2,164.86

L44.00

98 .60

513. 50

11,760.00

20 ,016 .36

6,501.00

466.80

747 $10,331.01

40 48. B0

28 26r.24

7 37 .94

10 240.00

479 7 ,424.50
7 ,592 6 ,680 .96

101 I,986 .67

256 r38.24

TOTALS fi47 ,839 .47 $66,898. 33 s27 ,r49 .36

No. of Trappers

Ave. Income
per Trapper

198

s24L.6r

194

fi344.84

151

$r79.80

Source: I{anitoba, Department of Mines and Natural Resources, Wi1ólife
Branch, lVinnipeg.
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According to the writerfs 1967 sample, of those working, in both

treaty Indian and non-tTeaty Indian populations, 11 per cent trapped

and 19 per cent fished. However, Renewable Resources issued licenses to

151 trappers during the 1966-67 ,""ror,.37 A1so, even though Norway House

fishermen utilize a number of lakes surrounding the settlement, the one

most intensively being fished is Big Playgreen Lake for which 60

licenses were issued to local residents during the L967 ,""ror,.38 Thus

it appears that at least 50 per cent of those gainfully employed still

rely on fishing and/or trapping.

Tab1e XXI offers evidence of the low returns to trappers. The

average income per trapper for the 1966-67 season was only $179.80.

These 1ow returns have been characteristic of this resource based

industry for the past several seasons and must be supplemented by fish-

ing and/or casual wage enployment.

Prospects for the settlementrs commercial fishernen are somewhat

brighter, especially for those who are members of the Norway House

Fishermen's Co-op Limited and who market their catch through this co-

operative organization.

The Norway House Fishermenrs Co-operative Limited was first

organized in 1962. Table XXII points out that in 1962 the fishermen

received a substantially greater amount per pound of fish than they did

in 1961. If the value to the Co-op is considered, they received alnost

STRenewable Resources Office, Norluay House, Manitoba.

38r¡ i¿.
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as much in 1962 as they did for 1961 and yet the production was about

one-ha1f that of the previous year.

TABLE XXI]39

QUANTITY AND VALUE OF FISH TAKEN FROIVI BIG PLAYGREEN LAKE
IN 1961 AND 1962

1961 7962

Total production
Va1ue of production
to fishermen

Value of production
to Co-operative

228 ,L68 lbs.

$20,780.81

100,168 1bs

$12,798.81

$16,640.48

Table XXIII shows that the average income per fisherman opeïating

on Big Playgreen Lake prior to the organization of the Fishermenrs

Co-op in 1962 \^/ere consistently lower than $500. During the first three

years of the Co-opts operations, returns remained relatively low due to

organizational difficulties.40 However, duríng the last three years of

59G. Rtten Clark, rtReport on the Norway House Fisherments Co-op
Ltd., 1962 season,rr (Printed by community Development offices, winnipeg,
1962), pp. 3-4.

40In the early stages of the co-operative, serious book-keeping
problems Ì^/ere encountered. These are now gradually being overcome.
During the first year of operation, the supply of equipment, such as
nets, arrived some two weeks after the summer fishing season had
opened. These problems caused considerable difficulty and resulted
in a relatively low production.
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TABLE

QUANTITY AND VALUE OF FISH TAKEN
IN I,VHICH PRIORITY ]S GIVEN

XXIV4l

FROM 2 LAKES, LAWFORD AND GUNISAO,
TO NORI\IAY HOUSE FISHERIVIEN

Species 196s

Totals in c.w.t.
L966 1967

Pickerel
Pike

ulhiref ish

Trout
Mu1 lets

89

82

724

16

2L5

t48
1,039

1

96

7I

536

TOTALS 911 1,403 70s

Value to men

It{arket value

No, of licenses
Ave. income per fisherman

$ 5 ,252. 00

$18,570.00
B

$6s6. s0

$10 ,048 .00

637 ,460.00
9

fir,L76.44

$4, 884.00

$ 17,825 . oo

9

9s42.67

4llManitoba Department of Fisheries, Winnipeg.
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operation, the average income per fisherman has increased to well over

6t,ooo.42

Table XXIV shows the average income for fishermen in two other

lakes in which priority is given to Norway House fishermen and in

which the Fishemen's Co-op does not function. The Table points out

that while 1966 was a relatively prosperous year for fishermen not

marketing through the Co-op, 1965 and 1967 were relatively poor years.

In contrast, the Co-op members on Big Playgreen Lake have consistently

enjoyed relatively high returns per operator for the years, 1965, 1966

and L967.

The Norway House Fishermenfs Co-operative Límited hopes to

expand its operations in the future and fish more 1akes. Ideally, ít

would like to take over a group of lakes, possibly in conjunction with

the Cross Lake residents, and fish them on a management basis.43

The last Census to show earning groups and average earnings for

Norway House was taken in 1961. Figures given here are for wage

earners who worked for salaries, and excluded here for the most part are

42The average incomes do not give a complete picture as to what
has happened at Norway House. Apart from the fisherments income, there
has been a considerable amor¡rt of money accruing to the coinmunity. The
following illustration is taken from the Co-operativets 1967 report.

Fish bought from local fishermen
Salaries paid
Ice expenses - by loca-l people
Net incorne for the year
Total money tirat was paid out to loca1 people

672 ,591.13
13,911.84
2,362.59

--¿r8!l=8å
896,717.4r

4SPersonal communication with Mr" Jack Bouna, Supervisor of
Co-operatives, Co-operative Services Branch, lVinnipeg.
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those engaged in trapping and fishing. Table VI shows that the income

of 42 per cent of the wage earners in the school district rùas less than

$3,000, whiLe 67 per cent of the reserve wage earners received less than

$3,000. Average earnings for the school district residents were 93,744,

but for the reserve residents they were only $2,186.

Average earnings for the school distríct residents appear to

compare favorably with that of Winnipeg wage earners, fi2,g34,44 1o" th.

same year. However, virtually all the hhite transient labor force,

including doctors, nurses and teachers, live in the school district. The

1961 Census showed that out of 130 wage earners, 11 belonged to the

fmanagerialr category, 55 belonged to the tprofessional and technicalt

category , and when taken together they account for 51 per cent of all

wage earners. One can assume these 66 individuals were relatively well

paid, and when dealing with a small group of 130, these 66 will have the

effect of producing a relatively high mean.

The situation of reserve i4/age earners in

than that of school district wage earners. 0f

belonged to the rmanagerialf category and only

tprofessional and technicalr category, which if

for less than 1 per cent of the wage earners.

The Norway House Indian Hospital is the

for both school district and reserve residents.

people, male and female, on a full-tine basis.

1961 was less favorable

the 63 wage earnets, 2

1 belonged to the

taken together accounts

largest single employer

The hospital enploys 85

In addition, some 20

441.9.s. 1961.
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people are hired on a part-tine basis, generally for a period of J

months per year. As the hospítal is financed and operated by the fed_

eral government, salaríes are equivalent to those of nost other Canadían

hospital employees functioning in a similar capacity. The hospital pays

an risolation allowancer to all its employees, including the reseïve

residents and the itltrite transients who have come from southern areas.

Treaty Indians employed at the hospital pay no income tax, under the

teïms of the Indian Act.45

There are only about 130 fulI tirne jobs available to residents of
boththe reserve and the school district. However, there are 3g0

household units and 467 males between the ages of 20 and 65 in the

entire settlement. It has alteady been demonstrated that average ïeturns

for the resource based industries of fishing and trapping renain too

low to achieve 1ittle more than a subsistence standard of living. A high

proportion of households rely on welfare payments. The family allowance

cheque is an ubiquitous social service to all Canadian families, but in
many instances at Norway House, it accounts for a major portion of the

householdts income, and in other cases, it provides the sole income.

Coupled with the relatively 1ow economic status of the majority

of Norway House residents, particurarJy those of Indian ancestry, is the

rapid rate of population increase. Additional research and economic

planning are desperately needed to meet the present challenges and to

avoid rnore serious econornic and social problens in the future.

45S"" Chapter I - Introduction
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THE TOURIST INDUSTRY

up until fairly recently, Norway House attracted an average of
200 tourists duri.ng the months of July and August.46 These tourists,
who came from various parts of the u.s.A. and canada, travelled fron

I{innipeg and Selkirk across Lake lVinnipeg to Warrenrs Landing on such

ships as the rl{olverine I and the t S. S. Kenora , ,47 and from !{arrenrs

Landing to Norway House by a smaller vessel, the 'chickama'.48 rhe

Playgreen rnn accommodated the tourists at Norway House.

I-lowever, when the proprietor sold the hote1, thi-s tourist trade

gradually diminished, and the present proprietor, who has built a new,

fu1ly modern hotel, is not interested in operating as a tourist 1odge.49

Lake Winnipeg Navigation Conpany Limited plans to begin construc-

tion in June 1968 on a passenger boat that will make a five day trip each

week from winnipeg or selkirk to various points along Lake winnip"g; the

most northerly stop being warren's Landing. In addition, the company

plans to bùi1d a smaller vessel, similar to the old rChickamar, to take

tourists up to Norway House from iVarrenrs Landino

46Personal comrnunication with Mrs. Low sr., wife of the formerproprietor of the Playgreen rnn. The hotel i,úas operated as a guestlodge for tourists travelling on the rlvolverine' ãnd the rs.s."Kenora.,

47Thet. boats no longer make this trip.
48The tS.S. Kenorat and the tWolveriner were too large totravelup the Nelson River to Norway House. For this reason the rchickama,,

wlrich had a shallower draught, transported passengeïs from warrenrs
Landing to lrlorway House.

49P"rsonr1 comrnunication with Mr. John Low, proprietor of play-
green fnn.
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All passengers will be accommodated on the larger ship,50 and the

short drive to Norway House from warrenfs Landing will only take a day.

Arrangements will be made whereby any tourists who wish to f1y inland

from Norway l-louse may return by boat at a later date.51

It is hoped that this pleasure trip will stimulate Norway Housers

tourist trade and that peopre of Indian ancestry may benefit through

such things as guíding and handicrafts.

AGRICULTURE

At present there are relatively few gardens being cultivated at

the settlement. There are a number of clay pockets that are moderately

to well drained, and these could well be utirízed for growing various

garden crops. Good hay can also be gïown in these clay pockets. At

present, a few residents harvest sma1l hay crops in order to provide

feed for their sma1l herds of cows. Sma11-scale poultry farning could

also be carried on here.

The production of vegetables, milk products, eggs and poultry

products for 1ocal consumption should be encouraged. The growing

population, and the hospital require these basic commodities, which at

present must be brought in via lake freighter, tractor train or airplane.

To a large extent, 1oca1 demand could be rnet by rocal production.

50Rn official name has not yet been chosen, arthough the ship has
been registered temporarily as the tLady Selkirk.r

5lPersonal conmunication with Dr. Ken tr{cKenzie, president of Lake
l,Vinnipeg Navigation Company Limited.
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T,IINK RANCHING

Mink ra-nching offers excellent prospects in the settlenent. The

climate here produces a good pelt and there is an abundant and cheap

supply of fish for feed. tr{ink ranchers could use coaïse fish, which at

present goes alnost completely unharvested.

In order to involve people of Indian ancestïy in this industry,

adequate practical training and capital in the form of long term, low

interest loans are needed. In addition, research and investigation are

required to study problems of ranch efficiency and low cost operation

as well as animal husbandry and practices of irnproving the quality of

pe1ts.

F. ACCESSIBI LTTY

Norway House Indian Reserve is located on Little Playgreen Lake

and along the Jack River, while the smaller non-treaty Indian settlement

is spread out along the Nelson River near its junction with Little

Playgreen Lake, It is approximately 25 miles north of Warrents Landing

(an earlier site of Norway House) at the north end of Lake tr{innipeg.

As no road or railroad services this community, the only rnodes

of transport here are by aircraft, by boat or barge, and by tractor

train. Most supplies are brought in from selkirk via Lake trVinnipeg

freighter or barge during the summer months, a distance of almost 300

miles. In addition, a tractor train from Wabowden haul-s freight to the

conmunity during the winter months. Passenger service is handled almost

exclusiveLy by airplane.
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Tables X and XI show the distances between trVinnipeg and Norway

Ilouse, between Norway House and other northern Manitoba comrnunities.

Trans Air Company Limited has operated scheduled regular air transport

to Oxford House, l{abowden and ü/innipeg, the cost of which is consider-

ably less than chartered flights. However, because they fly only

certain days, residents nay be required to use chartered air service

whj-ch costs fifty cents per air mile. Thus, passengeï travel, for the

most part, is restricted to business and nedical purposes.

Examining only the transportation facilities available to the

settlement and ignoring the ttimer or finconveniencer factors, Norway

House appears to be less accessible than Wabowden and Thicket Portage,

but more accessible than Oxford House.

The writerts questionnaire included an item concerning the fre-

quency of visits in an average year on the part of the household heads

to l{innipeg, The Pas, Thicket Portage, Thompson and churchirr.S2 rt
was interesting to note that by and 1arge, only lthite transients and

Metis residents travelled to one or more centïes at least once in an

average yeaï. For this reason, the following pattern applies mainly to

the school district population. The writerrs 1967 sample included 65

household units in the school district.

Fron Table XXV, one can see that Winnip.eg stands out as the

centre most frequently visited by school district residents. Reasons

52Beca.rs e

Churchill in an
Table XXV.

no school district
average year, these

residents visit Thicket Portage or
centres have been omitted fron



TABLE XXV

NI.JMBER OF VISITS MADE BY HOUSEHOLD HEADS
TO COI{\4UNITIES OUTSIDE NORWAY HOUSE

Communities

vísits per year Thompson wabowden lvinnipeg The pas

r-4
5-10

LT-20

More than 20

9

2

1

6

1

2

23

4

Reasons for visit

Social

Bus iness

Medical

3

9

1

19

2

2

6

1

4
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for the visit include a conbination of social and business reasons.

Norway House residents can get magazines, newspapers and maí1 via

winnipeg and wabowden twice weekly. The settlement is not able to

receive any television programs, but residents can keep in touch by

radio programs from trVinnipegts stïongest stations. Telephone service

is of a local nature and the only telephone contact with centres outside

of Norway House occurs via two-way radio.



CHAPTER V

OXFORD HOUSE1

A. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

The history of both Oxford House and Norway House is intimately

related to the lucrative fur trade carried on by the Hudsonfs Bay

company between York Factory and its interior posts. The Hayes River

route to York Factory was geneïally preferred over the Nelson River

route because of the hazardous rapids and strong currents associated

with the latter. oxford House was designed as an i-ntervening post along

the Hayes River route between york Factory and Norway House.

The Treaty of Paris of L763 ended the Seven yearsf War in which

Canada was ceded to Britain. However, this failed to halt competition

for the Hudsonrs Bay Company since the North lvest Company was organízed

shortly after the French monopoly of the lakes r trade had ceased.

Unemployed French Canadian voyageurs were quick to resume their activi-
ties under the newly forned company. The activities of these fpedlars,r

as they were often called, forced the Hudsonfs Bay company to reassess

its position and establish a network of posts from Hud,son Bay to the

loxford Lake, on which Oxford House is situated, has also been
c_alled Holey Lake, or more properly, Deep-Hole Lake. Ít gets its namefrom a srnall inlet off the northeast corneï of the lake bãtween aquarter and one-half mile in circumference, which lies in front of the
Hudsonrs.Bay cornpany store, across the narrows. The cree nane,
'fPinapowinapheek Sagahagin,'r means 'rDeep-Ho1e Lake," an Indian legendclaims that at one time there rvas no boiton to thii inlet, hence the
name, trDeep-Ho1e Lake. "
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saskatchewan valley in order to counteract the Norwestorrs growing

influence in the fur trade. It was during this pïogram that Norway

House and Oxford House, along the Hayes River route, came into existence

as a link between York Factory and the interior.

William Sinclair built a fur trading post, called Oxford House,

at the northeast corner of Oxford Lake for the Hudsonrs Bay company in

1798. However, unlike the Norway House post, Oxford House remained

relatively static and never achieved status as a post of great

importance.

When he visited the post in 1819, Captain John Franklin reported

that:

.although formerly a post of consequence it at
present exhibits unequivocal signs of decay,
the Indians have of late years been gradually desert-
ing the low or si4/aJnpy country and ascending the Sask-
atchewan (River) where animals are more abundant.¿

one of the difficulties facing the post was the límited local

food supply which v/as practicalTy restricted to fish. The Indians were

forced to spend more time seeking means of survivar and, consequently,

spent less time trapping furs. In the 1820's Oxford House was used

mainly as a depot for provisioning parties travelling from York Factory

to the interior.

2Quotation taken frorn notes on Oxford House at the Hudsonrs Bay
Conpany llbrary, l{innipeg, Manitoba.
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hhile it appears that the area suffered frorn a shortage of fur

bearing animals, nevertheless, the quality of the pelts appears to have

been high.3

The need for some form of agriculture at Oxford House was

realízed ea'rLy on in the history of the post. William Sinclair, a

trader for the Hudsonts Bay Company, found patches of soil that appeared

worth cultivatíng, and ordered seeds from Britain to plant a garden and

a field of grain. When he found he could grow fodder, he also imported

cattle fron the Orkneys at his orr, 
"*p"r,=".4

A few Indians acquired cattle in an effort to practice animal

husbandry, but generally the results were discouraging. Animals suf-

fered from starvation and inproper care by their untrained owners, and

since 1910, there have been no cows on the reserve. At present, a few

horses are kept for purposes of hauling wood and ice.

With the loss of its trading monopoly around 1870, the Hudson's

Bay Company was forced to compete with free traders who began swarming

into its territory. Consequently, the Company began reorganizing its

business, and one of the first economical considerations called for was

a reduction in transport costs. York Factory was replaced by Fort Garry,

3r¡i¿.
York FacTãif,
cornmented on
Oxford House.

In their General Letter of 1806 to John McNab, Chief at
the Governor and Committee of the Hudsonts Bay Conpany

the extrenely favorable qualíty of the furs received from

4D. Geneva Lent, rrBoyhood at Oxford House," The Beaver, Spring
1962, Outfít 292, llinnip"g, Manitoba, p. 47. The bull and several
calves survived the long voyage we11, and with this smal1 stock, he was
able to establish a smal1 daíry to supply fresh milk and butter for his
fami ly.



on the lower Red River, as the nain depot.

on the Saskatchewan River and Lake Winnipeg

York boats and their Indian crews, which up

supplying the western trade.
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Steamships began operating

and replaced the historic

to this point had been

hrith one major source of employment gone, and facing depletion

of their fur resources, the Swampy Cree were r,villing, in 1875, to

surrender their land for ltlhíte settlement to the Canadian governnent

which they were granted certain concessions as laid out in the terms

Treaty Number Fíve.

At the time of the signing of Treaty Number Five in 1875, the

Oxford House band, along with several other bands of Crees, living

between Lake Winnipeg and Hudson Bay,S had not been included in the

orígina1 tTeaty. A delegatíon of Indians from Oxford House visíted the

Norway House commissioner at that tine and requested adhesion to the

treaty in order that they might receive a new Êeseïve more suitable to

agrícultural pursuits. However, for thirty-five yeaïs little was done

and only in 1909 was an adhesion signed by newly elected officials of

bands at Island Lake, Godts Lake and Oxford House.6

According to the treaty of 1909, a reservation was set aside

then at Oxford Lake, and the Indians uiere supplied with seeds, hoes

Sleonard Mason, I'The Swampy Cree: A Study in Accultuïation,r,
(unpublished Ìvlaster's thesis, The University of }4innesota, Minneapolis,
1941), p. xiii. Oxford House Indians generally acknowledge that their
ancestors came from either the York Factory area, from Godts Lake or
from Island Lake.

for

of

for

and

6rÞl¿. , p. 47
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spades. Agriculture here proved to be a failure partly because of

a lack of techniques and partly because of a lack of equipment and

manure, the latter urgently required to increase the fertility of clay

1oam.

At the turn of the Century, Oxford House residents rnrere scattered

in three different locations along Oxford Lake.7 But with the organíza-

tion of missions, schools, the nursefs station and the Indian agency,

most residents have adopted the present location at the northeastern tip

of the lal<e as the settlement proper.

The first missíon here was founded in 1840 when Indians built a

Wesleyan church at Jackson Bay on the south shore of the lake. A few

years later the nain mission was transferred to its present site near the

Hudsonfs Bay store. Today, in addition to the United Church,B Oxford

House has a Roman Catholic church, administered by the Oblates, and a

snal1 Northern Evangelical chapel.

Around L920, the last York boat was built in the settlement for

the band to freight its governnent relief supplies. Abandoned on the

shore of Oxford Lake it was burned in 1939 in a brush fire.

l{ith the passing of the historic York boat, Oxford House Indians

have, until relatively recently, freighted supplies in canvas from

TAround the year 1880, several Indian fanílies, with the help
and direction of Conpany traders, had buí1t the first log cabin as
permanent homes on their winter trapping grounds near Oxford House.

SThe United Church at Oxford House is an outgrowth of the l{es-
leyan nission.
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Norway House, a round trip of three hundred miles which take a week to

ten days with fair weather.9

since it lost its importance as a supply depot in the fur trading

route from York Factory to the interior, oxford House has served no

function to the surrounding'settlements, At present, with its popula-

tion of 715r10 it exists as an economically depressed community, sti1l
relying heavily on a diminishing resource base of fish and fur.

B. PHYSICAL BACKGROUND

The settlement is spread out along a high ridge of light gray

cray at the northeastern extremity of oxford Lake. The topography,

generally, is rolling to hilly with abundant granite outcrops.

The underlying rocks, part of the pre-cambrian shield, are pre-

dominantly granitoids, gneisses, volcanic rocks and undifferentiated

basic intrusives, the more notable ones being derived schists, green-

stone and sediments. It is precisely in these areas of greenstone and

sediments that the ores of go1d, silver, copper, lead and zinc are found.

Such areas form a somewhat continuous belt froni Athapapaskow Lake

eastwards to Setting Lake with isolated patches at Oxford and Knee Lakes

on the Hayes River.11

gN{urorr, op. cit. Mr. Mason, who visited oxford House in 1940, notedthat the Indians there stil1 freighted supplies from Norway House. Todayof course, most supplies are freighted in by tractor train in winter fromIlford, or by airplane.

l0Indian Affairs Branch, December SI, 1965.

11R. C. Wa11ace, Mining and Mineral Prospects in Northern Manitoba,p. 7.
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Rernnants of the ice age, which are to be found over the under-

lying bedrock, include morainic deposits and glacial drift, predonin-

antly weathered granitic boulders.

The clay ridge, along which the settlement is spread out, marks

one of the few pockets of soi1, which under the influence of organic

material , carr be successfully worked in the grolving of hay and garden

crops. In addition, this clay ridge, which ranges from 20 to 30 feet

in height, is well drained.

While accurate temperature records for Oxford House are not

available, it can be extrapolated from Connorts climatic study of

Manitobal2 that similar to l.lorway House, the average length of the

frost free period, 33 degrees and over, ís approximately 90 days, and

when 29.5 degrees is taken as the critical temperature, the frost free

períod can be extended to roughly 115 days.

Average annual total precipitation here is 16 inches, approxi-

mately 36 per cent of which falls ", ,rror.13

Despite a cooler and shorter growing season here as compared to

that for southern Manitoba, Oxford House receives considerably more

hours of sunshine during the sumner rnonths because of its location at a

higher latitude. Given favorable soil conditions, hay and garden crops

can successfully be grown in the settlenent.

1)^'"Uonnor, op. cit., pp. 92-93.

"leg., n;,;.
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In addition to the large tracts of the black spïuce association,

¡nixed stands of broadlead and coniferous species, chiefly spruce and

aspen, are scattered throughout this region. Vast areas of forest have

been subjected to repeated, unchecked fires, and only when adequate fire
control measures are introduced in the area, can a rapidly increasing

volume of merchantable tímber be realized.

soils here have generally developed on ridges or in pockets of

IocaLized c7ay. The clay ridge, which ís well drained, is tow in

organic matter, but with the addition of fertilizers or peat, garden

crops and hay can be grown quite successfurly. Because bogs and half
bogs present a serious drainage problem, and since they are low in

natural fertility, they are unsuitable for agriculture. However, in the

absence of fertilizers, peat from these bog areas might be utilized to

a much greater extent.

C. THE SETTLEMENT

The Oxford House Indian Reserve, lB.8 square niles in area, is

situated along the northeastern part of Oxford Lake. The actual settle-

ment, which is only sorne 4 square miles in area, occupies a high, narrow

clay ridge running paral1e1 to the shoreline.

The reserve is adninistered by the Indian Affairs Branch, an arm

of the federal government, as set out in the terms of the Indian Act.14

'fhe chief and seven councilors, who are elected by the reserve Indians,

l4see Chapter I, Introduction, pp . S-7
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constitute the local government. In actual fact, they act as a link
between the Indian Affairs Branchls and the ïeseïve population. These

intermediaries represent the band when complaints or requests arise, and

they act as agents for the federal government in the disposal of relief
supplies and treaty goods.

HOUSING, SERVICE FACIL]TIES AND UTILITIES

Most of the houses are located at random in a lineaï pattern

along the high, narror.^/ clay ridge that parallels oxford rake, but a few

homes are located along Back Lake. Dwelling units are seldon more than

100 yards from the lakesr shores.

It is interesting to note the riparian nature of human occupance

here, sími1ar to that at Norway House. Although water tïansportation is
used in travelling from one end of the settlment to the other, residents

more conmonly utilize the road built atop the clay ridge.

The author used his scheme for classifying the quality and condi-

tion of housing in the community,l6 and examples of dwellings in each of

the three categories aïe given in figures 12, 13 anð. 14.

It{ap 9 shows the distribution of houses in each category. The

majority of houses belong to category c. As at Norway House, the best

housing, category A, is occupied by t\hites.

- 
lsFor purposes of adninistration, the Oxford Ilouse Band belongsto the Island Lake Indian Agency

16Mr' Louis Mason, cornmunity health worker, who is well acquainted
with the q.u?tit)/ and condition of housing at Oxford House, assisted thewriter in his classification of dwellingð ittto categories A, B and c.
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The Indian Affairs Branch housing program has resulted in the

construction of 6 new homes during 1965,8 in 1966 and approximately

the same number during 7967. However, the creation of new family for-

mations and the continual rwearing downr process of existing houses

makes an increased rate of house construction mandatory if the denand

for adequate housing for all residents is to be met ín the near future.

There is only one general store at Oxford House, which is owned

and operated by the Hudsonts Bay Company. The community has no hote1,17

no beer parlor and no restaurant.

The community has 6 elementary schools with a total of 7 rooms

teaching grades one to eight inclusive. The schools are all financed by

the Indian Affairs Branch, but 5 are administered by the United Church

and one is administered by the Roman Catholic Church.

The Federal Government's Department of Indian Health and Welfare

operates a nursing station with ful1 time nursing services in the com-

munity. Patients requiring more professional care are flown to the

Norway House Indian Hospital

Although there is no

ment, one special constable

s ervice .

The United Church, the

Canadian Evangelical Mission

instítutions.

R.C.M.P. detachment stationed in the settle-

of Indian ancestry, provides 1oca1 police

Roman Catholic Church and the Northern

constitute Oxford Housers religious

lTvisitors to the community frequently are invited to stay at the
United Church Manse-
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Recreational activity is rather limited in the comnunity. Movies

are shown faírLy frequently in the United Church HalI and a few dances

are held throughout the Year. Some of the school teachers organize vari-

ous athletic events during the school year. There is a need for greater

recreational and cultural facilities to involve residents, particularly

the young people, in varied and healthy activity.

Almost all drinking water is taken from either Oxford Lake or

Back Lake. The community has 4 wells which service only a sma1l,

select portion of the community. Because lake water can and does occa-

sionally become pol1uted, and because the rnajority of residents are

dependent on it, there exists a pressing need for an adequate, potable

water supply.

Except for the nursing station and the White residentsr houses,

oxford House has no sewage facilities. The settlement has no garbage

dumping ground and garbage pickup service is non-existent.

0nly the l{hite residents are provided with privately owned hydro

facilitùes. The treaty Indian population is not equipped with electri-
cíty, although it now appears definite that the entíre settlement will
be serviced with hydro by the fa1l of 1968.18

There are about 20 local telephones in the community, but two-way

radio provides the only means of contacting points outside Oxford House.

Residents are unable to receive any radio or television broadcasts.

l8Personal communicatíon with the Oxford House United Church nin-
ister, Rev. fan Harland.
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There is one major road, approximately 7 miles in length, in the

conrnunity, This road, rçhich runs along the clay ridge, does not connect

with any highways or provincial roads, and thus the settlement cannot be

reached from other centres by road transport.

Briefly, the communityrs main requirements include: (1) an ade-

quate, potable water supply, (2) garbage disposal facilíties and garbage

pickup service, (3) a better constructed road ín the settlement, and (4)

an airstrip that allows airplane service duríng the periods oftbreakupr

and I freezeup. I

D. POPULATION CHARACTERI STI CS

Oxford House Indian Reserve has a population of 71519 and 116

families.20 The population is a relatively young one with 43 per cent

under age 15. This is 11 per cent higher than the equivalent age group

of the total population, Indian and non-Indian, for the province.

Eighteen per cent of the reservers population is under age 5. This

youthful population can be attributed to the settlementts nursing station,

to the Norway House Indian Hospital and to the educators who have reduced

the infant mortality rate through nedical service and through an educa-

tion program in nutrition and personal hygiene.

lgDepartment of Indian Affairs and Northern Development Ottawa,
December 31, 1965.

2oquoted from the Comnunity Health Workerfs (Mr. Louis Nlason)
1966 report. The author \.^/as unable to ascertain the number of household
units from lndian Affairs Branch, and D.B.S. have combined this date for
Gods Lake Narrows and Oxford llouse.
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The proportion of the community's popuration 65 years and older

is 5 per cent as compared to 9 per cent for the same age group for the

province. This phenonenon can be attríbuted to a relatively high mor-

tarity rate here, for this age gïoup, as compared to that of southern

Manitobars urban centres.

Figure 4D gives an indication of Oxford House's age-sex composi-

tion. Although males account for a slightly larger proportion of the

conrnunityts population (51.9 per cent) than females (4g.1 per cent), the

difference is so small as to be of little significance.

From 1961 to 1966 the settlement's population grew from 613 to

7I5, an increase of 16.6 per cent.2L Thís rate of increase is more than

three times the provincial growth rate for the same period (Table II)
can be explained in terms of a high fertility rate and a relatively low

infant mortality rate, the latter being a result of better medical and

educational faci lities .

According to the 1961 Census, 97 per cent of
rnative Indian and Eskimo.r Manitoba Departrnent of

1966 has estinated 96 per cent to be treaty Indian,

Metis and 2 per cent to be White. The authorrs 1967

currence with the Northern Affairsr figure.

The majority of residents are affiliated with the United Church.

According to the 1961 census, 83 peï cent were united church and 14 per

the residents were

Northern Affairs in

2 per cent to be

sample is in con-

210.s.s. 1961 and Lg66.
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cent were Roman Catholic. The writerts 7967 sample established 91 per

cent as United Church and 7 per cent as Roman Catholic.

The educational attairunent of the residents here is the lowest

of the four communities under study. Table xxVr shows that the propor-

tion age five and older who had no schooling and were not attending

school at the tine was 52 per cent.22

TABLE XXVI23

HIGHEST GRADE ATTENDED FOR THE POPIJLATTON 5 YEARS AND OLDER
AT OXFORD HOUSE, 1961

Attending School Number Per cent

Total

Pre-grade 1

Elementary I-4
Elenentary 5-8
High SchooI 1-2
High School 3-4
High School 5
University I-2
University 3-4
University degree

17s

L25
34
T2

3

I

100

71
19

7
2

1

Not Attending School liumber Per cent

Total

No schooling
Elementary I-4
Elementary 5-8
Hígh School, L-2
High SchooI 3-4
High School 5
University I-2
University 3-4
University degree

340

L76
77
77

4

10

2

100

52

2I
1

3

.5

22ïhe provincial proportion for the same category was 7 per cent.

23D.s.s.1961.
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In the writerrs 1967 sarnple, in lvhich the educational attainment

of household heads i4/as ascertained, 42 per cent had no formal education,

34 pet cent had completed elementary grades one to four, 19 per cent had

conpleted elementary grades fíve to eight, z per cent had conpleted

secondary grades nine to twelve and 3 per cent had taken some university

or other post-grade twelve training. All those belonging to the last

group were White residents.

rn atternpting to study population mobility here, the writer

discovered that the degree of mobility was in fact very lol. Out of the

85 households in his sample,82 (97 per cent) had lived at Oxford House

more than 10 years, r (1 per cent) had lived in the community from two

to ten years, and 2 (2 per cent) had been there less than trúo years. of

the 2 households who had lived at oxford House less than two years, 1

gave his previous residence as north and 1 as south of the 53d para1le1.

Both had noved to Oxford House for reasons of employment. When queried

about the length of their residence (prior to their previous one), I

mentioned nore than ten years and the other said from two to ten years.

The 85 household heads in the sanple were also asked about their

future p1ans. Eighty-one (95 per cent) stated their intention to remain

at Oxford House, and 4 (5 per cent) planned to leave. of the latter, 2

gave 1968 as the date for their departure and 2 gavereventuallyr as

their departure date. lVhen queried as to their destination, 2 mentioned

centres north of the 53d paral1e1 and 2 could not be specific or had not

definitely decided where they would move. All four gave social reasons

for wanting to leave.
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l'\hen asked whether they enjoyed living in this community, 7g out

of the 85 replied in the affirmative, 4 saíd rnor and 3 r4/eïe non-commital .

The resultant pattern that emeïges is one in which there is a

relatively permanent treaty Indian population and a smalr transient

l{hite population. The latteï gïoup has come to this comrnunity mainly

for employment and business reasons and p1an,:to leave after a period of

tine.

E. THE ECONOMIC SITUATION OF OXFORD I-IOUSE

EMPLOYMENT STRUCTURE

0f the 85 household units in the sampre, 72 (85 per cent) had one

or more persons gainfully employed throughout part or the whole of the

year,24 while the remaining 1s (15 per cent) had no one person gainfully

employed during any patt of thepar.

Out of oxford Housefs total active labor force in the sample,

including all those employed either part ti-me or ful1 time in activities
ranging from fishing and trapping to clerking and nursing, only 16 per

cent were enployed 12 months per year and 50 per cent worked only 6

months or less in a year. sixteen per cent of the totar active labor

force relied on sources of ernployrnent outside of oxford Flouse

During the month of Juty 1967, 22 of the g5 household

the sample (26 per cent) received public financial assistance

units in
)\ 5an c_e

Z{flnis includes trapping and fishing.
25th" teïms , trn/e lfare , I tpub 1ic financial

subsidy,r have been defined in Chapter II, p. 59
assistance? and rpublic

, footnote 34.
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complete statistics conceïning the dispensation of welfare have not

been nade available, only data for those receiving public subsidy on a

permanent basis are given. During the year 1966, 35 of the 116 household

units (S0 per cent) were peïmanent recipients of welfare for nedical and

social t"urorrr.26 That is to say, 30 per cent of the household units

¡¡ad at least one membeï receiving welfare payments on a permanent basis,

and these payments constitute the sole income in certain households and

act as a supplementary income in others-

Of the four corununities under study, Oxford House had the highest

proportion of the active labor force engaged in trapping and fishing'

The 1961 Census reported only 3 peï cent of those gainfully employed

ü/ere engaged in trapping and fishing. However, in the writer's 1967

sample, it was found that 55 per cent of those gainfully employed were

trapping anð. 27 per cent were fishing. During the 1966-67 trapping

season, some 107 registered licenses were issued to tlappers ,27 and

this alone would raise the proportion of the active labor force involved

in the primary resouïce based industries of trapping and fishing to well

over 50 per cent. In addition, some 45 licenses were issued to fishermen

26The federal government, through the Indian Affairs Branch,
assumes responsibítity for administering financial assistance to all
treaty Indians in need. Unfortunately, for the author, complete data
concerning the nature of the assistance, whether temporary or permanent,
and the number of recipients, was not forthcoming frorn Indian Affairs.
Nonetheless, Rev. Ian Harland, who is the United Church minister and who

does considerable work for Indian Affairs Branch, was able to supply data
concerning the number of permanent welfare recipients for the year L966.

ZTRenewable Resources office, Oxford House, Manitoba.
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in the community who were operating in the 7 lakes in which priority is

given to oxford l-louse fishermen.23 (Tab1e XXVIII).

Table XXVII offers evidence of the low returns to trappers' The

average income per trapper for the 1966-67 season was only fi229.36.

These low returns have been characteristic of this resource based

industry for the past several seasons and must be supplemented by fish-

ing and/or casual wage employment.

Prospects for the cornmunity's fishermen appear to be equally

dismal. Table XXVIII shows that during the past three years,

individual operators netted $SOO and less per fishing season.

The 1961 Census, the last one to show earning groups and average

earnings for Oxford House, gave figures for wage earners who worked for

salaries and excluded those engaged in trapping and fishing. Table VI

shows that the income of 68 per cent of the wage earners in the commun-

ity was less than $3,000, and that average earnings were 62,232.

Compared to the average earnings of Winnipegrs wage earners for

the same year, 62,934, average earnings at Oxford House are consider-

ably less. It must be added that out of 22 ulage earners, 2 belonged to

the rmanagerialt category, 8 belonged to the rprofessional and techni-

calt category, and when taken together they account for 45 per cent of

all wage earners. One can assume these 10 individuals, most of whom

were lVhite, were relatively well paid, and when dealing with a small group

of. 22, 10 will have the effect of producing a relatively high mean.

28Manitoba Department of Fisheríes, Winnipeg.



TABLE XXVII

RECORD OF CROP AND VALUE OF ALL FURS 1966_67 ]NCLUSIVE
OKFORD HOUSE R.T.L.

Spe ci es

1964-65

Crop Value

19 6s-66

Crop Value

L966-67

Crop Value

Beaver

Ermine (Weasel)

Fisher
Fox, Red

Fox, l{hite
Lynx

Mink

ùluskrat

Otter
Rabbit (Jack)

Squirrel

9r4 $1r , 35 1.88

402 928.68

30 219.90

3 57 .99

504 10,080.00

4,025 6,119.00

103 3,228.02

832 490. 88

960 816 ,243.20
462 1,205.82

21 265.86

6 72.00

3 73.9s

2 79.00

37L 7 ,420.00
5 ,092 g ,267 .44

169 5 ,577 .00

358 2I4.80

923 $12,774.32
70 8s.40

L4 L30.62

L 24.00

759 LI,764.50

3,753 3,302.64

100 1 ,967 .00

I .43

420 226.80

TOTALS $s2,47s.3s ü40 ,4r9 .07 fi30 ,275.71

Number of Trappers

Ave. Income
per Trapper

736

s238.7s

135

fi299.40

r32

$229 .36

Source: Manitoba
Inli ld 1i fe

Departnent of Mines and Natural Resources,
Branch.



QUANTITY AND VALUE
IN WFIICH PRIORITY

TABLE XXVI]T

OF FISH TAKEN FROM

IS GIVEN TO OXFORD

7 SELECTED LAKES
i{OUSE F]SI-IER¡,ÍEN

Species 1964- 6s

Totals in c.w.t

19 65 -66 1966-67

Pickere 1

Pike

l4hitefish
Trout

Mul lets

299

720

L,402

253

93

453

r,02r
r,436

167

236

338

, 011

,827

111

320

1

1

TOTALS 2,767 3,313 3,607

Value to men

Market Value

No. of licenses
Average income
per fisherman

$17,672.00

$59 , 748 .00

109

$162 . 13

fi22 ,954.00

$70,980.00
64

$3s8.66

ti22 ,873.00

$80,261.00

45

$s08.29

Source: Manitoba Department of

Tlne 7 lakes are: Oxford
Lake, Bear Lake, Semp1e

Fisheries, Winnipeg

Lake, Knee Lake, Colen Lake, Munro
Lake and Whitemud Lake.
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There exists areal need for the community to introduce some local

industry in order to become self sustaining. During L967 , there were

only 15 ful1 time and 32 part tine salaried jobs available to residents,

most of the latter type lasting 6 months and less. At the same time there

are 166 family units and 77I males between the .ages of 20 and 65 in the

settlement. It has already been demonstrated that average returns for

the resource based industries remain too 1ow to achieve litt1e more than

a subsistence standard of living. A high proportion of households rely

on welfare payments. Coupled with the 1ow economic status of most

Oxford House residents is a rapid rate of population increase. Hete, as

at Norway House, there is an urgency for additional research and econo-

mic planning in order to solve the present dilenma and to avert a more

desperate situation in the near future.

AGRICULTURE

During 1966 there were some 23 individual gardens and 1 community

garden at Oxford House.29 However, during the following summer, the

writer was able to find only very few that were actually cultivated.

Those few gardens that were being ti1led received considerable attention

and were producing favorable yields.

Along the clay ridge there are some 25 acres of land that could

well be utilized for growing various garden crops. A sma11 community

29The Community Health Workerts (li{r. Louis ivfason) 1966 report.
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herd of nilk cows could do well at Oxford House. In addition, sma11-

scale poultry farming might also become a successful venture here.

The production of vegetables, milk products, eggs and poultry

products for 1ocal consumption should be encouraged. These basic com-

modities, which must at present be brought in either by air transport

or by tïactor train fron Itfords0 in winter, might well be produced at

the settlement.

MINK RANCHÏNG

Mink ranching offers the same excellent prospects here as in the

other three settlenents. However, in order to involve people of Indian

ancestry, adequate practical training, and capítal in the form of long

tern, low interest loans, are required. In addition, Tesearch is needed

to study: (1) problems of ranch efficíency and 1ow cost operation, and

(2) animal husbandry and practices of improving the quality of pelts.

F. ACCESS I BI LITY

Located at the northeastern tip of Oxford Lake, Oxford House is

the least accessible of the four comrnunities under study. It can only

be arrived at through air transport and tractor train. Trans Air

Company Limited has tried to visit the settlement twice weekly on its

scheduled flight with its nail and passenger carrier, but service,

1 ine
30t1ford is located at Mile 285.7 along the Hudson Bay Railway
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generally, has been rather unsatisfactory.3l The only alternative is to

charter an aircraft at a cost of 50 cents per air miles, which remains

prohibitive to the majority of residents'

During the winter months , a tractor train from Ilford, situated

along the Hudson Bay Railway line, brings in supplies for the Hudsonrs

Bay store and for the communitY.

One last mode of travel, used very little at present, is the

canoe trip from Oxford House to Norway House. A round trip of 300 miles,

the journey takes a week to ten days, given favorable weather conditions.

The distance by airplane from this community to Norway House is

120 mí1es; from Oxford House to Thompson is also 120 miles. Tables X

and XI show the distances between I{innipeg ané Oxford House, between

Oxford llouse and other northern Manitoba cornmunities.

Examining only the transportation facilities available to the

settlement and ignoring the ftirnet or rinconveniencer factors involved

in travelling to and from the community, Oxford House appears to be the

least accessible of the four conmunities under study-

The writerrs questionnaire included an item concerning the fre-

quency of visits in an average year on the part of household heads to

Wínnipeg, The Pas, Thicket Portage, Wabowden, Thompson and Churchj-11.32

3lDuring the winter of \967-68, air service was so inadequate that
the community was not serviced by the Trans Air mail carrier for some

six weeks, and as a ïesult, many residents were forced to spend their
Christmas celebrations in February.

32B".ur'rt" no Oxford House residents visit Thicket Portage,
Wabowden and Churchill in an average year, these centres have been
omitted from Table XXIX.
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TABLE XXIX

NUMBER OF VISITS MADE BY HOUSEHOLD HEADS

TO COMMUNITIES OUTSIDE OXFORD HOUSE

Visits per year

Communities

Thompson lVinnipeg The Pas

r-4
lvlore than 4

Reasons for visit

Social
Bus iness

It{edical

Very few of the 85 household heads interviewed travel to one or more of

these centres at least once in an average year, and those that do are

nearly always ithite residents.

Fron table XXIX one can see that Thompson stands out as the

centre most frequently visited by Oxford House residents. Reasons for

the visit include a conbination of social, business and medical reasons.

Oxford House residents can get magazines, newspapers and mail via

l{innipeg twice weekly. The settlement is not able to receive any tele-

vision or radio programs. Telephone service is of a local nature, and

the only telephone contact with centres outside of Oxford House occurs

via two-way radio.

3

5

1



CFTAPTER VI

A COÌvIPARISON 0F TIIE FOUR COIvß,IUNITIES

A. ACCESS IB I LITY

It has been demonstrated earlier in the text that the four

settlements vary in their degree of accessibility from the most to the

least accessible in the following order: l{abowden, Thicket Portage,

Norway House and Oxford House.

The proportion of household heads who visit one or more centres

outside their conrmunity at least once in an average year increases from

the least accessible conmunj-ty, Oxford House, to the nost accessible

one, I{abowden. (See pp. pp. 57 , 89, L33 and 160.)

B. POPULATION CFIARACTERISTICS

In 1966, the population of the four communities was as folloivs:

Thicket Portage - 282, Wabowden - 594, Oxford House - 7I5, and Norway

Ilouse - 2,275. All four have approxinately an equal number of males

and females. The family is the basic household unit in each case.

trVabowden has the highest proportion of non-family household units (13

per cent) followed by Thicket Portage (11 per cent) and Norway House

(7 per cent). Similar data for Oxford House is not available.1

All of the settlements have relatively yoqng populations.

Table XXX shorvs the proportion of residents in each community under age

15. The proportion of the total population, Indian and non-Indian, for

lSee Chapter V, p. 148
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the province in the equivalent age group is 38 per cent. Conversely, the

proportion of the 9ged, those 65 years and older, remains relatively low

(Table XXX). The provincial proportion for this age group, including

both Indians and non-Indians is 9 per cent.

From Table ïI it is clear that the rate of population growth for

all commurities, except Thicket Portage, oveï a five year period is

more than three times that of ¿þs :province of lvlanitoba, and almost twice

that of the Canadian figure.2 At Wabowden, however, the increase during

the same period, 1961 to L966, \^ras an astounding 81.7 per cent. 0n the

other hand, Thicket Portage has grown by only 2.5 per cent.3

Considering the 1ow economic status of most household units,

particularly those of Indian ancestry, and the large number of children

per family unit, there appears to be a definite need to introduce and

encourage a program for family planning. Such a program should allow

for the dissemination of birth control information and contraceptive

devices. It must be noted, however, that for some of the residents who

are staunch Roman Catholics, the use of artificial means of birth

control constitutes a violation of their religious convictions. None-

theless, until a definite program for family planning is instituted, it

seems likely that the population will continue to increase rapídly.

2The natural rate of increase of native Indians in Canada is now
approximately double that of the population as a whole in this countïy.
The increase for Manitobats treaty Indians from 1963 to 1964 was 3.8
per cent. (Indian Affairs Branch, Facts and Figures, Ottawa, February
1966.) Figures for N{etis people up to 1951 are available, but rnay be
of questionable utility due to the processes of intermarriage and
assimi lation.

3see Chapter III, p. 75.



TABLE XXX

PROPORTION OF EACH CONÍI'IUNITY?S POPULAT]ON
UNDER AGE 15 AND 65 YEARS AND OLDER, 1966

Communities - in order
of accessibility, from
most accessible to
least accessible

Per cent Per cent
under age 15 65 years and older

Wabowden

Thicket Portage

Norway House

Oxford House

Province of Manitoba

54

52

48

43

58

q

A

5

9

TABLE XXXI

POPULATION MOB]LITY

Communities - in order of accessibility
from most accessible to least accessible

Per cent of Thicket Norway Oxford
houseirold heads lVabowden Portage House House

lfho have resided
in the corununity
more than l0 years 56

l{ho have resided
in the community
less than 2 years 15

Who plan to stay
in the community
in the future 70

Who plan to leave
the corununity
in the future 30

9790

85

66

10

83

T7 15

95



TABLE XXXII

A COMPARISON OF SELECTED PARAMETERS OF FOUR COMT,IUNITIES
BY REFERENCE TO THEIR ACCESSIBILITY

Communities - in order
from most accessible to

of accessibility
least accessible

Parameter i{abowden
Thicket
Portage

Norway
House

0xford
Hous e

Per cent of residents
of Indian ancestry
(Ts67)

Per cent of total active
labor force involved in
trapping and fishing
(rs67)

Per cent of salaried
employees earning less
than $3,000 (1961)

Per cent of household
heads receiving welfare
(during JuLy 7967)

Per cent of household
heads who have had no
formal education (7967)

Per cent of household
heads who have completed
elementary grades
1-8 (ts67)

96917644

53

68

26

42

30

54

46

19

27

43

22

24

11

38

194334

23

37
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All four settlements can be classified as being composed pre-

dominantly of residents of Indian ancestry. Except for trVabowden, more

than 75 per cent of each communityrs population is made up of people of

Indian ancestry. At l,{abowden, the proportion is about 50 per cent.

Religious affiliation varies among the communities. The rnajor-

ity of residents at both Indian reserves claim membership in the United

Church, a result of the early pioneering efforts of the Weslyan lt'lission-

aries during the 1840rs. The rnajority of Thicket Portage residents

belong to the Roman Catholic Church, and at Wabowden the largest propor-

tion of residents are affiliated with the Anglícan Church.

Educational attainment in each of the settlernents remains 1ow.

The writerf s 1967 sample, in examining tl-re 1evel of formal schooling of

household heads, found the following proportions have had no formal

education: Wabowden - 23 per cent, Thicket Portage - 24 per cent,

Norway House - 19 per cent, and Oxford House - 42 per cent. With the

exception of Norway House ,4 it appears that the less accessible the

settlement, the higher the proportion of household heads who have no

formal education (Table XXXII). In addition, very few residents advance

beyond elementary grade 8, fewer stil1 complete senior matriculation,

and the number of residents going on to university or some other post-

grade 12 level is so small as to constitute something of a rarity.

4Part of the explanation may lie in this communityts early
association with the Rev. James Evans and his ltreslyan Mission which was
established here in 1840. (See Chapter IV, p. 96)-
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In view of the fact that an increased leve1 of education is com-

mensurate with a higher standard of living, it is imperative that a

greater number of residents in these communities, particularly those of

Indian ancestry, be encouraged to achieve a higher level of education.

Research is urgently needed to investigate the possibility of producing

an educational program that takes into account the special needs and

problems confronting people of Indian ancestïy.

From the writerrs 1967 sample, in which population mobility was

investigated, it has been found that the communities have relatively
permanent populations. An anticipated pattern evolves in which the less

accessible the conmunity, the greater the degree of permanence of popula-

tion, and conversely, the greater the accessibility, the greater the

mobility (Tab1e xxxr). sinilarly, when household heads were asked

whether they planned to leave or remain in their community in the future,

the proportion of those planning to leave became higher as the settle-

ment became more accessible (Table XXXI). In each community there is a

smal1 mainly Ithite transient population tirat moves about various com-

munities, often north of the 53d para1le1, in search of greater employ-

ment opportunities.

C. THE ECONOX,{IC S]TUATION OF THE COI&IUNITIES

All four settlements lack a

chronic runderemploymentr5 as well

base resulting in

However, of tl,e

víab1e resource

as unemploynent

SJamieson and Hawthorn, op.
ment is rstructural unernployment'

cit. Another tern
aã-used by Jamieson

for underemploy-
and Hawthorn.
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four, IVabowden is economically the most viable.

A relatively large proportion of each communityrs labor force

still depend upon the resource based industries of trapping and fishing

for their livelihood. The writerts 1967 sample established that of

those gainfully employed in each of the four settlements, the following

proportions were involved in trapping and fishing: l{abowden - 11 per cent,

Thicket Portage - 2I per cent, Norway I{ouse - 50 per cent, and Oxford

House - 80 per cent. The proportions might well be greater judgíng from

the number of registered licenses issued to the respective local

res idents .

Since the trapping and fishing industry is fraught with a great

many difficulties, too numerous to mention here, suffice it to say that

returns to the individual operator are, in general, so low as to afford

him a standard of living that cornpares with the more underdeveloped

countries in Asia or Africa. The average income per trapper in each of

the four comrnunities has remained well below $SOO per year (See pp. 40,

81, 119 and 155), The trapping industry in northern Manitoba generally

appears to be in an unfortunate position.

The wild fur industry in northern Manitoba has occupied
a static, or even declining status since the 1940rs.
Fur prices have generally declined since then and re-
mained 1ow-o

While prospects for commercial fishing in these communities are

somewhat brighter, nevertheless, they too offer little more than a sub-

sistence standard of living. Except for Norway l{ouse, the aveïage

6Ibid., p. 92.
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income per fisherman per yea'r has been $1,000 and less (See pp. 4L, 82,

I23 and L56), The situation is worst at Oxford House where the average

incone per operator is around $500 and less.

One possibility of raising returns to fishermen appears to 1ie

in the marketing of fish through co-operatives. This has been tried at

Norway ilouse with considerable success and average returns to those

fishermen involved have steadily increased to over $1,000 per capita

during the past several years.T

The Report of Corunission of Inquiry into Freshwater Fish it{arket-

ing has determined that prices to fishermen are weak and the share

received by tl-re fisherman of 'the price paid by the consumer is far too

1ow.8 Their recommendations include that a Freshwater Fish Marketing

Board be established under federal legislation and that the Board accept

delivery of freshwater fish only fron the fisheïmen.9 fh" Report has

identified one of the basic problens to be the weak bargaining power of

the fishermen, particularly those in the remote northern regions of the

prairies, and encourages the formation of fishermenrs co-operatives.l0

In a report on the fishing industry in northern Saskatchewan,

Buckley has concluded:

TSee Chapter IV, pp. L23 - 126.

8Anon., Report of Commission of Inquiry into Freshwater Fish
Marketii"lg, (Co

o_, .
' I br cl .

lor¡id., p. 96.
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Co-operative marketing, we believe, has an important
place in the fisheries of the future and in the
social development of the North, but let no one ima-
gine that co-operatíve marketing is adequate. answer
to the econonic needs of nortlLern fishermen. ll

Buckley goes on to point out that another advantage of marketing fish in

a Co-operative forrn is that it involves fishermen themselves in shaping

their own future.12

The authorts sample has indicated that during the month of July

1967 , the proportion of household heads receiving welfare was as follows:

l{abowden - 7 per cent, Thicket Portage - 22 per cent, Norway Flouse - 46

per cent, and Oxford House - 26 per cent. Those statistics dealing with

the proportion of each comrnunityrs population receiving public financial

assistance for the period from Juty 1966 to July 1967 suggest even

higher percentag",.13

The family cheque, in many instances, accounts for a major portion

of the householdts income, and in other cases, it provides the sole

income. 14

1lHelett Buckley, Trapping and Fishing- in the Economy of Northern
Saskatchewan, Report No. 3, (Centre for Conmunity Studies, University of
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, March 1962), p, 96.

L2ta¡d., p. rr4.
13In t survey concerning public financial assistance to treaty

Indians in Manitoba in 1965, it was discovered that 50.3 per cent of the
resident population were recipients of welfare; 42.8 per cent of the resi-
dent adult population was being assisted; 38.4 pe'r cent of those who were
employed were receiving welfare; 16.4 per cent of adult residents on
reserves who were enployable were being subsidized; the proportion of
adult recipients who were heads of households was 66.4 per cent; and
fina1ly, the percentage of heads of households assisted every month dur-
ing that year was 26.5. (Indian Affairs Branch, Facts and Figures, Ottawa,
February 1966, p. 20.)

l unfortunately, figures here are not available.
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The nurnber of salaried jobs in each of the communities is consi-

derably less than ís required by the total labor force, inactive and

active, As a result, a number of residents are forced to leave their

conmunity in search of wage employment which in turn poses a number of

social problems, some of which are discussed in the next chapter.

A significant proportion of each communityrs fuI1-time salaried

employnent opportunities comes under the tmanagerialt and tprofessional

and technicalf category (See pp. 44,83, I2I and 757). These are among

the rnost lucrative positions in the community and invariably they are

occupied by lVhite residents.

IVIINING AND FOREST PRODUCTS

It is unlikely that any one of the settlements will becorne the

centre of a nining complex, including refining and smelting operations,

in the forseeable future. At the same time, the proxirnity of Wabowden

and Thicket Portage to those areas that INCO plans to exploit in the

future (Map 5) is of great importance with ïespect to the employment

opportunities it hopefully will offer residents of these settlements.

Sinilarly, it is fairly certain that a Churchill Forest Industries

(X{anitoba) Limited sawmill will not be located at or in the irunediate

vicinity of Thicket Portage. As yet, no accurate estimate is available

concerning the quantity of wood to be cut in this area and concerning the

nunber of men to be employed from surrounding centres such as Thicket

Portage and wabowden. Nonetheless, since the sipiwesh Lake area is

known to have 7arge, relatively pure stands of merchantable timber, it is

hoped that Thicket Portage and Wabowden residents will be able to take
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advantage of employment opportunities here when the newly formed conpany

develops the area.

AGRICULTURE AND MINK RANCHING

The production of vegetables, milk products, eggs and poultry

products for 1oca1 consumption is feasible in all four communities and

should receíve encouragement. These basic comniodities, which at present

are generally transported from Winnipeg, might well be produced at the

settlement.

Research conducted at the Wabowden experimental substation has

conclusively denonstrated the arears suitability for growing barley,

forage crops and vegetables with the application of fertilizers. Poultry

farming, dairy farming and livestock farming could be carried on here.

However, a feasibitity study should first be carried out by economists,

in order to ascertain the possibility of: (a) establishing a creamery at

Thompson, (b) operating dairy farms at i{abowden and (c) operating beef

cattle ranches at Wabowden.

Mink ranching offers excellent prospects in all four communities.

However, in order to involve residents of Indian ancestry, adequate

practical training and capital, in the forn of long-term, low interest

loans, are required. In addition, research is needed to study: (a)

problems of ranch efficiency and low cost operation, and (b) animal

husbandry and practices of inproving the quality of pelts.
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A socio-economic study of Indian and lvletis settlements in north-

ern Saskatchewan makes simílar proposa1s.15 The writer agïees with one

of the Reportrs basic recommendations, that the Government institute a

developmental pr.ograrn aimed not simply at promoting the growth of the

industry but at establishing Indians and Metis as mink ranchers.16

THE TOURIST INDUSTRY

The tourist industry at I{abowden and Norway House is another

aspect of economic development that should be stimulated. trVabowden is

presently in a favorable position to take advantage of the tourists,

particularly sport fishermen and hunters, that frequent the area. Addi-

tional facilities are needed to accommodate these people and to encourage

even greater nurnbers to come.

It is hoped that the tLady SelkirkrrtIT scheduled pleasure trip to

Norway l-louse will stinulate that communityts tourist trade, and that

people of Indian ancestry may benefit through such things as guiding and

handícrafts -

D. HOUSING, SERVICE FACILITIES AND UTILITIES

It has been demonstrated that a large proportion of housing in

each of the comrnunities is substandard in ter¡ns of construction,

lsBuck1ey, Keln/ and Hawley, op. cit.
16lui¿. , p. 70.

lTsee Chapter IV, pp. L2g-I30.
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facilities and amenities.lS Residents of Indian ancestïy invariably

occupy the poorest quality housing, Category C, and conversely, the

transient htLite population occupies the best housing, Category A. In

addition, the pace of constructíng new buildings for people of Indían

ancestry appears to be falling behind the creation of new family units

and the rwearing outf of existing homes.

A lack of planning within the settlements is evident. In a great

rnany instances, houses are located at random over a relatively large

tract of land resulting in low density living. In these dispersed

settlements, service costs increase, which in turn reduces the amenities

available to the residents.

The majority of Oxford House residents are not as yet serviced

with electricity. A number of Thicket Portage residents are in a

sinilar position. All comrnunities lack an adequate, potable \n/ater

supply. Oxford House and Wabowden lack adequate garbage dumping grounds

and all four settlements lack garbage pickup service. Except for

lVabowden, the settlements require improved roads within the community.

Oxford House and Norway House require an airstrip that a1lows airplane

service during the periods of 'breakupr and ffreezeup.t Nearly all

residents of Indian ancestry lack septic tanks, indoor toilets and

running \^/ater. At the same time, the majority of White residents are

equípped with these facilitíes.

l8Nlartin p. O'Connell has found that at least 90 per cent of Indian
housing in Canada is substandard by any reasonable criteria. _(Canadian
Standards of Housing in Indian Reserve Corununitie:, A memorandum pre-

òf eánadá, MaY 1965, ChaPter I.)
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In the light of these observations, the author feels that steps

should be taken to produce houses of sufficient size and number of

rooms to meet fanily needs; houses that are winterized and properly

heated; houses equipped with electricity and running \^/ater frorn pure

sources, and houses equipped with indoor sanitary facilities wherever

possible. A housing program similar to the one that exists for treaty

Indians on the reserves should be instituted for Metis residents.

In addition, the author feels that the recomrnendation of

OrConnellts housing study be adopted.19

The author also agrees with another report that steps should be

taken to lower needless high service costs of northern conmunities

;n;";"ll :ffi:"ifii:':,î'å:"ä"Í:ï;I"1iïT;",:: ;:
to obviate the necessity of the private car, and
reduce the service costs significantly while at the
same time increasing the anenities to the residents.20

All four conmunities require greater recreational and cultural

facilities to involve the residents, particularLy the young people, in

varied and healthy activity.

l9Among his other proposals, O'Connel1 suggests a self-help
program in which band councils, in the case of Indian reseïves, and
community councils, in the case of Metis settlements, create housing
authorities to utilize the facilities and monies made available to
C.M.ll.C. to all those qualifying. As a housing authorLty, people of
Indian ancestry could clain elegibility to the various services offered.
GÞ19.., Chapter II).

2oKennedy, Smith Associates, Housing Study: Isolated Comliun-
ities and Indian Reserves - Prairie Provinces, First Stage Report,

rom Central Mortgage and
Housing Corporatlon), l{innip"g, August 1967, p. 4.



CHAPTER VII

SOCIO_CULTURAL FACTORS RELATING TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT A}{ONG
PEOPLE OF INDIAN ANCESTRY IN TI.IE FOUR COMMUNITIES UNDER STUDY1

People of Indian ancestry in the four communities have been

subjected to various historical influences arising from their inter-

actions of varying scope or intensity, and at certa-in revels, with

white society. In particular, tTeaty rndians at Norway House and at

Oxford House have been dependent on systems of administration and

internal organization of the reserve and band council, under the super-

vision of an agency superintendent.

In this context, the ensuing chapter involves a study of six

socío-cu1tural factors which can be viewed as pïomoting or hindering

economic developnent. unfortunatery, because of the subtle and sub-

jective nature of these variables, they "do not lend themselves to

objectíve and statistical types of measurement and comparison."2

A. TRIBAL CULTURE

The people of Indian

most part, are descendants

ancestry in the four conmunities for the

of the Swampy Cree Indians. Dependent on

lSee Hawthorn, op. cit.,
chapter Hawthorn exaniñes--ãight
crucial in deternining the pace
amortg people of Indian ancestry.

.)_- - -¿Ibid., p. 119.

Chapter VII, pp.
variables which

and magnitude of

119-134. In this
he suggests inay be
economic development
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hunting and fishi.ng for their food supply in a country where game was not

overabundant, the ancestral Crees were not able to establish large com-

munities. They travelled alone with their families, or in sma1l groups

of extended families, for only in this way could they survive in their

exacting environment. When game was plentiful, the Swanpy Cree were

hearty eaters; once winter set in,. gane often became scarce and the

natives were subjected to long periods of fasting and eatíng aaything

convertible to food. Even where the soil was suited to agriculture, the

long winter months negated any atternpt to provide a more reliable food

supply.

Anytime was mealtime depending on the availability of food rather

than the hour. Lacking foresight in times of plenty, the Cree rarely

put in a store of food for the dreary winter that fo11owed. An exception

to this was the occasional preservation of meat and fish by drying and

smoking near a fire. The anirnals which were ki1led for food also

supplied materials for clothing.

Because the Creers existence was so intimately related to his

immediate environment, he was required to be highly mobile. This way

of life denanded that he travel light, and never allowed him to develop

values and attitudes favorably disposed to the accumulation of great

arnounts of goods or capital.

At the culmination of every successful hunting, fishing or trap-

ping season, feasting on a grand scale took place until all the food was

gone, and where furs had been exchanged i^¡ith the trader, until all

profits derived from this activity were spent. Employment was seasonal
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and while the Cree was busy trapping, fishing or hunting, he worked hard,

but following tiris he felt he was entitled to pursue more pleasurable

activities. For this reason , ãty long tern employment in particular

jobs in particular locaies involving a set number of days per week and

hours per day was diametrically opposed to the Creers way of life.

In a report on the people of Indian ancestry in Manitoba, Lagasse

has stated that the traditional culture with its value systems and

attitudes, with reference to permanent employment as practiced by

It/hites, tends to perpetuate itself from ttgeneration to generation ïe-

gardless of the few indivíduals who may deviate from it."3

It would appear that these cultural factors are sti11 in operation

in the communities under study. iVabowden serves as one example. The

tremendous amount of mining activity in the Thompson-ltlabowden vicinity

should have been more than sufficient as a source of emplopnent for that

communityrs employable male population. In reality, this has never

happened. (See pp. 3-4). For instance, during the winter of L966-67, a

considerable proportion of Wabowdenfs ma1es, most of whon were of Indian

ancestry, was hired by INCO to help in the exploratory work for new

areas rich in minerals.4 Although this work often involved living in

mining camps during the week, occasionally, exploration crews lvorked

close enough to Wabowden to enable employees to connute to work ea-ch day.

3t,rg"r= e, op. .]t . , p. 86

4since many sites of potential
swamp and muskeg territory, work must
months when the ground is frozen.

mineral wealth are located in
be carríed on during the wínter
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For approximately two weeks, these nìen worked hard and weïe punctual in

reporting for work. However, when the first pay cheque was issued, a

considerable nurnber failed to report for work. In an effort to retain

their labor force, company officials drove to truant employeest homes

hoping to induce them to return to work. This proved to be an exercise

in futility, and the company was forced to look for different:employees.

I{here these were not readily available, they had to await the return of

absentees. Meantime, the truant group spent their time enjoying the

rervards of their two weeks rabor, and when the money was gone they

returned to work. In nany instances they were not rehired and were

labelled as being unreliabre by their employers. For the following

winterts work, the company officials announced their intention of bring-

ing in a labor force instead of hiring locals.5

Sinilarly, men from Oxford House, Norway House and Thicket Portage

working at Thompson would remain only a limited time befoïe returning to

their communities, albeit, reasons for this often involved more than

rnerely taking a holiday.6

In a study of Oxford House in 1941, MasonT cites examples of this

lack of interest in steady enployment. He concludes that, far from being

Iazy ot unreliable, the Crees simply do not recognize the value of regular

SPersonal communication with N{r. Peter Braun, one of the most know-
ledgable residents in the settlement who acted as director of the
lVabowden Agricultural Experinental farm up until 1965 when the farm ceased
to be a research station.

6An important factor here is family structure. Married males, in
particular, are reluctant to leave their wives and families for long
períod of time

7Nfason,99. cit
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employment as practiced by the White culture, particularly when it does

not directly pertain to their traditionar way of life. In 1967, oxford

House resídents still fo1low a sinílar pattern and ivhile there has been

a gradual change in attitudes, it appears that the traditional attitudes

are still the predominant ones.

There is also considerable evidence of the nativesr indifference

to the accumulation of great amounts of goods or capital. Even when it

could be jud,ged essential to their future, this seldom comes into their

consideratíon.

Another exarnple from Wabowden involves the collection

of firewood for winter usage. A large proportion of people,

and

who

s torage

aïe

noticeably of Indian ancestry, live in a part of lVabowden known as

'the Point.r A number of these homes (in actual fact, often only poorly

constructed shacks), are heated by burning wood, Yet few of these

people prepare for winter by cutting wood themselves. A pattern has

developed whereby, once colder weather sets in, those that are unpre-

pared buy, borrow and steal from one another until no moïe firewood

remains available. Whereupon they proceed to tear dorvn partitions inside

the house, a porch outside, or even the exterior siding for fuel pur-

poses. The author actualLy saw examples of homes in which the porches,

siding and partitions had been removed for firewood.

One of the oi1 dealers in the community mentioned selling up to

one barrel of fuel oi1 per iveek in winter to certain shacks at rthe

Poíntr the cost of which is $10.95 per barrel. This is considerably

more than a well built hone in the settlement pïoper requires. poor
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insulation and a lack of storm windows and doors account for a large part

of the high heating cost. At the same time, however, the fuel dealer

spoke of shacks in which window panes remained broken all winter, and

the outside elements were kept out by placing such articles as sacks,

clothing or cardboard over the opening.S

At Oxford. House, it is conmon for women, even those well over

sixty years of age to walk to the Hudsonfs Bay Store practically every

day, in both sumrner and winter, to shop for groceries" For some, the

daily distance travelled in this way totals from four to six miles. One

Teason for this is that the store performs an important social function.

Also, the idea of shopþing for a week or even a few days during one trip

is, in many instances, inconceivable to the residents,

The above examples speak of native cultural values and attitudes

indifferent to the accunulation of great amounts of capital and/ot goods

as well as long tern employment as practised by the White culture.

Whitre one cannot generalize on the basis of these examples, they, never-

theless, point out some of the ancestral traits which loday still

remain a part of the culture of the people of Indian ancestry in these

four communities.

However, since it is difficult to arrive at precise conclusions

as to the influence of the factors in tribal culture and history on

economic development, it is necessary also to examine variables concern-

ing types of interaction and relationships of Indians and lthites, rather

than the earlier tribal culture

8Personal communication with lvlr Peter Braun.
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B. CULTURAL REVIVALg

There are thro general schools of thought conceïning this matter.10

The one views a cultural revival as a step toward regression and an

admission of defeat, and charges the people of Indian ancestry with

atternpting to find new secuTity and rneaning in life by harking back to

their ancestral culture. The other trend of thought looks upon any

revj-val as a positive indication that these people are gaining new con-

fídence to participate and cornpete in Canadian society. Advocates of

this hypothesis claim that in order to overcome their apathy and defeat-

ism, it is irnperative for people of Indian ancestry to find a source of

pride in their history.

Certain distinctively Indian aspects of band life do contribute

to economic developnent. For example, the Oxford House and Norway House

bands' rights in fishing and hunting constitute a very real income in

that it provides an important source of good.

Indian people living closer to White urban centles have dis-

covered their many unique and varied ceremonies are of interest to the

9Th" tttdiansr present culture is a fusion of Native and White
heritages. Cultural revival, for purposes of this discussion, refers to
the Indiansr re-discovery and re-evaluation of theír various achieve-
ments. While this does not necessitate a return to a primitive way

of life, it does involve the promotion of the contributions they have

made as a gïoup to Canadian society. It might also involve the restora-
tion of ceitain unique ceremonies or rituals, and handicrafts that act
as reminders of their past.

lOHawthorn summarizes these two schools of thought. Hawthorn,
sg. cit., p. I20.
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non-Indian population and can also bring in a real income.11 Holvever,

because Oxford House and Norway House Indian Reserves are situated well

away from the najor urban centres to the south, it has been difficult to

capitali ze on the expressions of their native culture.

At present Oxford House remains as one of Manitobars only

communities sti11 producing hand-nade snowshoes which are sold com-

nercially. The snowshoes, sold to the local Hudson?s Bay store for

$11.50 per pair, are priced at approximately three times this amount at

the Bayrs store ín Winnipeg. Residents in all four comrnunities stil1
make tnukrukst by hand; however, as yet, these are mainly for local use.

One Norway House Indian has set up a small shop in which he paints and

carves various wooden figures in a style quíte different from that of

White artists.

If roads were built connecting these remote settlements with

Larget population centres in the South, the native rituals, ceremonies

and handicrafts, products of a unique culture, might be utirized to

act as a positive factor contributing to economic developnent, especially

where Indians take the initiative and Whites are spectators. Certainly

with increasing anounts of leisure tirne and increasing standards of liv-
ing, the area would attract many tourists if accessible. It is hoped.

that Indian residents of Norway House will be able to take ful1 advan-

tage of the tourist trade when the tLady selkirkrbegins to bring

114r, 
"*"rple of

Stampede. One of the
this, outside the

highlights there is
province, ís the fanous Calgary
the Indian rvar dances.
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tourists to this settlement in L969.I2

C. KINSHIP T]ES AND OBLIGATIONS

One of the variables influencing economic development among people

of Indian ancestry, often referred to as a negative influence, involves

the obligation of the individual to his kinship. group. As in most tribal

and peasant socíeties, a fairly wide kinship group is the basic unit of

organization, economic and otherwise. Mention has already been made of

the existence of this pattern among the native Cree in northern tr{anitoba.

During the course of the field work, the author met a number of

residents from the four communities who blaned their economic misfor-

tunes on relatives. One example involves an Indian at Oxford House ivho

returned from a hunting trip with a large moose which should have

provided him with enough food for several months. Within the space of

two days, he had given most of the meat away and was left with only

enough for a few days. l{hen queried about his generosity, he said he

had little choice in the matter; rnost of the recipients had been close

friends and relatives and to refuse them would have been the equivalent

of committing social suicide.

hhile the above example does not appear to present a veïy serious

problem, this cultural pattern in another setting might pose tremendous

difficulties for the person of family expected to act as benefactor.

Numerous residents in each of the four communities related their unhappy

work experiences at Thonpson, blaming many of their troubles on relatives

12see Chapter IV, pp. L2g - 130.
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At Norlvay House, for instance, one man reported he had been working in

Thompson and doing so well that he brought his family out, but before

long relatives began to drop in and live with him and his family. 0f

course the successful enployee was expected to feed and house his kin,

and to entertain them with what wages remained after all expenses were

paid. Finalty, expenses became so prohibitive as to force the man and

his family to return to Norway House. He had to choose between com-

pletely severing ties with his relatives on the one hand, and leaving

his job and Thompson on the other. After some consideration he chose the

latter alternative.

In some cases, this pattern of subsidizing relatives drives the

successful employee to despair and drink, and the net outcome generally

includes a disgraceful dismissal , and at the same time it confirms the

employerts fears about the inherent unreliability of Tndians as potential

employees. Once agaín the Indian is caught in the vicious circle of

poverty.

Another family at Norway House announced their intention to leave

the reserve and move to Winnipeg, af.ter severing all ties with relatives

so that they might be able to achieve a higher standard of living. They

were quite bitter about previous experiences in which their kin had

usurped the familyrs hard-earned finances.

Even though it is possible to relate other similar experiences in

which it appears kinship ties have acted as a deterrent to economic

development, such a hypothesis would be extremely difficult to prove.
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Traditionally, this pattern of sharing with others offered the

only alternative to the Indian in his quest for survival in northern

N'fanitobaf s harsh envíronment. one family would share its food with

another, not because of any innate virtue, but because of econonj-c

necessity where, in another instance, it might be dependent on the other

family for its own survival.

As yet, no one has been able to deternine whether those forrner

residents of the four communities, who are noi4i permanently relocated in

Iurger urban centres and enjoying a measure of prosperity, have achieved

success because of the financial support pooled from the resources of

their reratives. Examples of several families jointly supporting a pro-

mising student can be cited, which may be considered a positive factor

in the economic advancement of that individual.

At Norway House and lVabowden, a minority of relatively well paid

steady employees who appear to have become a separate clique, rnight

possibly enbody the enbryonic form of a new economic elite in each of the

communities that will establish new patterns of kinship and social

relations. l3 This may ultirnately offer a païtial solution to the present

negative aspects of kinship ties and obligations that hinder the cornmun-

ities t economic advancement-

13It appears that, in this successful ninority, single family
units withdrarv fron their extended fanilies in order to maintain their
econornic independence. At the same time, however, they are ostracized
by their extended families and by the rest of the band because of their
nev/ status and because of their refusal to share-
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One reasonable, though unproven, conclusion is that the
persistence of widespread kinship obligations among

Indians, as among other deprressed and dependent 1ow-
income groups, is a result, rather than a cause, of
poverty. Much the same conclusion might apply to the
high rate of growtl'r of the- Indian population and of
iti dependencé on welfare.14

QUALITY OF LEADERSHIP

Due to the limitations of a hunting and fishing economy, the

Swampy Cree for centuries had been required to fol1ow a semi-nomadic

existence, in which he and his family lived apart from the rest of the

band for long periods of the year. The basic unit of social o.rganiza-

tion remained the fanily. A number of families would live together

during the summer fishing season to constitute a gloup distinct from

simílar groups of Crees in other districts. Consequently, there was a

lack of community feeling which produced only a very loose po1ítica1

structure. Leaders, chosen for short periods and for specific occasions,

such as the hunt , war and trading expeditions, held power for the dura-

tion of the business at hand and were at all tinies entirely dependent

for their authority on the good will of the peop1e.15

However, even though traditíonalIy theiT way of life never

necessitated the formation of strong adninistrative bodies, more recently,

the people of Indian ancestry have lived in close contact with White

admínistTators who have to a large extent controlled and altered their

way of life. Local band councils were formed on reserves when Indian

l4Hawthorn, op. cit., p. I22.

lsMr=on, op. cit., p. 37.
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treaties were signed, and gradually the Indians have become anxious to

control their olvn affairs by displaying powerful leadership.

It would seem reasonable to relate the quality of leadership in

the fouï corununities to their economic situation. Hawthornts report16

examined thj"s relationship in a sarnple of Indian bands across Canada by

asking Indian Affairs personnel in their respective agencies to classify

band leadership into one of five categories. TLe report concluded that

there was no significant correlation between the two variables for

various reasons.

First , ãty assessment of the quatity of native leadership made

by the Indian Agency personnel is, of necessity, a subjective one and

might in many instances only be a measurement of the Indiansr willing-

ness to cooperate wíth the White adrninistration.

Secondly, those who assume the responsibility of band leadership

often have, in reality, 1ittle real influence among the band menrbers.

0lder members of the community, or sometimes business proprietors,

though not part of the 1ocal adninistrative body, have wide influence

which is instrunental in the making or breaking of a program.

Fina11y, the more prosperous members of the community are usually

too busy to take the time to act as administrative persons. At Norway

House Indian Reserve a former band chief, who had been relatively

successful economicalLy, judging from his tin/o-story house and property,

inforrned the author he was too busy fishing and trapping to get involved

in a similar capacity again.

l6Hawthorn, 
-cP_. cít., pp. L22-I23
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It should be added here that at Oxford Ilouse and Norway House

Indian Reserves, the men currently occupying the position of chieftain

are certainly not the most capable nor competent. It appears that each

of the bands selects a chief whose qualities include an amiable and

ease-Iovíng personality, and a readiness to co-operate with the Agency

Superintendent and his adninistration.

This pattern is certainly not a new one as illustrated in an

anthropological dissertation involving Oxford House in 1940.17 During

this time, pressure was successfully brought to bear on the chief to

resign by two ease-loving councillors. The rnain reason for discontent

with the chief was his implementation of a strenuous communal project.

It may be that those people possessing greatest leadership

potential, find the present arrangement petty and lacking in opportunity

for chiefs and councillors to exercise real power aimed at economic

advancement. The Indian-Eskimo Association of Canada has urged the

formation of a rNative Canadian Development Institutef which would

assume complete responsibility and control over band funds and economic

developnent, and accept the consequent liabilities as wel1.18 In addi-

tion, the present Indian Affairs Branch would assist in an advisory capa-

city so that the initiative would come from the people of Indian

ancestry.

17Mason, op.cit., pp. 42-45.

18g. R. McEwen, C_ommunity Develop-ment SerVices for Canadian Indian
and lvletis Corununities: A critical assessment of the current Comrnunity

@dproposa1sforcorrectivemeaSuÏeS,(Pub1ished
by the Indian-Eskino Association of Canaða, Toronto, January 1968).
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rn the matter of encouraging greater strength of leadership,

Hawthorn points out that where the path to economic development appears

to lie in closer integration with the lVhite conmunity, and where greater

dependency of band members on paid employrnent results in migration away

from the reserve, the band councilts inportance seems destined to

decline. 19

E. ORGANI ZATIONAL ACTIVITY2O

Some social science researchers of Indian and Metis communities

have suggested a relationship between organizational activity and

economic advancement.2I Generally speaking, the higher the income and

status of the individuals, the great.er the number of organizations they

particípate in.

Again referring to Hawthornfs report, a statistically significant

degree of correlation (.48) between numbers of organizations in each

rndian band, and the average per capita income of nembers was shown,

although this nust be qualified in view of the fact that the higher

income bands lÀJere usually also larger than the low income bands. The

l9Hawthorn, 9p. cit., p. l,Zs

200rgani zational activity here is defined. as involvement in
conmunity activities such as conmunity clubs, various church and
charitable organizations, and parent-teacher associations.

2lsee B. lV. Card, G. K. Hirabayashi and C. L. French, The Metis
in Alberta Society l{itir Special Reference to Social, Economiclãã-
Cultural Factors Associated with Persistently High Tuberculosis Inci-

for The Alberta Tuberculosis Association, October i963).
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Teport found no evident correlation with average number of people per

organizatíon.22

lVabowden, economically the most viable of the four communities,

does not exhibit a noticeably greater number of organizations than do

the others. 0f course, Wabowden cannot be compared to Norway House in

terms of number of organizations per settlement, since the latter has

roughly four times as many residents as the former. Then too, even

though Norway House has some six churches as compared to three in

Wabowden this in itself remains a meaningless statistic in view of the

fact that the proportion of active church members, participatíng on a

regular basis, in both settlenents remains low.

In relation to more economically developed Indian bands in

southern Ontario, for example, Norway House and Oxford House, both

economically depressed bands, have far fewer organLzations among their

members than the former. Thus, this question of organizationa\ activity

has considerable relevance with reference to priority of effort for the

community development program launched by the Indian Affairs Branch and

other agencies airned at the economic advancernent of these communities.

F. SOCIAL AND PERSONAL DISORGAN]ZATION23

One explanation for the Indiansl

that is often enunciated concerns their

failure to develop econonically

pers onal disorgani zation.

22ïawthorn, op. cit., p. I23

2SDuring periods of cultural transition, a change in work habits
and group practices disturbs the established habit systems. While the
individual is freed, to some degree, from the traditional controls, new
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They fail to develop attitudes and behavior patterns that are acceptable

to the dominant society and as a result, are unable to adjust to and

participate in this latter. group. Commonly cited examples of personal

disorganizatíon include drunkenness, sexual prorniscuity, laziness,

apathy, unreliability, neglect of family and so on.

Personal disorganizatíon following sinilar patterns among rela-

tively large numbers of people of Indian ancestry has, in many instances,

been attributed to the failure of this minority group to adjust to the

iVl:rite culture. A report dealing with the Metis in Alberta socíety24

suggests that the observed behavior of the Metis, while similar in

appearance to apathy, may be the l'{etis inode of adjustment to the domin-

ant culture.

A distinction should be made between social and personal disorgan-

ízation. Social disorganization presumably is an inevitable consequence

of the transfornation of a relatively static, localized subsistance

economy to one that is dynarnic, large-scale and complex in its operations

elements of insecurity are introduced into his life experj-ence.
The term, rdisorganization,r refers to the process of adjusting

to a situation of cultural duality, Disorganization of a person, or a

group of people, never leads to complete chaos, but rather to another
Ievel of integration. [Alfred M. Lee (ed.), New Outline of Principles of
Sociology, (Nerv York: Barnes and Noble Inc., 1951), pp. 4-5,159.]

In this discussion the term, rdisorganization,t and the examples
used nay appeaï to be sirnilar to apathy, and may appear to indicate a

state of depravity. Nevertheless, the writer acknowledges that this
observed behavior may be an acceptable, and possibly the only rnode of
adjustnent of people of Indian ancestry to the lthite culture.

24card, Hirabayashi and French, op. cít.
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and which offers high personal incomes. However, personal disorganiza-

tion is not necessaríly a corol rary or social disorganí zation The

inference here is that those communities that have developed economic-

aIIy have successfully made the transition, but those that have renained.

in a depressed state have failed in the transition.

All four communities appear to have been unsuccessful in the

transition. Ìvfany residents are stil1 living at a subsistence 1evel.

But an increasing nurnber of these, having found their traditional pur-

suits of trapping and fishing to give thern almost negligible returns, and

having failed to find alternative employment, exhibit behavior patterns

such as laziness and apathy which can be considered proof of personal

disorgani zation.

But there is no simple direct correlation between poverty and

social and personal disorganization. To realize this, one has only to

look at statistics concerning the rising frequency of such social and

personal problems as divorce, alcoholism, delinquency and crime, and

mental breakdowns over the last two decades for Canada and the United

States, countries which have enjoyed unprecedented econornic growth and

personal wealth.

However, it seems that, where only a small minority remains

economically depressed in an otherwise affluent society, the demoral-

izing effects are greater than in a situation where the majority of the

populace remains poor.
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The illegitirnacy rate can be taken as a measure of personal dis-

organization. Statistics showing the percentage of unwed nothers to

total mothers in each community are not a-vailab1e. However, Hawthornrs

study has compared this ratio among different Indian bands across

Canada and concluded that there "seems to be an equally wide range in

illegitimacy rates among high-income and low-income bands."25

In order to measure the incidence of personal disorganization in

the four communities, the author has relied on personal observations, on

interviews with the population generally and with knowledgeable resi-

dents specifically.

Oxford House, the least accessible of the four communities, appears

to have a lower incidence of personal disorganization than do the others.

Certainly, such problems as alcoholisn and illegitimacy, while in

existence here, do not reach the proportions witnessed at Wabowden for

example. But then Oxford House has no liquor outlet, and social control

is far stronger here than at lVabowden.26 The more common manifestations

of personal disorgantzatton at Oxford House appear to be apathy and

idleness, probably the result of poverty, poor health, malnutrition,

dependency and overcrowdi ng.

2sHawthorn, gp. cit., p. l'28.

26Th. author observed an Oxford House mother driving her two
daughters, both in their late teens, home with the aid of a switch after
attending a movie shown at the church hall so that they might not fall
prey to some amorous young men. Another parent objected to the imrnoral
influences outside the settlement and concluded by saying that every
time his daughter went to Thompson she becane pregnant, and every time
his son went there he got involved in drinking and brawling, and ended
up in jaLI.
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Wabowden, which is economically the most viabte, the rnost acces-

sible, and which has the highest proportion of l{hites of the four settle-
ments, seems to display the greatest incidence of personal disorganiza-

tion. This situation, comparable to other settlements with rarge pro-

portions of lvletis, has been attributed by some to the fact tlìat the

I{etis have utilized lower-class models in their acculturatíon process,

while the general society judges thern from a middle-class value

orientati on.27

I{abowden is accessible by road and raí7, to both Thornpson and The

Pas, and because of its beer parlor and large Metis population, it is
frequently visited by Whíte men, enployed at either Thompson or in nearby

mining camps, who are loolcing for sexual exciternent. It is not uncommon

for young girls of Indian ancestry , \6 years and younger, to be enticed

one hlay or another to spend a few days with these men at their.arps,28
There is no.doubt that it is rargery lower-class l,vrrites who

provoke anti-social behavior among the Metís population here. To rnake

matters worse, there is no R.C.M.P. detachment stationed, in the settle-
ment as yet, and when trouble erupts , a carr must be placed to Thompson.

By the time the políce arrive, the guilty party has usually long departed.

The numerous examples of personal disorganizatton at Wabowden suggests

that the era of the rwild trVestr has its counteïpart in the rwild North.'

27Card, Hirabayashi and French, eg._cit., pp. Sg2_5g3.

28several of the trVabowden teachers complained of absenteeism ofyoung 
,l'lef i; girls, who for days had been rp"ttãing their ti-rne runningaround mining camps
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A similar situation could exist at Norway House which also has a

liquor outlet, although here the situation is rnore rigidly controlled by

the loca1 R.C.Ìvf.P. and constables, and by the fact that legally, no

liquor is allowed on the reserve. However, at lVabowden the greater oppor-

tunities for salaried employnent and consequently higher personal incomes

for residents provide a partial explanation for an apparently higher

incidence of alcoholism.

Any comrnunity developnent program aimed at economic advancement

of a commrinity, such as lVabowden, will have to focus on those residents

who are unable to take advantage of wage and salaried employnent because

of personal disorganízation. At lVabowden this would include the Whites

as rnuch or more as the residents of Indian ancestry.

There appears to be a direct relation between the personal dis-

organization of people of Indian ancestry and the degree of frequency

of contact with the ithite culture. Oxford House, which is the least

accessible of the four settlements, and one of Manitobars most isolated

reserves, offers the fewest examples of behavior characteristic of

personal disorgani zation However, the incidence of such behavior pat-

terns appears to increase with the greater number of ilIhites in a settle-

ment, and at Waborvden where slightly nore than half of the population is

Ithite, the examples of this phenomena are most numerous. The writer

feels this hypothesis, nhile outside the scrrpe of his study, r{arrants

further research.
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CI-iAPTER VI I I

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOilIMENDATIONS

SUN,ÍN.{ARY 0F PROBLEIvIS FACING THE FOUR COI&ÍUNITIES

The basic problem common to all four communities might well be

summarized as rtoo many people and too few resources. t tr4/ith the excep-

tion of lVabowden, people of Indian ancestry constitute more than three-

quarters of each communityrs population, and at Wabowden the proportion

ís about 50 per cent. There has been an unusually high rate of natural

increase among these populations, the exception here possibly being

Thicket Portage. However, even here household units remain large and

the slow growth has already partially been explained in terms of its

econonic function during the initial development of Thompson.

A relatively large proportion of the communities' populations has

traditionally depended for its livelihood on 1oca11y available resouïces,

viz., fish, game and fur bearing animals, and timber for fuel-wood.

According to the writerrs 1967 sample the following proportions stil1

rely on these primary resource based industries: lVaborvden - 11 per cent,

Thicket Portage - 2I per cent, Norway House - 50 per cent, and Oxford

House - 80 per cent. The proportions are probably higher if one considers

the ntunber of registered licenses issued to the respective local resi-

dents.

However, the popula-tions have increased beyond the capacity

these resources to sustain then. At the same time, the methods of

utilizing such resources today, in most instances, remain obsolete

of

and
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inefficient. As a result, the economic gain in terms of incone is

extremely low by southern lufanitoba standards, often lower than the total

income they receive in one form or another from Government subsidized

relief or social welfare. Fishing and trapping employs relatively lutge

numbers of the comnunitiesr residents, but because of the seasonal

nature of the activities, this employment is always only for short

periods. There are too many inactive periods between periods of produc-

tivity, and as a result, a large and increasing proportion of residents

are unemployed or under-enployed and must be supported by public sub-

sidy or relief in one form or another.

In the four communities, the poorer trapper and fisherman, as

well as the unskilled laborer, are developing a taste for social aid

because these returns appear to be steadier and/or higher than those

derived from the traditional pursuits. As Government allowances in the

forn of welfare payments increase year by year, settlements such as

Norway House are in effect becoming welfare ghettos, The expanding

population and increasing dependency on the state is slowly gnawing

away at the aspirations of the adult population. At present, therefore,

it is quite accurate to think of welfare as one of the major industries

in these cominunities.

If the present standard of living is to be raised, a good number

of those currently engaged in trapping and fishing must be encouraged to

leave this activity for wage and salaried work. Only in this manner can

both those remaining in and those leaving this primary, resource based

industry hope to achieve a measure of prosperity.
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Ilowever, here the communities are faced with another dilemma,

nanely, the lack of sufficient wage or salaried work. At Norway House,

for example, there are only some 130 fulI time jobs and 50 part tine

jobs lasting 6 months and less; this, despite the fact that there are

380 household units. Similarly, in Thicket Portage there are some 10

full time and L7 part time jobs, the latter lastì.ng 6 mont}rs and less,

andyet there are 47 household units here. At Wabowden, there are 43

full tíme and 17 part tine jobs, while there are 704 household units in

the community. Final1y, Oxford House with some 116 families offers only

15 full time and 32 part time jobs, the latter again lasting for a

period of 6 months and 1ess. Obviously, those that cannot obtain wage

or salaried work and wish to remain in the community wi11, of necessity,

either trap and/or fish, or be forced into a position of accepting social

a:-d.

In conclusion, the three main problems affecting the economies of

the four settlements are: (1) theirraprdly growing populations, (2) the

trapping and fishing industry which is chronically plagued by a dminish-

ing resource base on the one hand, and by too nany trappers and fisher-

men on the other, and (3) the fact that no new industriat development

has supplemented or replaced these traditional activities. In view of

these problens, it appears that a larger number and proportion of the

populations must be encouraged and enabled to find employment in wage

lvork out of these settlements to avoid a deterioration in living standards

and a growing dependence on Government subsidies or relief.
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B. RECONMENDAT]ONS

Proposals nade here do not appear in any order of importance or

priority. Should the recommendations be accepted, it is hoped that they

will be co-ordinated into a developmental progïam that will take into

account the human as well as the economic needs of the four communities.

1. Residents should be given greater encouragement and meaning-

ful incentives to emigrate from these settlements. It is possible to

educate those residents under age 15 to assume a role away from the

Indian reserves or the Metis settlements. The group between the ages of

16 and 35 can be rupgradedt ut4 given courses in skills that will enable

them to accept emplopnent outside the settlement.

2. At the same time, there is a need for additional research to

determine:

(a) the attitude of people to relocation.

(b) the need for an intensive program of counselling and
guidance for students, for the upgrading and technical
training of adults

(c) meaningful incentives and services to facilitate
re location.

(d) to evaluate the potential of the residents in rela-
tionship to future developments in the mining and
forest products j-ndustries in tlne area.

(e) whether a relationship exists between the personal
disorganization of residents of Indian ancestry and
the degree of frequency of contact with the hhite
culture group.

3. While it is hoped that the migration from these settlements

to lr{anitobats larger urban centres will increase, it is clear tlat a
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number of each communityrs tesidents will choose to remain in their

settlement. Realism, therefore, demands that programs of economic

development be centred on these Indian and Metís communities. Commun-

ities such as lVabowden and Thicket Portage should be nade to serve a

useful function in that they offer adequate environments for condition-

ing Indian and Metis people, from inaccessible reserves and settlements,

to adopt an urban way of life.

TRAPPING AND F]SHING

The older residents who depend on trapping and fishing and who

cannot learn new ski11s must be allowed and guaranteed adequate oppor-

tunity to trap and fish. By encouraging younger residents to find

salaried employment, there will be fewer people engaged in trapping and

fishing, and hopefully these will realize greater economic returns per

capita.

Co-operative marketing has raised the incomes of Norway House

fishermen. The practicality of instituting a sirnilar forn of inarketing

fur as well as fish should be investigated. In addition, the Govern-

ment should establish a Marketing Board to provide some supervision and

control over prices and quality of produce.

AGRICULTURE

The production of vegetables, nilk products, eggs

products for local consumption in the communities should

Practical trainíng should be supplied wherever necessary.

and poultry

be encouraged.
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In addition, a feasibility study sirould be carried out by econo-

mists to ascertaín the possibitity of: (a) establishing a cïeamery at

Thompson, (b) operating dairy farms at Wabowden, and (c) operating beef

cattle ranches at Wabowden.

MINK RANCHING

The Govern-rnent should institute a developnental program aimed not

simply at promoting the growth of the industry but at establishing

Indians and Metis as mink ranchers. There is a need for practical train-

ing and working capitar, in the forn of long-term, 1ow interest loans.

In addition, Tesearch is needed to study: (a) problens of ranch effi-

ciency and 1ow cost operation, and (b) animal husbandry and practices of

improving the quality of pelts.

THE TOURIST INDUSTRY

People of Indian ancestry at Norway House and Wabowden nust be

encouraged and assisted, financially and through education, to become

involved in the tourist trade of these communities.

The historical aspects of Norway House, in relation to its

tourist industry, should be pronoted. Such a program would have to be

instituted by the Government.

HOUS ING

The reconunendations of O'Connellts housing studyl should be

lSee Chapter VI, pp. 173-774.
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adopted. The advantages, and disadvant.ages, of Co-operative housing

and higher density living should be made very clear to the communitiesr

residents. But the element of choice must always remain a basic tenet

in the matter of hous'ing, in order that residents, especially those of

Indian ancestry are not coerced, or given the impression of being

coerced, into acceptìng another tWhíte manrs program.l

4. It is imperative that a greater nunber of residents in the

four comrnuníties, particuLarry those of Indian ancestry, be encouraged

to acl-rieve a higher 1eve1 of education. Research is needed to investi-

gate the possibility of producing an educational program that takes into

account the special needs and problems confronting people of Indian

ancestry. The public school curriculum must be modified in content,

teaching techniques and grading systems to neet the needs of these com-

munities t children. Such modifications need not obscure the basic simi-

Tarrty between northern and southern Manitoba school programs nor omit

content essential to further academic and vocational education. There

is a great need for practical and technical education for the settle-

mentst adult population as we11.

5. There is a need for greater recreational and cultural facili-
ties in all four settlements to involve residents, particularly the

young people, in varied and healthy activity.

In conclusion, there is an urgent need to adopt a plan of

developnent to provide resídents of the four communities, particularly

those of rndian ancestry, with higher standards of living, more choice
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of opportunity in all areas of living and greater participation in the

northern as well as the Iarger Canadian society.

The N{anitoba Department of Northern Affairs should be respon-

sible for executíng such a plan of developnent. To bring jobs to these

northern communities and to move men out to j obs in other parts of the

province will demand the resources of the Federal Government as well as

of the Province. However, it is the duty of the Provincial Government

to begin planning the larger program.
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1. Settlement:

APPENDIX A

Questionnaire

House No.:

Racial origin: Band or Treaty No. :

Age:Respondent rs Sex:

Education (school grade) : Re ligion :

How many people in this fanily (household) ?

ilow nany children 16 years of age and under

gardening, poultry, livestock, etc.

fishing

trapping

railroad work

pulp cutting
picking wild rice

picking seneca root

at the hospital

at the Indian agency

at the school

driving taxi

at the Bay Store, general store,
airlines

in this household:

3.

2. Do you own this place? rent this place?

or do you have some other arrangement (e.g. squatter)?

How many people in this family (household) are employed

other which brings in some income?

at one j ob or

What sort of work are these people employed in? Check the appropriate
b lanh .

Type of employment Time spent per year where

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

s)

h)

i)
j)

k)

1)
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m)

n)

o)

p)

q)

mln].ng

other

Does this family receive welfare? Yes

How long have you been living here? a) More than 10 years

b) from 2 to 10 years

c) less than 2 years

No

If less

Reason

than 2 years, where was your previous residence?

for moving:

Length of previous residence:

years, where

residence:

a) nore than

b) from 2 to
c) less than

was this residence?If less than 2

Length of this

Do you plan to
If no, when do

10 years

10 years

2 years

No5. stay here? Yes

you plan to move this year

next year

eventual 1y

next ? (rs67)

(1e68)

a)

b)

c)

Where do you plan to
Reasons for moving:

rnove to?

6. Do you like it here? Yes Reasons:
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6. (Contrd) Reasons :

Indifferent Reasons :

7. How often in a year does this farnily (household) visit:
Reason for visiting

a) The Pas

b) Thompson

c) Thicket Portage

d) Wabowden

e) Churchill
f) lVinnipeg

g) elsewhere

h)

B. For Indian Reserves only:

Is any member of this family (household) away from the reserve?

Yes No If the answer is Yes, is he or she away

1) Temporarily -- yes _ no

If yes, name the place and province where he or she is now:

Reason for being away, e.g. job, what kind:
holiday
staying with relatives or friends

residential school

hospital
away up-grading courses such as
carpentry, secretarial, etc.

others

2) Permanently -- yes no

If yes, name the place and province where he or she is now:

No

Reason for moving:
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9. when your cjrildren finish school, do they intend to stay on a

reserve? Yes No

Do they intend to leave the reserve

Yes No

10. Do you think living on a reserve is a good way of life for the
Indian? Explain.

11. Do you think Indians will keep on living on reseïves in the future?
Exp 1 ain .




